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IIABSTRACT

This report covers research performed under Contract N00014-72-C-0477 for

[ the Advanced Research Projects Agency, which was monitoree by the Office of

Naval Research. The effort was- directed spec-ifically toward examining and

[ comparing the responses of similarly configured expandable and rigid bodies

subject to wave action, te investigation of hydrodynamic problems associated

with closely spaced multiple floats in an array, and t6 an assessment of cost of

expandable structures in relation to certain design requirements for a floating
base.

Subcontractors were Davidson Laboratory (DL), located at Stevens Institute of

Technology, for hydrodynamic testing and analysis of models and Lockheed Un-

derwater Missile Test Facility (LUMFI, which provided a test tank for large-

scale models of isolated floats. The Davidson Laboratory work comprised a

[ major portion of the program and consisted of the following four parts:

Part 1 - Exploratory investigation of interaction effects

L on deck motion

Part 2 - Comprehensive program on hydrodynamric in-

I teraction effects

Part 3 - Analysis and supporting test work of study of

[ response of deformable floats

Part 4 - Large-scale model tests of response of de-

U formable floats

The Davidson Laboratcry work is reported in Appendixes F, G, H, and I.

t
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r SECTION I - ThTRODUCTION

The technical feasibility of creating large expandable structures that can beV assembled at sea to form stable platforms of various sizes was investigated by

Goodyaar Aerospace Corporation (GAC) and a subcontractor for hydrodyna-
mics, Davidson Laboratory, Stevens Institute of Technology, during an 18-month

period ending in late 1971. lhe results of this study, which are reported in

GER-15491, I, a indicate with certain qualifications that the concept is feasible.

A group of experts convened by the Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA)Jjand the Office of Naval Research (ONR) reviewed the results of the study to de-

termine what additional work would be appropriate to develop a large-scale

platform. The full report of the ARPA review group is presented in Appendix

A. Briefly, the review gioup concluded that additional investigations should be

made: (1) to verify the assumption that pressurized rubber/fabric structures[ (built to act as supporting floats for a deck) would respond like rigid bodies

under wave action, (2) to examine certain hydrodynamic problems associated[with a closely spaced multiple float array (including the cause of test model

deck motion amplification), and (3) to assess further the effect of platform de-

sign and performance on costs.

The program reported herein, conducted under Contract N00014-72-C-0477,[ was undertaken to elucidate these issues, and the program plan as well as the

format of this report were structured to respond to the three general problem

areas cited by the ARPA review panel.

Other work presented includes a minimum-cost proposal in Appendix B; descrip-L tion of the Naval Underwater Systems Center at Seneca Lake, New York, in

Appendix C; spin-off investigations in Appendix D and a description of the Lock-

heed Underwater Missile Facility in Appendix E. Reports prepared by Davidson

ilLaboratry, Stevens Instittdte of Technology, on hydrodynamic testing and analy-
sis of models are presented in Appendixes F through I.

a Superjo: numbers in the text refer to items in the List of References.

L -1-
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SECTION 11 - SUMMARY

Analytical studies and model tests were conducted on isolated floats and on arrays

of floats connected by simulated deck structures. Regular waves of varying fre-

quencies and forced heave motion were imposed on the models to determine their

molinn and/or force response.

Significant geometric features of the proposed float configuration include: (I) a

hinge separating the upper float section from tle attenuator, (Z) a transition sec-

tion where the diameter increases, and (3) an increased mass element in the at-

tenuator.

Analytical expressions for heave force show the advantage of the shoulder design

over designs without a shoulder for the particular critical frequency range irm-

mediately above resonance. Test results on 1/57.6-scale floats with and without

shoulders provide verification of the analytical expression for heave force.

Analytical expressions for a hinged float show the great reduction in surge force

transmitted to the float support in comparison with that for an unhinged float.

Test results on 1/57. 6-scale floats without hinges provide reasonable verifica-

tion with theory except for non-critical, high-frequency waves where the theory

is non-conservative. Theory is shown to b.! conservative for hinged floats, par-

ticularly at low frequencies for floats with both shoulders and hinges.

Flexible floats made of fabric and easily packaged can be filled with 'Water, then

air-pressurized to act in a manner similar to rigid floats. A rigid wooden model

and a fabric model of 1/8-scale size were comparatively tested. Results show

that heave and surge force and bending moment measurements are similar be-

tween the model and comparable with theoretical predictions. Pendular and

heaving natural frequencies were also shown to be comparable with each other

and with t6-ory. Structural natural frequencies were different as expected.

Arrays of unhinged 1/57.6-scale model floats held rigidly in place for force

measurements show an increase in heave and surge force vaalues over thioreti-

caliy predicted values. The increase in heave force is related in part to an

increase in wave height noted within the array. The increase in wave height

Preceding pap hiank
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is related to an interference to wave flow caused by the closely packed array of

floats.

Array ainodels constructed with deck structures that permit motion tests show

that excessive motions above theoretical predic tions occur throughout the array.

Parallel linkage zncdcls ch-wec -c:ce-sive stern motion (tail wagging) and exces-

sive bow motion at certain frequencies, over and above those motions at the cen-

ter. Stiffened de,;k model- stow both bow and stern motions to be excessive.

Str•ictural interaction is experimentally shown to contribute to excessive motion.

An. anal) tical iaodel of an array supports test data in regard t- mode shape of the

dezk and cxcessive bow and stern motions. Studies isolating heave and surge

force effects show that surge force interaction is responsible for the majority

of the deck, motion. Eridence available promotes the contention that structural

Zitersectio- o± tbe deck can be greatly reduced by proper positioning of the hinge.

Ccst studits are presented that indicate that unit cost of constructiopn is in the

range of $l(7 per square foot for full-scale construction of small arrays.

Recommendations for further study in five areas are presented below:

I. Modify existing analytical model to verify experimental 3
arrays more precisely.

2. Examine modifications to const- ,-'ion of the float to re-

duce surge force interaction on the deck. Shifting the loca-

tion of the hinge can be easily examined by the analytical

model. U
3. Consider advantages of the float design extended in this

program, including geometry and packageability, to areas

of spar buoy interest.

4. Consider rigid float construction in light of geometric ad-

vantages extended by the float design of this program.

5. Examine construction techniques for deck edge restraint

and their influence on the motions of arrays of floats.

-

-4-
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SECTION III - ISOLATED FLOAT STUDI

S. BACKGROUND

The ARPA review group commentary on isolated float data included the sug-

gestion that 'the response and bahvaior of rigid versus expandable buoyant

elements" be investigated. The review group recommended that further

work be directed to

1. Determine if inflatable floats can be made to act likc

a rigid structure under wave action

2. Examine the properties of inflatable deformable floats

to determine if their elastic properties are useful to

performance of a stable floating platform

Doubt was expressed by a number of review group members that a water

and air-pressurized rubberized fabric body would react structurally in a

manner similar to a non-deforming metal or concrete float of similar con-

figuration. Also, the degree of stiffness that can be achieved in a fiber-

reinforced elastomeric structure was questioned.

Two test programs were conceived to examine the problems postulated:

1. Small-scale model test and analysis

Z. Large-scale model tests

Analytical effort was also expended to develop mathematical expressions

that could be used to evaluate the test measurements as well as to broaden

the knowledge of the unique features of the proposed float design.

2. FORCES IN GENERAL

Forces on vertical cylinders caused by waves are well undzrstood. Avail-

able technology has provided design capability fo- both stationary piles,

which develup side forces as waves pass.. and isolated -floats or spar buoys,

which respond with dynamic motion to ocean waves.

• -5-
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Before beginning a study of the forces exerted on submerged floats, the pres-

sure field under a passing wave must be examined. Underwater forces re-

sult from the i -,tion of a passing wave as well as from the head of water

above the point of consideration. From the general energy expression for

steady flow (Bernoulli), which considers potential, pressure, and vclocity

heads, the following dynamic equation for pressure potential can be ob-

tained. 2

p = a(t - \,•NI z/j

where

p = pressure,

p = density of incompressible fluid,

$ = potential function,

g = acceleration of gravity,

z = vertical dimension measured positive downward from
the still water level, and

x = horizontal measurement measured positive in the
direction of the wave

The potential function, $, which describes the total energy potential of the

orbiting water particles, is given by:3

cV cosinhK(dZ LO sinK(x- t) , (V)

where

S= potential function (ft /sec),

d = water depth,

S= wave amplitude (1/2 wave height),

K = wave number (Zir/L)

Lw = wave length, and

V = wave velocity.

w

-6-
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The "static pressure" component of the total pressure term (that pressure

acting in all directions neglecting velocity) is given by the first two terms

of the pressure function. The last two terms of the expression deal with

a$/&x and a$/8z, which are velocities.

For deep-water consideration (large d), the ratio cosh K (-Z + d)/sinh Kh-k'z

approacbes e . Static pressure below a wave field in deep water is con-

I sequently

p o E
-_ - = gz -P at

I Ps Pz±%"g-Kz

P = 0gz + pge cos (Kx -ut). (3)

The Smith effect is referred ro as the difference in pressure that would be

calculated at the instantaneous water level, neglecting wave motion and that

i3 calculated as above. Maximum variation would occur at a wave crest or

t trough when

* cos (Kz -wt) = 1.0

The Smith effect would then be:

Ap = pgCa (1 - e • (4)

Floats considered for the floating base application employ many design fea-

tures that make response of the floats different from a conventional cylindri-

cal spar buoy. The influence of these features in regard to imposed force

is discussed below. Particularly significant design items include the atten-

uator, binge, and skin,

3. ATTENUATOR FEATURES IN REGARD TO HiEAVE FORCE

a. General

The attenuator is termed such because it houses the elements that reduce

the response of the float to a fraction of the wave motion. Specific features

of the attenuator are the shoulder transition and its increased mass.

-7--
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b. Shoulder Transition

Use of this increase in diameter, at a level beloix, the lowest point the wave

form is expected to reach, provides a transition area against which imposed

wave forces will act in opposition to forces applied at the bottom. Figure 1

depicts the opposing forces described above. Also shown in the figure is a

plot of heave force amplitude in pounds per foot of wave amplitude versus

wave frequency imposed on a cylinder with and without a shoulder. Signifi-

cance of the shoulder in regard to heave force is demnonscrra.ed by a simple

theory that considersonly the variation in pressure at depth az the wave

passes but disregards inertia and drag effects. Referring to Equation 3,

above, and considering force amplitude alone, the equation for heave force

is:

F g(Z At - Z Ab I * (e-Kzt~t A e KZb )1,

where

A = ar:a of the cross section and

t, b = subscripts denoting location of
pressure calculation at transition
or base.

The floats shown have a water plane diameter of six feet, are filled with

water, and are capable of carrying the sane payload. The table in Figure I

shows the geometric difference between the floats represented by the curves.

Curve A represents the heave force resulting on a constant-diameter float
being held fixed ia the water. Note that the force ampliitude is greater for

lower-frequencty waves where the wave height has a longer time to affect

the bottom of the float. The force shown is in Obase with the wave.

Curve B shows the dramatic change that occurs with the addition of a shoul-

der transition. This float is the same length as that for Curve A, but with

an increase in diameter to 12 ft at a depth of 30. 23 It below the water line.

Note that a null point occurs at a frequency of 0. 104 cps. Heave forces at

frequencies above the null are out of phase with the wave. Below the null,

heave forces are in phase. The cause cf this phasing phenomenon is simply

explained by the fact that at higher frequencies the product of pressure times

-8-
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[
area at the transition is greater than at the base. More completely, the

- exponential decay of pressure with depth is greater for the high-frequency

short waves than for the low-frequency long waves; this in turn causes the

greater force to change from the base to the shoulder as wave frequency in-
j creases. To aid in reducing the size of the plot, the lower portion of curve

B (the out-of-phas, portion) can be flopped over as shown with the dashed

1 curve.

Table I is an example of the computer data from which the plots of Figure 1

were made. The particular case shown is for float B.

c. Increased Mass

An increase in mass of the float is beneficial in reducing the motion of the

float due to the forces described above. A significant parameter associated

with response is the natural heaving frequency of the float, which is a fanc-

tion of the mass. Water plane frequency, as it is termed, is calculated as:

f I

where

K = PgAw (lb/ft) spring constant of float as measured
by the weight of water displaced per foot of float
heave

m = mass of the float to be accelerated.

Referring to Figure 1, the constant-diameter float A has a natural frequency[ of 0. 125 cps. This frequency would be undesirable from the viewpoint of a

float designed for ocean use, because many waves would contain this same

frequency, and a consequent resonance would result, causing excessively

large motions. Float B on the other hand has a natural frequency of 0. 083

cps. This frequency is lower than the significant waves expected to be en-

countered in the design considered.

Curve C is provided to show the effect of increasing the length of a constant

diameter float A from 52 ft to 117.3 ft, where its mass is equal to that for B.

The natural frequency of B and C are consequently the same.

9
-9-
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16001 
F

FLOAT DEFINITION

Ltj FLOAT (FT) JFT (FTS (F)W I
'4006 1
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Figure 1 - Theoretical Heave Force on Fixed Float

-10-
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Advantages of the constant-diameter design are evident by the reduced force

imposed on the float over a portion of the frequency range. Referring to

Figure 1, float C has a reduced force compared with that shown for float B

at frequencies above 0. 117 cps. Below 0. 117 cps, float B has a reduced

response as a result oi its null point.

Advanttages of the shoulder design result because:

1. Surface area or total fabric area of the increased di-

ameter section is only r X 12 X 21. 77 = 820 sq ft as

opposed to n X (6) X 87.08 = 164. 0 sq ft for housing

the same mass in the constant-d iarneter float. (A ratio

of I to 2)

2. Bending stress is reduced because the length is shorter

and the diameter increased

3. Shoulder depth can be designed so that the null point

frequency occurs in range of sigaificant energy of the

wave

d. Experimental Verification

References 1 and 4 provide test data on isolated floats built to a scale of

1/57.6, which were tested in an earlier phase of the GAC study of floating

bases. Figur*4 2 provides a plot of heave force versus frquency as mea-

sured on the floats depcited on the )lot. Results are scaled up to full-scale
22values by multiplying wave force/foot values by X2 = (57.62), and frequency

by 1/1 2. Note that the floats shown are similar to float B discussed above.

The theoretical curve for float B shown in Figure 1 is repeated in Figure 2

for comparison purposes. This curve is termed static force plus Smith

correction, because it neglects orbital velocity and acceleration effects of

the water particles. The theory shown here has been termed Froude-Krylov

or Newman by Mercier in Reference 5.

A modification to this curve to account for acselaration influence of the par-

ticles is included. The theory used to obtain this modification follows more

readily after the discussion presented in the next section (refer to Appen-

dix C for expressions relating this effect).

-12-
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This modification for inertia effects appears to match the data more accu-

rately and will consequently be adopted as representative of heave forces.

4. HINGE INFLUENCE

a. General

A hinge is "ncluded in the float between the attenuator and the upper section

of the float. A function of this hinge is to reduce the shear force and bending

moment at the hinge level. The shear, induced by the surge force, reduces

when a hinge is installed, because the wave force is partially resisted by

the inertial force of the swinging attenuator rather than being transmitted

entirely to the hinge.

b. Surge Force

Shear or surge force as a function of time, imposed on a body held fixed as

a wave passes, is developed from considerations of unsteady flow.

Equation 1 provides consideration of the velocity component of the orbital

motion within the wave. The static force component of Equation 1 is disre-

garded in consideration of surge forces, because it is balanced by a pressure

force, equal in magnitude but opposite in direction, applied to the other side

of the float. It is assumed here that the float is slender compared with the

wave length.

Unsteady flow considers the additional influence of the acceleration or inertia

potential of the orbiting particles of water as the velocity vector changes di-

rection and centrifugal forces are exerted. Reference 2 provides a consid-

eration of both the acceleration and velocity effects of the wave, as shown

below:

+z L m ID u Az,

where f(z) = 1; 4 a 2

u=j Z- cosh[F2!LIr t~1 2r z ~ + d)

u T -- sinh(wd) Cos 2 x TL

and
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I ~T2 sinh -

costhen, (z + d)

S=n41 V w s

at fs sinh 27r _Ld__7r T)•

1 2 os Zw(z + d) Zirt 1  Zr
2 cos Lw 2ost cos• ,

•- I+ 2DAr Tz sinh-Zrd
L

3t where

f ; surge force applied to a small element of volume,

T] 2 sih

S~V = volume of element to which Fh is applied,

I_ = wave amplitude of motion (1/2-wave height),

•- I T = wave period
S~L = wave length,

ww

3- t = time references

> Cm = coefficient of mas 3 (or inertia), and

- CD = coefficient of drag.

Si For deep water considerations, where d/L is large, then

Zir (z + d ) 1 It

Scosh[ oshw
S.,%,e -K

+~~ (ZiOrrd)
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where K = Zr/Lw, as shown in Reference 3, The contribution of drag to

the force is found to be small; consequently, the inertia force may be con-

sidered as the important term.

The resulting expiession is:

f = -41r C pV-- e-Kz sin -f__t
s m T

T2 ii
Consider a cylindrical segment of a vertical float with a diameter D and

length ?a

4 i
Pressure acting on this segment is:

s 3 e Zirt
p = -A = -ir C DT sin

Let

Ir 3 C pDZ
T

Then

a -Kz s 2ret

p=D e snT T-
The total surge force acting on a vertical cylinder of constant diameter can -

be obtained by integrating the pressure over the projected area of the cy-

linder considered.

C. Bending Moment

Moment applied to the float by the forces described above can be computed as:

M f Z pdA pD zdz 11

a 1 - -Kz 1

a -• ke e (Kz +1) si Z-ir
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U d. Theoretical Re~ults

Maximum forces and moments Lpplied to the float are of interest here.

Amplitudes of the preceding expressions provide information that become

i1 maxima midway between the crest and trough of the wave.

Figure 3 prevides expressions for the forces and moments on a constant-

diameter float and Figure 4 provides them for a stepped float represented

by two constant-diameter cylindrical sections.

3 Expressions from Figures 3 and 4 were programmed with typical results

provided in Table II and Figure 5 for surge and in Figurea 6 for bending mo-

ment. Curves A, B, and C of each figure represent float configurations as

s.hown in the sketches provided. Note thiat these cases a- the same as

those shnown for heave force in Figure 1. As would be expected, the short

float Ahas the leas. surge force and moment, while the broad float B has the

greatezt rnag-nitude. The long float C attains intermediate values because

much ofits projected area occurs at depths where surge forces are reduced.

An exception occurs for float C when low-frequency waves are considered.

In this regard, the length of float C coupled with surge force causes the
1 i)e,,ding moment (Figure 6) to be higher than for floats A and B.

3 Modifications are made to the preceding expressions to account for the ad-

dition of a hinge in the upper cylindrical section of the float. This hinge

1 permits the zt-tenuator to swing; consequently, equilibrium equations for a

static-type solution can be maintained by the application of a reversed effec-

tive force located at the center of gravity of the .attenuator. Magnitude of

U the fcRrce can be calculated from the condition that the sum of the moments

about the hinge must be zero.

Figure 7 p ovides the nertinent geometry and equations that were program-

med with the results shoevn in Figures 5 and 6. Curve D of each figure

shows the influence of placing a hinge in float B at a level of 23.0 ft down

from the water line.

Note the drarnatic decrease in both surge force and bending moment that

occur for the 1hinged float D in comparison with the other floats.

-17-
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e. Experimental Verification

Reference 4 provides test data on isolated floats built to a scale of 1/57. 6. p
Figures 8, 9, and 10 provide plots of surge force per foot of wave height for a

range of wave frequencies. Results are scaled up to 'ull-scale equivalents. Z

Floats B and D discussed previously are depicted in Figure 8. Theoretical

results are slightly nonconservative in regard to float B, the unhinged case.

Theory is, however, conservative in regard to float D wirh a hinge.

Tests conducted on floats with no shoulders are presented in Figure 9. '1
Theory and data for the long float (6 ft by 117 ft) show good agreement, ex-

cept at higher frequencies. When the float was hinged at a level of Z3 ft

down from the water surface, the forces reduced considerably and theory

was slightly conservative. The upper portion of the float (6 ft by 23 ft) was

tested alone. Here the theory was slightly non-conservative.

Tests conducted on a float with less-pronounced shoulders are provided in

Figure 10. Both hinged and unhinged conditions were examined. Agreement

is again good for the rigid float, except at higher frequencies where it is

somewhat non-conservative. In the case of the hinged float, the theory is

conservative.

5. SKIN DESIGN FOR 1/8-SCALE MODEL

a. General I

Float geometry ia established by matching the preceding load relations to

design requirements to obtain an optimum configuraLion. The above work j
neglects local and overall bending deformations the structure might attain.

If the float were made of a ballasted wood structure or thick-wall concrete H
or steel structures, where deflection is small, the above work could be

utilized4 without further consideration of structural effects. These cases

would be e::amples of near-rigid structures.

Economy of design, however, dictates that metal structures must be as thin H
as possible. Membrane theory consequently is utilized in the computation

of stresses in such elements. Overall bending and local deformations in

these cases do -esult, and natural frequency of the structure decreases.

-24-
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Evaluation of these parameters must be made before it can be concluded

that the preceding theory can be used, without modification, to account for

structural effects.

Desire for packageability, transportability, and fl.exibility at high loads has

led to the consideration of expandable float technology. Basically, this

consists of the use of pressurized fabric skins in the design of the float.

Technology is well-developed in the area of inflatable fabric structures.

Essentially, the pretensioning of the fabric by internal pressure results in

a structure that can have considerable stiffness and strength. Specific

modulus and strength (that is modulus/density and strength/density ratio)

values for some typical materials are included in Table III. Properties for

the dacron, nylon, and Fiber B materials are shown as for uncoated cloths.

Steel and aluminum materials selected represent the lower strength prop-

erties available as common construction materials.

Many fabric structures have been built that practically demonstrate theiI,

ability to replace metallic structures. The INFLATOPLANEa is an example

of the use of dacron fabric to make inflatable wings and fuselage parts that

can be folded and packaged. A current GAC program on the B-1 airplane

utilizes fiber B to make expandable stabilizing fins and spoilers for the crew

escape capsule. These components rapidly inflate during the ejection pro-

cess.

Evaluation of skin-type structures, whether fabric or metal, in relation to

rigid structures can be made by observing the structural natural frequency

of the item in regard to the frequency of the exciting force. If the natural

frequency is high, then the response can be considered similar to a rigid

structure, which would have an infinite natural frequency.

b. Test Float Design

Tests were conducted on rigid and flexible models to compare their response.

The models were fabricated to 1/8 scale of the following full-size dimensions:

aTM, Goodyear Aerospace Corporation, Akron, Ohio.

-28- I
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[ TABLEHII - MATERIALS COMPARISON%

Property LDacron {_Nylon Fiber B ISteel Aluminum

Density y r -yt 0.000241 0. 000J50 0.000604 0.283 0.100
lb/in. 3  lb/in. lb/in. 3  lb/in. ? lb/in. 2

Elastic modulus 1250 1875 130 X 10 3  30 X 106 10.6 x 106
Eor Et lb/in. 2  lb/in.Z lb/iu. 2  lb/in. lb/in.

j Tensile ultimate Z50 375 1500 55 X 103 46 X l03

or t lb/in. lb/in. 2  lb/in. 2  Ilb/in. lb/in.

Specificrmodulus 5.Z0 X 106 5.36 X 106 49.7 X 106 106 X 106 106x106

E/y or Et/yt (in.)

Specific strength 1.04X 106 1.071 X 106 12.48 X10 6 195 10 3 460X 103

/y or t/yt (in.) __._ -

1. Float length, L = 110 ft

2. Diameter ratio, DL/Du = 1.5

3. Upper diameter, Du = 6.0 ft

[ 4. Aspect ratio, L/Du = 18.33

5. Hinge location, = 23 it below water

[ line

Measurement of forces transmitted to the float support were deemed to be

the most indicative measure of float response. This was accomplished by a

rigid mounting of the float to an immovable tozce balance.

I Forces measured in this manner wer' quivalent for both models; however,

they do not include components of force reduction that would result if the

force balance mechanism were free to be displaced in heave, surge, an!

pitch motions.

3 Design of the 1/8-scale fabric model was accomplished to provide skin thick-

ness, strength, and stiffness as well as internal pressure as scaled down

3 from a prototype design based on data available before testing.

Design of the portion of the float below the hinges was accomplished to estab-

lish nearly equal mass distribution characteristics for the two models. Since

the fabric model was to be filled with water below the hinge, this entailed
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the ballasting of the wood model with metal to render ic slightly heavier than

a neuL. ally buoyant condition would require.

Design requirements for the fabric mcdel included the use of a cable truss

network to resist lateral forces in the float. For similarity, these cables

were incorporated into the wood model as well.

Buoyancy and pressurization forces in the fabric float were created by the

incorporation of an air chamber located in its upper section. A diaphragm

separated water and air within the float. This diaphragm allowed the pneu-

matic pressure applied in the top chamber Lo be transmitted to the water in

the lower chamber.

Specific design procedure for the flexible model was based on a conservative

determination,-f wave forces that would be impoced oi a full-scale float. Data

on forces and locations are obtained from Reference 4. The - ange of interest

in terms of frequency of waves applied to the float lies between 0. 06 seconds

and 0. 224 cps. These values are selected because data on sinall models are

available and because the significant range of waves in the operational condi-

tion lie in this region. The maximum, forces a-id moments occur at the higher

frequency end of the range. Table IV provides measured force data on small-

scale floats, projected to full-scale values as well as 1/8-scale values. De-

sign was set for a full-scale wave of 15-ft peak to peak (7.5-ft amplitude).

TABLE IV - MAXIIMAUM DESIGN FORCFS PREDICTED FOR

HINGED FLOAT*

Force Full scale 1/8 scale

Surge force 3700 lb/f t
for a 7. 5-ft wave aniplitude 2 7,800 lb 54. 2 lb

Center of pressure (Cp) from i
calm water level 158.5 in. 19.81 in.

Heave force (Fh) 260 lo/ftt i
for a 7.5-ft wave amplitude 1951 lb 3.82 lb

Maximum forces occurring on a hinged float (at f = 0. 224 cps).

½Taken from Figure 16, Ref 4.

*Taken from rigure 13, Ref 4.
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Based on the forces shown in Table IV, inflation pressure and fabric strength

for a 1/8-scale model are determined below:

Surge force F5  = 54. 2 lb

Center of pressure, Zcp = 19. 81 in.

j Moment arm, Z = Zcp - 9 in. = 10.81 in.

Bending moment, M = Fs('?) = 54. 2(10.81) = 585 in.-lb
I M 58.2Z

Bending stress, Ni = - = 58.2 =9.20 lb/in.
b ir r -.r(4. 5)

Heave force, Fh= 3. 82 lb
F h 3.8 =O 601/n

Direct stress, N~d = Fh-- - 3 (.8)
Dietstes ir r2 -ir (4. 5) 2 =0. 0600 lb/in.

2(N~b + N~d)

Pressure required, p = dI r
2(9.20 + 0.06) = 4. 11 psi

- (4.5)

Max longitudinal stress, Ný = P- + N$b + N~ d

4.1L(4.5)+9.20+0.06 = 18.511 b/in.

Max circumferential stress, No = pr = 4.11 (4.5) = 18.52 lb/in.

Quickbreak strength
- Longitudinal Nqb = S.F. N. max = 4.0 (18.5) = 74.0 lb/in.

(Safety factor = 4.0 for longitudinal fabric)

Circumferential Nqb = S.F. (Na max)

= 5.0 (18.5) = 92.5 lb/in.

(Safety factor = 5. 0 for circumferential fabric)

Fabric strength for attenuator

Circun zentialfe Nqb = 5.0 (4. 11) loo 8 ) 111 lb/i n.
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In this consideration, the bending moment was calculated at a point located

six feet below the water line where the cable truss will be attached. Bending

moment is considered most severe here because of the cantilever effect of

the stub extending below this point.

The maximum strength requirement is 111 -lb/in, quick break, occurring

circumnferentially in the attenuator. This value is considered conservative

in regard to a full-scale design. Full-scale design would optimize the hinge

and truss location to provide for reduced stress on the float fabric. It is

noted, additionally, that the geometry of the float considered here does not

identically match the model float from which the test data were taken. Dif-

ferences in the float are judged uLnimportant in regard to the forces of inter-

est on the basis of extrapolation of other test data.

Dimensions of the two models are provided in Figures 11 and i2. Weight

characteristics of the models are provided in Table V.

Figures 13 and 14 are photographs of the fabric and wood floats, respectively.

Figure 15 shows a detail of the fabric hinge construction.

Packageability of the fabric float is illustrated by the partially folded model

shown in Figure 16.

TABLE V - WEIGHT CHARACTERISTICS OF 1/8-SCALE MODEL

Section I Fabric model Wood nmodel

Lower section (below hinge" I !

Total weight 365.0 lb 355. 2 lb

Net weight (in water) I.8Ib 15. 0 lb

cg (from hinge center) 48.90 in. 49.26 in.

Upper section

Total weight 26.4 lb 86. 2 lb

Net weight (in water) j -42. 1 lb 11.2 lb

Mounting platform 1 90.0 lb 90.0 lb
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Figure 11 - Fabric Model Dimensions (1/8 Scale)
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Figure IZ - Wood Model Dimensions (1/8 Scale)
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Figure 13-Fabric Model
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The upper mounting platform with outrigger booms for cable truss attach-

ment is shown in Figure 17. This platform was used for both models and

was rigidly attached to the force balance by means of the upper angle bracket,

as shown in Figure 18.

6. NATURAL FREQUENCY RESPONSE MEASUREMENTS

a. Structural Natural Frequency 1

Dynamic behavior of the floats can be evaluated by studying the natural fre-

quencies of the floats as mounted on the force balance and situated in the

water. A data report on these floats is given 'n Appendix i.

High-frequency structural modes of heave oscillation, developed by exten-

sional stiffness, were obtained by striking the upper flange of the float in a

vertical direction. The frequency of oscillation of the heave force balance

was recorded and results are shown in Table VI.

These values are significantly influenced by the natural frequency of the

force balance. A complex 2-frequency mode was observed for the fabric

model. The lower mode is related to the soft characteristic of the hinge,

which allows the attenuator to move relative to the -apper float section.

Influence of this 2. 5-cps response can be evaluated by comparing it with the

frequency of the waves of concern. In full scale, this frequency becomes

F = 2. 5 (1/f"8) = 0. 882 cps. This frequency is much greater than the

0. 112 cps for the significant energy of a Sea State 5 condition. It is con-

cluded from this that the influence of the structural frequency of the fabric

float, although different from the infinite value of a rigid float, will have

little influence on the heave response of the float in rough sea conditions.

It is further noted that a significant increase in the frequency can be attained

by a simple design change of the hinge whereby it is stiffened.

Bending natural frequency of the float was excited by imposing a transverse

force on the float. Measured values are shown in Table VI. Here again the

frequency of the fabric model is less than the wooden model. Hinge design

is likewise responsible for the difference. The metal hinge requires trans-

verse motion of the upper float section to be equal to the attenuator at the

-38- 
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I Figure 17 - Mounting Platform
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I

SFigure 18 - Interface with Force
Balance on Mounting Platform
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TABLE VI - STRUCTURAL NATURAL FREQUENCIES

Frequency

Full- scale
Frequency measured Model scale equivdlent Remarks

Extensional mode (heave

direction)

Rigid - wood 4.3 1.52 Model plus balance system

Flexible - fabric 7.7 2.72 Upper float plus balance
(higher mode) i system

(Lower mode) 2.5 0.882 Attenuator hinge

Bending mode (transverse
direction)

Rigid - wood 1.7 0.600 Model plus balance system

Flexible - fabric 1. 0 0.352 Model plus balance system

Water plane heaving fre-
quency I

Rigid - wood 0. 263 0.0929 Model detached from
I balance

Flexiole - fabric 1 0.249 0.0880 I Model detached from bal-
ance (average of 5 cycles)

Pendular frequency of atten-1
attenuator

Rigid - wood 0. 0645 0.0228 Pendular motion due to
hinge (average of 10 cycles)

Flexible - fabric 0.0671 0.0237 Pendular motion due to
hinge (average of 10 cycles)

hinge. In the f-br'c model, the two motions do not have to be equal, conse-

quently at a frequency of 1. 0 cps, this softness will become signiiicant. At
full scale this frequency is 0. 352 cps. This frequency is again higher than

the significant frequency to be encountered in rough scas. As noted above,

the control of this frequency is easily managed by a change in the hinge de-

sign.

b. Heaving Natural Fregucncy

Buoyant or water plane frequency of the floats was measured by removing

the nuodels from the force balance and allowing them to heave in reaction to
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an upward force on the float. Five cycles of motion were recorded and

averaged as shown in Table VI.

Theoretical values for this frequency can be calculated as:

[ where

K = spring constant for restoring force
acting on the float and

M = mass of float.

[For the wooden (rigid) float, For the fabric float,

1 /62.4w (0.375) 1 ,,62. 4(0. 386)2
" 441.4 27r 36532.2
32.2

= 0.226 cps = 0.256 cps

I Natural frequency measured for the fabric float (0. 249 cps) is close to the

theoretical value (0. 256 cps). Measured value for the wooden float (0. 263

[cps) is different from the theoretical value (0. 226 cps). The measured

value in this case is considered not accurate, because the value was taken

by untrained observers and for only one cycle of motion.

Natural frequency of the fabric float is greater than the wooden float, as

expected, because its mass is less and its water plane diameter is greater.

Accuracy in the prediction of this frequency is important, because it is a

I limiting feature in design.

Its value can be controlled to any desired magnitude, specifically to a fre-3 quency sufficiently below the wave specLral frequency, to avoid resonant

amplification. Data above show that the use of a fabric material in construc-

tion does not affect this natural frequency phenomenon and that the body can

be considered as a rigid body.

c. Pendular Natural Frequency

Free pendulation of the attenuator about its hinge point was measured by

observing its motion after the surface of the wave channel had becor-e rela-

tively calm. Little damping appeared to exist in the motion and 10 cycles

were easily observed, with the average value for one cycle reported in Ta-

ble VI. -41-
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Theoretical values for these frequencies can be calculated from the differ-

ential equation for pendular motion of a submerged body.

\0
F 

' 
*F

Forces and accelerations acting on the body are:

1. Weight force, F = W sin 8

2. Restoring linear inertia force, Fm m!

3. Restoring rotational inertia couple, T = J"

This restoring torque can be represented by a couple of magnitude:

-T 3*FT-Zz

2-
mr

z

The differential equation of motion becomes

m + r_ -WsineZý

where

m = mass of the attenuator,

W = net weight of attenuator in water,

r = radius of gyration of attenuator,

J = polar moment of inertia of attenuator, and

8 = angular position.
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I It is assumed here that the center of gravity and center of buoyancy occur

at the same point on the body. Also, a term is included for the effect of ro-

tational inertia in addition to linear inertia in decelerating the pendular mo-

tion.

I For small angles, sin 0 = 0, and the following expression for frequency is

developed:

27r

rZ•

For a single pendulum with a concentrated mass suspended in air, r = 0 and

I W = mg, thus,

I This is the classical expression for such a problem.

Theoretical value for the wooden float is approximated by ret'ucing its net

weight in water (15 lb) by 4 lb to account for a concentrated moss of metal
located near the hinge.

11 (32.).

~wood ?.rr (4. 07 07'~)(35

I No value is calculated for the fabric floats because the differential equation

above doesn't allow for a restoring force at the hinge as exists for this

I model. Note that the frequency is very sensitive to the net weight value W.

When W = 0, the natural frequency is zero and the float will follow the wave.

Control of the magnitude of W is a simple matter involving ballasting.

The value calculated above is sufficiently close to the measured values of

0. 0645 cps for the wood model that confidence in prediction methods is es-

tablished.

The use of fabric in construction has no influences on this natural frequency

mode.
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d. Frequency Summnary ,

The frequency responses discussed above indicate that a fabric float can be

designed with frequency characteristics that are not detrimental to the func --

tioning of a float in waves. Specifically, the assumed rigid-body motions of

heaving and pendulating are accurately predicted for the iabric float using

rigid-body theory. Structural natural frequencies o' extension and bending

S.2 • float are different, as would be expected, with the fabric float lower

than the more rigid wooaeAi 2-'at. Of primary influence on these structural

frequencies is the hinge. Construction as used for the model tested provide!-

a natural frequency sufficiently high so as to make its response only slightly

higher than the mrre rigid float. Low-cost techniques can be employed to

change this hinge c,-nstruction to the point where its frequency can be raised I

to near that of the rmore rigid float and consequently eliminate its influence

from any concern if desired.
ji

7. FLOAT FORCE AS A FUNCTION OF FREQUENCY U

a. Heave Force

Verification of the observations made in the preceding discussion concerning ,l

frequency can be made by measuring the forces transmitted through the

structure to a support as waves pass by. fl

Wave tests were conducted on the wood and fabric models as outlined in

Table VII. Wave frequency varied from 0. 245 to 0. 675 cps. In full-scale ii

terms, this range is 0. 0865 to 0. 238 cps, which is sufficient to examine the

comparative response of the floats in a frequency range similar to what

would be encountered in ocean waves.

Details of the test setup, recording equipment, and results are provided in

Appendix I.

A graphical presentation of the heave force is made in Figure 19. An analy- -
tical prediction based on the preceding theory is also shown. Results idi-

cate that the rigid and flexible floats respond similarly throughout the fre- H

quency range.
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Figure 19 - Heave Force Measurements 1/8-Scale Floats
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TABLE VII - TEST SCHEDULE FOR 1/8-SCALE FLOATS

Ti
Wave frequency Wave amplitude

Test series Model (cps) (nominal) (in.)

1 Wooden model 0.675 2
(with hinge) 0. 25 to 0. 50 4 to 7

2 Wooden model 0. 25 to 0. 66 4 to 7
(upper float portion
alone)

3 Wooden model 0.3 2
(hinge eliminated by
rigid collar)

4 Fabric model 0.66 3
(internal pressure = 0.27 -0.66 4 to 5
4.11 psi) 0.44 6

5 Fabric model 0. 25 6
(internal pressure =
2. 5 psi)

Theoretical prediction of the response is good throughout the range except

at the highest frequency tested. This highest frequency wave (0. 675 and

0. 660 cps for the wood and fabric models, respectively) is sufficiently be-

low the natural frequency in heave (4. 3 and 2. 5 cps) that significant amplifi-

cation should not occur. Concern over the above discrepancy is not impor-

tant, since wave amplitudes imposed on a prototype at this frequency would

be small and that the resulting motionwould likewise be small. Note that the

curves presented earlier for the small-scale floats (1/57.6) did not show this

effect. Further work should eventually be conducted to examine more fully

this high-frequency range.

b. Surge Force

Surge force results are graphically presented in Figure 20. Theoretical

predictions based on expressions shown earlier for rigid structures are also

shown, with the fabric model having a slightly higher response than the wood

model beacuase of geometric differences.

Experimental response of the wood model in comparison with theory is in

reasonably close agreement. The close proximity of the bottom of the tank
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Trhigure 20 - 1/8-Scale Float Models in Regular Waves Mode qS~Surge Force Amplitudes

to the model would give shallow water effects, particularly for the lower f re -
S~quency waves. Tank depth (d) is 17 ft while wave lengths range from 10 to

80 ft. Depth-to-wave length ratio dA) is 1. 7 to 0. 213. Deep-water theory

S~is generally applicable for d/A> 0.5.

The theory plotted did not account for shallow water influence; consequently,

the test data might be expected to be greater than shown for the theoretical

curve. The data surprisingly is below theory, however. Response of the

fabric model is greater than the theory predicts. Two causes are suggested

for this action.

1. Force amplification due to the low structural resonance

of the model. An expression from Appendix I provides

a method for calculating this effect.

1 IF
FT Ll E(-

where
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FT = transmitted force,

FE = exciting force (taken here to be the
predicted force),

f = wave frequency, and

f = natural frequency of elementn

This influence is shown as a modified theoretical plot

in Figure 20.

2. A second influence is suggested due to the resisting

"stiffness" built into the fabric hinge, which is not

present in the metal hinge of the wooden model. The

three-inch diameter fabric hinge has a collapsing mo-

ment of:

1 3
M = ip rr

1 (4. 11) r."(1. 5) 3

= 21.8 in.-lb

Coas'tering the center of surge force pressure to be acting at a level of

four feet from the hinge, a force of F = ZI.8/48 = 0.454 pounds would have

to be applied before hinging action would occur.

An unreported plot shows that pressure within the attenuator varies as the

waves pass; consequently, the pressure used in the equation above is actually

a variable. Post-buckling behavior of a fabric tube should be considered in

a complete analysis of the hinge.

A plot showing the combined effect of the two corrections, based on the

simple assumptions shown above, is included in Figure 20.

Tests were run with the upper section of the wooden float alone without the

attenuator installed. These results are shown in Figure 21 along with a

theoretical prediction that shows good agreement.

The strain link installed between the float and attenuator at the hinge pro-

vided valuable information regarding surgL forces acting on the attenuator

alone. These values are included in Figure 21, also.
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Figure 2Z provides a comparison of these plots. Theory and measured

data for the float in total are shown as two of the curves. The third curve

shows summation of data for the attenuator and float, as was shown sepa-

rately in Figure 21.

Good agreement of the curves further establishes confidence in the theory

and verfieg th_ c.spumed phase relation between surge force on the float

and the attenuator, naxriely that they are in phase.

c. Bending Moment

Bending moment as measured at a point on the top surface of the cap of each

mnodel is provided in Figure 23. Theoretical predictions for this moment

are also included.

In both cases the measured response is less than the predicted value, except

for the highest frequency run of the fabric model.

Corrections 1 and 2 for the frequency effect and the resistant moment influ-

ence of the hinge, as utilized in the surge force comparison above, are also

shown on the plot.

Cause for the conservative values generated by the theory must be related

to the distribution of surge force on the side of the float. (Magnitude of the

force was shown to be relatively accurate in Figure 12). Further work in

this area, whereby ihe Lheoretical prediction can be made less conservative,

will allow for reductions in the stress requirements for the float construc-

tion.

d. Force Summary

Force measurements show that the response of the wood and fabric models

to imposed waves are similar. Differences in forces can be essentially

attributed to construction details. Corrections for natural frequency differ-

ences, associated primarily with the hirge construction, explain much of

the response deviation between the models.

Theoretical predictions of the forces are available and agree well with mea-

surements, except in regard to the distribution of surge force on the floats.

Theory predicts a conservative bending moment on the float at the deck level.
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ii

8. SMALL-SCALE INFLATABLE FLOAT TESTS ii'

Tests on small-scale inflatable floats made of an unrt-inforced flexible vinyl

material were to be made as the first step in the program. For expediency,

the shape selected was similar to a shape previously tested by Stevens Insti-

tute. The shape selected, however, was significantly different than the pro-

posed float design. Information gained here was to be used as an aid in the

establishment of the larger scale inflatable model discussed in the preceding.

Requests to complete the program within a short time span demanded that

the large-scale models be designed and fabricated in the same calendar

period as the small-scale models. Benefit of small-scale test data conse-

quently was not available for large-scale model design. at

Test plan, model geometry, and results are presented in Appendix H. No

discussion is presented here, because of unresolved problems associated

with the test. Unresolved questions include:

1. Deformation magnitudes due to low pressure 11

2. Influence of creep phenomena associated with vinyl

materials in regard to skin stresses

Additional effort could have been expanded to resolve these questions and

make use of the data presented. It was concluded, however, that further 'I

expenditure was not warranted on the basis that the results of large-scale

model tests were available showing good correlation to theory. Further,

geometry of the small-scale models does not represent prototype geometry,

whereas the large-scale model closely represents such geometry. 1!

9. HEAVE MOTION RESPONSE

Tests of unrestrained floats in waves, to determine their heave motion re- ti
sponse, were not made. Motion prediction methods are available, however,

from which plots can be made. Newman in Reference 5 presents an expres-

sion for heave motion response of an isolated float as developed from slender

body theory neglecting damping and added mass. Mercier provides plots

in Reference 4, based on Newman's expression, which is:
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1 Q VPQoKT
Z 1-C KT

where

Z = maximum amplitude of motion experienced

C = wave amplitude of motion

C vp = vertical prismatic coefficient

V = displacement volume of the float

T = draft of float

* K = wave number

Q0 = nondimensional volume ratio modified by a factor
to account for wave influence decay with depth:

Q = -_i [o eKZ 6(Z)dZ.
0 v J-T

These expressions are utilized to generate the data in the 7th and 8th col-

umns of Table I. Figure Z4 provides a plot of this predicted heav, motion

for floats A, B, C, and D discussed in earlier sections of the report.

* Although this theory neglects certain terms that should be included fort

more complete analysis, it does provide a comparative response not gr-iatly

* in error from expected motions.

I

I
[

ROCSOM9 page MaRk
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SECTION IV - PLATFORM MOTION INVESTIGATIONS

I

BACKGROUND

I I The ARPA review group noted that an expandable floating base "has some

rather unusual features: the columns are closely spaced ... the ratio of

column diameter to that of attenuators is 3/2; a full struccure may have a

regular array of hundreds to thousands of such floats; and the deck and truss

structure connecting the columns is rather flexible."

Concern was expressed over the effects of interaction in such arrays, about

distributed reflection and absorption of wave energy, and about the validity

of "scaleability" of model test results. Recommendation was made that fur-

ther work be assayed on three basic hydrodynamic problems:

1. Interaction of the viscous wake of a float with neighbor-

ing floats

2. Distributed wave reflection and absorption

3. Elastic response of the structure to wave-induced

forces

Emphasis was suggested on exploration by empirical and analytical means

of the stern motion amplification (tail wagging) noted in tank tests of the

6-by-35 float array, which employed a deck with parallel linkage connections

offering no restraint to heave forces.

Investigation of these problems was undertaken by Davidson Laboratory

through model tests and analysis in two tasks (Appendixes F and G). GAC

participation in this effort was to interpret and analyze test results and to

attempt to predict platform behavior through mathematical models.

2. EXPLORATORY INVESTIGATION OF INTERACTION EFFECTS ON DECK

MOTION

a. - Introduction

In this first phase of the test program, an attempt was made to determine
the nature of the cause of the motion of the previously tested articulated

model.
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Figure 25 is a display of the motions of that model as taken from Refer-

ence 5. Of primary concern is the observation that motions throughout the

model are magnified over that predicted by theory. Also of concern is the

observation that at most wave frequencies, motions become amplified as

the stern is approached (tail wagging). Near resonance, the bow motion be-

gins to show higher motions. Note that the resonant or heave natural fre-

quency of the various rows appears to occur at a lower frequency than pre-

dicted for an isolated float.

Several items considered in establishment of the test program are discussed

below. Items that influence motion and scaling are included:

1. Forces induced on individual rows of floats. (If the

forces imposed on the floats are greater than theoreti-

cal, then the magnification effect can be explained by

hydrodynamic causes. Amplification effects, tail wag-

ging, can likewise be explained if force variation is

similar).

2. Wave elevation measurements - Magnification and

amplification effects may be explained as surface wave

elevations.

3. Reynold number effects - Possibility of viscous wake

interaction due to vortex shedding, separated flow,

etc, may occur. This influence can be examined by

changes in the Reynolds number resulting from a

change in model scale.

4. Weber's number effect - Surface tension effects on

these small-scale tests may be tested by introducing

a chemical surfactant.

5. Test tank sidewall effects - This influence cculd be

examined by moving to a larger test tank.

b. Model Description and Test Plan

Tests were programmed as shown in Table VIII, which provides a general

description of the models and measurements made.a 1,,otc that the float used

is the same as float B discussed earlier in this report. Details of the
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models are contained in Appendix F with photographs and drawings of the

constructions (see Figures I to 8a of Appendix F).

Test data with faired curves for heave motion, heave force, surge force, and

wave elevation are shown in Figures 9 through 33 of Appendix F.

c. Measurements

Summary plots of certain of these curves are reported in Figures 26, 27,

and 28 for vertical deck motions at cert- _n locations, heave force developed,

and surge force developed. Note that the deck motion curves are faired from

the previous test data presented in Figure 75 and new test data.

Wave height data are summarized in Table IX. Data in the second to seventh

columns are obtained from Appendix F by normalizing the wave height values

measured with no model present (Column 2) and those measured behing each

of the given rows when the model is present (Columns 3 through 7). Nor-

malizing value is that representative value measured 25 ft forward of Row 1.

Column 8 is the average of all the measured rows. Average wave height

within the array varies from 8 to 37 percent greater than that measured ahead

of the array as shown. The last column of data is taken as the ratio of the

wave height average for the rows to the height with no model present. Wave

height average within the model varies from 6 to 42 percent greater than the

height measured with no model present.

TABLE IX - WAVE ELEVATION SUMMARY

Normalized wave height ratios

S Row 1 Row Row Row Row
Wave No 0 num- num- nunmý- num- nam- Average of Average/

frequency Imodel ber 1 her 9 ber 17 ber 27 ber 35 all rows no mcdel

0.49 0.76 1.36 11 t10.8910.841.20 1.08 1.42SI I
0.80 1.19 1.41 1.38 1.05 1.46 1.08 1.28 I1.0

1.00 1.29 1.Z9 1.24 11.17 1.58 1.57 1.37 1.06

1.30 0.93 1.021 .16 . 28 11.171.6
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Motions shown in Figure 26 and Appendix F indicate that deck motions over

the length of the array are similar in magnitude, except at the bow and the

stern. Bow motion null and resonance points shift to higher frequency than

the other rows. Their effect causes bow motions to become larger than the

remainder of the array at particular low frequencies. Stern motion shows

increased motion at all frequencies.

Heave force amplitudes shown in Figure 27 show an increase as the stern

is approached. Upon reaching the steri, the values taper off to a magnitude

close to that measured at the center of the array. Forces in the array are

greatcr than those measured for an isolated row. Theoretical predictions are

adequi te for the isolated row measurements.

Surge force amplitudes shown in Figure 28 show an increase from bow to

stern. Forces on an isolated row are close to those measured atthe middle

of the array and thus represent an average for the entire array.

Figure 29 provides plots of the heave motion and heave force measured with

the plots made along the lengLh of the array. Note that for any given fre-

quency, the motion response along the array is similar to that at any other

frequency. A similar result is evident for the heave forces. As would be

expected, the heave motion response decreases with wave frequency, while

the heave force increases.

d. Results

An examination of Figures 26, 27, rnd 28 and the curves in Appendix F

will aid in interpreting the following information:

1. Test tank width has little effect on the motions of the

articulated array. Conclusion: Boundary or side wall

channel effects of i2 ft wide tank are not significant

for an island model 20. 6 in. in width.)

2. Heave and surge force measurements for the small-

scale models are generally lower than those for the

larger scale models. (Note: These resui.s should be

further verified, because magnitudes of the forces

measured on the small-scale model were on the order
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of 0. 001 lb, which may be subject to experimental

error or bias.) Conclusion: If test data are valid,

scale effects are important in the extrapolation of test

results. Reynolds or Weber numbers can be the char-

acterizing factor. (Efforts to isolate Weber numbers

were unsuccessful.)

3. Wave elevation measurements show that in general

the height of waves within the array is greater than

the height outside the array. Conclusion: Hydro-

dynamic effects are responsible for wave elevation

increases. It is suggested in Appendix F that con-

tinuity of flow within the nest of obstacles may be the

cause of the increase. Porosity or float cross sec-

tional area to total surface area is 0. 906. Note

that wave motion is the result of the orbital ve-

locity of water particles; it can be reasoned that this

porosity effect could cause wave heights to increase as

the reciprocal of porosity or to 1. 101 times the exter-

nal wave height. Porosity effects at the level of the

attenuators would cause an increase in wave motion

at this lower level to 1. 403 times tLe external wave

height. The combined influence of these porosity effects

could possibly explain the increase in wave height re-

ported in Table IX.

4. Heave motion measurements are similar, in many

respects, to the motions measured previously. Stern

motion still shows significant amplification. The re-

mainder of the deck length appears to have nearly the

same motion magnitudes, which are magnified over

that shown for the theoretical motion of an isolated

float.

5. Heave forces show an increase in magnitude toward

the stern of the island. At nearly all wave frequencies,

the isolated float row results in lesser force than that
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I shown for any row of the array. Theory represents

the force on an isolated row adequately.

I 6. Surge force is constant throughout the array at low

frequencies, but increases as distances from the bow

3 increases at higher frequencies. Isolated row results

are similar to the forces occurring near the middle of

the array and consequently represent an average of the

total surge force ap'lied to the array.

7. The amount of wave energy either dissipated or de-

fracted by the rigidly fixed-float arrays was not sig-

nificant for any of the tests conducted. This observa-

I tion is independent of wave frequency.

8. Effects of varying surface tension on the small-model

I array yielded such scattered results that no meaning-

ful conclusions can be drawn.

S9. Magnification of heave motions of the array above the

theoretical predictions for much of the array would be

expected from the results of the heave force tests.

10. Heave force magnification in large measure appears

related to increased wave height within the array.

1 11. Wave height magnification within the array appears

closely related to porosity effects.

1 12. Stern motion amplification and bow motion frequency

shift were not explained by any tests run in this pro-

I gram, but are intuitively thought to be associated with

the peculiar articulated deck construction employed,

which for small deflections has no shear transfer

capability. Other suspected items include surge force

interaction, pitch mast stabilizing device, and the re-

=1 straint afforded by the tether. It is observed, however,

that the ends of the array do not receive support from

Sboth directions as does the center of the array. Such

lack of support can be expected to provide unusual end

I conditions including frequency changes and increased

motion.
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3. HYDRODYNAMIC INTERACTION EFFECTS

a. General

This task was also performed by Davidson Laboratory. It's purpose was to
investigate in greater depth those hydrodynamic problems identified by the

previous effort a& being most influential on platform motions. At its incep-

tion, these parameters were established as warranting investigation:

1. Float spacing

2. Float configuration

3. Platform size and number of floats

4. Wave height

5. Wave frequency

As the exploratory program progressed, certain other issues arose that

were added to the investigation planned for the comprehensive program.

These included the effects of model tethering, of current, of hinging the

floats, and varying deck stiffness. The initial comprehensive program test

plan, which proved to be overly ambitious, envisioned the following motion

tests in waves of new 1/48-scale models models employing hinged floats:

1. Two arrays: 10 by 17 and 10 by 9

2. Two values of deck stiffness

3. Three float diameter spacings - 3 to 1, 3.75 to 1,

4.5 to 1

4. Two float slenderness ratios 1. 8 to 1 and 1.5 to 1

5. Effect of tethering

6. Effect of damping collars

7. Current effects

As in the exploratory program, emphasis was placed 3n examination and

exploration of deck motions of a multifloat array subjected to waves.

b. Model Description

Three float array models were fabricated for testing. These differed from

previous models in several important aspects:

1. Floats were hinged
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[ 2. Deck structure was designed to provide for bending

stiffness; two values were chosen

3. Provision was made to permit variation of float spacing

Two float configurations were selected for testing, both of which were longer

and slenderer than those used in previous model arrays. The scale ratio

selected was 1 to 48 with dimensions taken from the following full-scale

[ dimensions:

Float Aa Float Ba

Waterplane diam 6 ft 6 ft

SAttenuator diam 9 ft 10.8 ft

Slen6 hness ratio 1.5 to 1 1.8 to 1

Freeboard 30 ft 30 ft

Draft 96 ft 78 ft

Hinge location 23 ft 23 ft
(below calm water line)

A su, mary of the tests conducted in this phase is given in Table X.

Additional information on geometry, test plan, and test equipment are pro-

vided in Appendix G.

c. Measurements

Frequency response plots are given in Appendix G, as shown in Table X.

Figure 30 presents data on the frequency response for the stiffest deck con-

figuration tested (deck element 5) in a plot of the mode shape of the deck at

particular frequency levels. Observing the frequency response plots, it may

a noted that 3 "null'" frequency exists for which deck motion is small.

These are shovn in Figure 30 as 0. 087, 0. 144, and 0. Z01 cps (converted

L to full-scale equivalent frequencies). Note that the curves are shaped as a

typical 3rd mode shape of a free-free beam. Peak motion frequencies orL "resonant" frequency points appear on the response plots at frequencies of

a These floats bracket the dimensions of an earlier isolated float test on a pre-

vious program as shown in Reference 4, float C.
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P4 o

1 3 6 9 12 is 17
ROW POSITION

Figure 30 - Mode Shapes for Deck Stiffness 5

0. 072, 0. 121, and 0. 173 cps. The lower frequency resonance is caused by

the heaving natural frequency of the individual floats. Two curves are shown

in Figure 30 for 0. 071 and 0.072 cps; note the reduced scale for these ex-

treme amplifications, which are 10 times the magnitudes shown for any of

the other frequencies. Mode shape here appears tobe similar to the mode of

a free-free beam. Note that the stern (row 17) has less motion than the bow

(row 1). Cause of the other resonance points was not established, but is

related to the structural natural frequency as will be shown. Plots at these

resonant frequency points of 0. 121 and 0. 173 cps shows the typical 3rd mode

behavior noted at the null frequency points.

It is evident from the above that motion at the ends of the array are near

equal and are significantly greater than that predicted for an isolated float

and are generally greater than at any other point in the array. At frequen-

cies above float heave resonance, the center of the array experiences mo-

tions nearly as large as the ends.

Figure 31 presents data for a ,iodel with a deck of significantly lower
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I
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Figure 31 - Mode Shapes for Deck Stiffness 3

[stiffness (deck element 3) than for tne c,•+;e above. Figure 32 is plotted for

a model with a deck of yet lower stiffness (deck element 2) equal to half that

f-r Figure 31.

Some observations can be made from these plots, which are similar to the

stiffer deck models. Mode shapes at intermediate frequencies are essen-

tially the same, that is, the typical third mode type. At low frequencies

1 [ near resonance, the shapes are of the typical first mode type. At the high-

est frequency, however, the less stiff deck, Figura 31, appears to be going

into a fifth mode condition. This effect is more pronounced for deck element

2 of Figure 32. Another similarity is that the mode shapes appear sym-

metrical, in most zases. An observation was made during one test for which

it was found that some of the rows of floats had become loosened at their

attachment to the deck. A reduced motion for such a row would be expected,

because the entire interaction effect could not be transmitted through a loose

connection.

Further observation of Figures 30, 31, and :,2 indicate that a measurement of

Preceding page blank -73-
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Figure 32 -Mode Shapes for Deck Stiffness 2

the occurrences at any one row could be related without difficul..y to the

motions at another row. Row 1 is selected for comparison purposes and is

shown in Figure 33 as a frequency response plot. This plot repeats certain

of the plots in Appendix G. The significant item shown in this figure is the

difference in response of the various models in the range of frequencies

from 0. 08 to 0. 14 cps immediately above the heave resonance of the float.

In this region the stiffer deck has a lower response with various null and

secondary resonance points occurring. The intermediate stiffness deck has

a high response but still retains a null and secondary resonpnce point. Such

points shifted to lower frequencies than for the deck of greater stiffness.

The least stiff deck shows a further trend of the effect shown above, with

an apparent masking of the lowest frequency null point.

A trend appears to be established from the above observations. Increasing

the deck stiffness considerably above that tested might be expected to con-

tinue to lowver the response and !,,aift the secondary resonance points and

null points to higher freqviencies. Such a trend would tend to flatten the

response curve to a low level.
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Figure 33 - Frequency Response Plot
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The influence of deck stiffness on the response of the island is evident from

theforcedoscillationtests (test number 10). Examination of the data in the

appendix will show that when row 17 is excited with the model setting in calm

water, row 1 can attain motion equal to that of row 17, particularly at the

intermediate frequency cases (0. 073 to 0. 088 cps). For this lower deck

stiffness test (deck element 2), motion was not transmitted by hydrodynamic

effects, but only by deck stiffness effects. This observation is opposed to

an earlier hypothesis stating that deck stiffnesE had little effect on motion.

d. Results

Qualitative results and observations, as noted by Davidson Laboratory, are

as follow s:

1. Vertical motion response of the deck of these models to

waves is not independent of positions along the length of

the model. The motions are affected by the elastic con-

necting elements and exhibit beam like features.

2. Results of two tests indicate that for float slenderness

ratios of 1. 5 to 1 and 1.8 to 1 at a float diameter spacing

ratio of 3.73, deck heaving motions are essentially the

same for the wave frequencies tested.

3. Comparison of observed deck motions with theoretically

calculated motions, where hydrodynamic and elastic in-

teractions are n..glected, do not snow good agreement.

The fundamental resonant frequency was predicted, how-

ever.

4. The magnitude of deck rigidity can have a very impor-

tant influence on vertical deck motions. The funda-

mental heaving resonant frequency is evidently un-

affected (or only slightly affected) by variations ii. deck

rigidity. Response at other frequencies is, however,

appreciably affected. In particular, additional re sonant

frequencies appear from Tests 11 for instance .with tb.-

aluminum deck stiffener, higher mode frequencies at
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I about '_ r 0.12 and f ; 0.17 Hz are detected, while for

Tests 6 with 2-in. wide plexiglass deck elastic elements,

3 f • 0.10 Hz seems to be somewhat like a resonance.

This beam-like feature of the response suggeýsts that

I much of the difference between theoretically calculated

responses and measurements, at least for frequencies

3 only slightly above the heave resonance, may be due to

near-resonant response, where the elastic natural fre-

quencies are only slightly separated from the pure

heaving natural frequency for a resilient deck, some-

what more widely spread for a stiffer deck, and rather

3 well defined for a very stiff deck. Additionally, the wave-

induced horizontal loads on floats can couple into bending

3 deflections of the deck.

5. Tests of a model with 1.8 float slenderness ratio and

float spacing diameters of 3. 00 and 3.75 slow different

deck motions response, but the effects of spacing cannot

be discriminated from the elastic bending of the deck.

6. Tests of a model withou- tether restraint show no sig-

nificant deck motion changes from the tethered array.

7. Tests with a dashpot attached to a single float row in-

dicate that the amount of damping provided (about 20

I percent of the critical damping for a single row) is

insufficient to significantly affect the resnonse of the

3 total 17 float array, apparently due to the interactions

occurring in adijacent rows.

8. Tests of a 9- by-10 array showed no clear indications

of difference of motion response from the 17- by -10

array from which it was detached.

9. Analytical considerations, together with test observa-

tions, suggest that the elastic deck bending motion may

Sbe significantly affected by couples due to horizontal

wave-induced forces acting on the floats at a great dis-

tance below the neutral axis of the deck "beam."
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10. Attenuator designs selected for testing produce good

reductions of wave-induced heaving motion compared

with floats without attenuators, although not as good

as the theory that neglects elastic and hydrodynamic

interaction predicts.

11. The hinge in the attenuator performs exceptionally well,

ruducing the horizontal load and bending moment that

would otherwise be transmitted to the deck while attenu-

ators gently oscillate without important erratic behavior

or bumping in the array.

12. Quantitative information on the specific effects of float

spacing and attenuator slenderness cannot be given until

the elastic character of the deck response is clarified

further. This effect is presumed to be greater than the

effects of variations in spacing and slenderness.

4. ANALYTIC INVESTIGATION OF ARRAY MOTIONS

a. Background

Experimental studies of array motions have established that vertical re-

sponse is greater in an array than predicted for an isolated float. In particu-

lar, recent models haire incorporated a deck of measurable stiffness that has

shown excessive motions at the ends of the array. This phenomena, termed

tail wagging, was established as a significant item of concern. Empirical

explanation of this motion cannot be determined from the test data. The test

data, however, provide strong evidence that deck stiffness is influencing

the exc-ssive motions. Plots of maximum motions of the array recur in a

symmetrical fashion, with greater motion occurring nearly equally at the U

bow an-d stern.

Desire for an analytical explanation of this motion prompted the development

of a mathematical model to evaluate parameters established as significant

to the motion of an array.

b. Model Description

Basic a-sumptions used in the development of this model are listed below:
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1 1. A one-dimensional array of floats is sufficient to es-

tablish structural interaction. (Width of the array is

considered unimportant, because each line of floats

is expected to attain motions like every other line when

acted upon by a uniform frontal wave.)

2. Linear array elements are to be connected at the top by

a deck maintaining shear and bending stiffness.
3. Deck element, at point of attachment to float, must re-

main a right angle to the float.

4. Float characteristics are to duplicate all first-order

effects of a realistic hinged float.

3 a. Mass of upper portion of float and attenuator are
to be located as would exist in a realistic float.

b. Hinge is to allow freedom of oscillation of attenuator.

5. Heave force is to be applied to attenuator at its center

of buoyancy.

6. Surge force is to be applied separately to the upper

portion of the float and attenuator. (Vertical location

3 of force is assumed as a constant for the sake of sim-

plicity).

7. Heave and surge force magnitude are to be determined

by experimental or analytical techniques available for

an isolated float for the particular wave frequency of

interest.

8. Sinusoidal variation of surge and heave force are to

be applied.

9. Positive surge force, in direction of wavt-, lags positive

heave force, upward, by 90 deg.

10. Frequency of sinusoidal motion is to be representative

3 of wave action.

11. Dynamic motion of the various portions of the float and

deck are resisted by the float water plane spring, the

deck stiffness springs, and the inertia of the compo-

neniL:.

12. An a'ray tether is assumed to resist drift of the array.
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The following outputs were expected f-om the model experiments:

1. Horizontal and vertical motions of the cg of the attenu-

ator and the float-deck intersection were to be deter-

mined at each increment of time for each float element.

(A time increment of suitable length was selected to

assist in avoiding errors in the solution.)

2. Forces and moments existing in various elements were

to be determined at each increment cf time for each

float and deck element.

Variable parameters of the array are:

N - number of floats in linear array

AL - float spacing (ft)

Mu - mass of upper portion of floats and deck (slugs)

ML - mass of attenuator (slugs)

Du - center of mass of Mu measured from deck (ft)

DL - center of mass of ML measured from hinge (ft)
Iu - mass moment of inertia of MU about cg (shag ftz
IL - mass moment of inertia of MC about cg (slug ft )

EI - deck stiffness (lb-ft2 )

Lu - float hinge location measured from deck (ft)

KF - buoyant spring constant of float (lb/fl)

KD - stiffness of tether holding array in place (lb/ft)

CU - center of buoyancy of upper portion of float

CB - center of buoyancy of attenuator

Variable parameters of wave data and wave force are:

FH - heave force amplitude (lb)

FSU - surge force on upper portion of float (lb)

FSL - surge force on attenuator (lb)

BU - location of FSU measurea from deck (ft)

BL - location of FSL measured from hinge (ft)

CPS - wvave frequency

PHI 1 - Solution starting position for wave (degrees)

LL - vertical center of application of heave force from hinge
(ft)
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The math model and the numerical methods used in computer programming

the analysis are described in Item d, below.

c . Calculations

A computer program was developed for the array motion analysis. To il-

lustrate how this program was used, a typical analysis is presented for an 4

array of 17 floats with water plane diameter of 12 ft (see Table XI, RunNo. 2).

I Portions of a computer printout for time increments of 5 and 5.1 seconds for

Run No. 2 are given in Table XII. Such increments are printed at 0.1-second in-

tervals for the entire length of the run. Computations are made at 0. 02 -second in-

tervals. Data outputs include horizontal deck motion of the array (XD). The

3 motions and forces at each of the 17 floats are as follows.

XV - vertical displacement of deck or float

Xu - horizontal displacement of cg of upper float section

XL - horizontal displacement of cg of attenuator section

THu - angular displacement of upper float section
THL - angular displacement of attenuator section

MR - moment reaction between float and deck

FR - vertical reaction between float and deck

A plot of the vertical motion of the first row is given in Figure 34. Note that

each cycle is not an exact repeat of each other cycle because of a complex

interaction of structural frequencies. Horizontal motion of the cg of the

i upper section of the float is shown in Figure 35. Vertical motion of the cg

of the upper float section and attenuator section are considered to be equal

to the deck vertical motion. Horizontal motion of the attenuator section of

float 1 is shown in Figure 36. Horizontal motion of the deck is shown in

Figure 37. Horizontal motion at all points on the deck are considered to fol- W

low identically.

Run No. 0 differs from Run No. 2 in regard to the number of floats k17 for

Run No. 2, 4 for Run No. 0) and length of run time (22 seconds for Run No.

2, 4 seconds for Run No. 0).
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TABLE XI - PARAMETERS FOR ARRAY WITH

LARGE-DIAMETER FLOATS

Parameter Value

Array and
float geometry

N 17

AL 18 ft

Mu 635 lb sec /it

ML 5800 lb sec 2 /ft

Du 24.0 ft

DL 32. 6 ft

!u 0.366 x 106 slug ft2

IL 1. ZZ x l0 6 slug ft2

El 1.44C x 10 6 lb ft2

Lu 48 ft

KF 7060 lb/ft

KD 0 lb/ft

Cu 30.0 ft

CL 32.0 ft

Wave data

FH 508 lb (for a 1-ft wave
amplitude)

FSu 3220 lb (for a 1-ft wave
amplitude)

FSL 4000 lb (for a 1-ft wave
amplitude)

flu 36.O0ft

BL 28.3 ft

CPS 0. 230 cps

PHI 1 0 deg

LL 32.0 ft
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I TABLE XII - ARRAY MOTTON AT ISOLATED TIME INCREMENT

- = -- S£3TXO FI
--- N XCV--V '-Xd- - -XL IUTRL FR--1

1 -0.205 -0.191 -0.896 -0. 5 -3I3 05 .....
-0.337 -0.09- - 1.64-T- -0.30 -2.59- -3o68E -2707-0'3

3 -0.355 0.108 -0.455 0.18 -1.1Z 3.66E 04 -3.0,k 03
-0.231 0.264 -- 85T2 0.60 2.31 .43905° - 4F--03

5 -0.034 0.300 -. 754 0.64 3.84 --- 1.-40rt-05 - 2
6 0.i-5 0.187 1.41, 0.37 1.88 --.- 6E05 37T6E-T
7 0.209 0.130 -0.439 0.16 -1.0- -3.77E__5_...._8__--_ _

8 0.270 0.129 -0.680 0.23 - :_--5-6) -1.22E05 --- 7 3
9 0.367 0.193 0.822 0.38 0.82 3.58E 05 -1.15E 03
10 0.469 0.14t, 1.858 .23 4ý.80E 05 2-J.3E

0.475 -0.052 0.700 2 [. 5.65 04 TO--
12 0.325 -0.271 -1.663 -.. C,.72 - -- 4.42E 05- 1.. 63E-03-

-13 0-.-75 -0.324 -2.854 --. 5 -3.8 -- 4.41E05 B7 'DE-2
14 -0.153 -0.218 -1.689 - O - -- 4.4 0E 03 -3
15 -0.295 -0.094 -0.403 - 1.10 3.33E 05 -2.30E 03
16 -0.379 -0.065 0.965 - - Z.298 05 --6.4-0-0"7
17 --0.467 -0.135 -0.339 -0.33 -0.17 -1.40E 05 6.1

T 5.10 SEC XD = 0.040 FT . ..........
N XV XU XL THU THL MIR FR
1 -0.152 - Z.289 - 1.9378 -.-- . , -4.53E 05 --- -

034.. -- 0.152- - T -0.46 -. 6 -4.33E 05 - 6-57-E"TI3 - 0. 03 - 0.15 - 3.75E-04 -5 .-- E--04 -0.267----o0.305• 1.978 0.63 2.4 I-60 54E5 2, 03
5 -0.059 0.323 2.866 0.68 3.97 3.74E 05 7.•4 03
6 0.1ij 0.209 1.490 0.40 -- 1.95 -8.23E 04 3.29E 03
7 0.206 .13-0 -0.227 0.21 -0.96 -3.75E 05 -4.T8E OS
8 0.289 0.171 -0.483 -- d0.31 -1.38 -1.27E 05 -6.05E 03

0 .4 013 0.231 1.019 0.46 -. 05 3.50E 05 -4.81E 2
10 0.527 0.148 1.906 0.26 2.90 4.48E 05 7.15E 03
It 0.520 -0.038 0.564 -0J30 1.37 3.75E 04 9.01E203

i12- 0.338 -0.311 -. 72 -0.84 - 2.18E 03
13 0.357 -0.349 -2.977 - 0.'9- -3.94 -4.23E 05 -6. 20 S--TS
14 -0.186 -0.216 -1.661 -0.61 -2.09 3.AE 03 -6.81E 03

-15 -0.324 -0.075 0.518 -0.27 1.24 3.14E u5 -1.42E 03
16 -0.397 -0.042 1.067 -0.19 2.09 2.14E 05 1.12E-63
17 -0.474 -0.085 -0.275 -0.30 -0.11 -1.59E 05 1.46E 03

I
I
I
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Shear force imposed on the deck by float 5 and bending moment imposed on

the deck by float 14 are provided in Figures 38 and 39. Profile shapes of

the deck at time increments oi 17.50 and 19.60 seconds are shown in Fig- LI

ure 40.

Maximum excursions of motion are of interest and are summarized in Ta-

ble XHI. Maximum vertical and horizontal displacements of the upper float

section for each of the rows are given along with deckmoment and shear val-

ues. Both the maximum positive and negative excursions are presented along

with the time of occurrence of each value.

A study of an array of floats similar to that described in Table XI as Run

No. 2 is discussed below. One important difference in this new array is

that a more practical water plane diameter of the float was used. Diameter

was set at 6 ft rather than the 12 ft used in Run No. 2. This diameter is re-

flected in the buo-ant spring constant of KF = 1768 lb/ft rather than the 7060

lb/ft used previously.

Important characte:istics of the model, not described previously, are dis-

cussed below. Float geometry, masses, and forces were taken as close

approximations to those tested in an earlier program and reported in Ref-

erence 4. Wave frequency data for forces accounted for a hinge by dividing

the surge force on an unhinged float into forces on the upper section and --

attenuator as considered reasonable in light of theory. A deck stiffness of

1440 X 106 lb/ftZ was utilized.

Table XIV is a summary of motions for this array due to a wave frequency

of 0.23 cps. This case is designated Run No. 41. Figure 41 is a plot of the

mode shape of these extremes with the positive and negative excursions

averaged.

Tables XV, XVI, and XVII provide data that show the influence of changing

wave frequency (and corresponding wave force magnitudes) to values of 0. 20,

0. 15, and 0. 10 cps, respectively. Table XVIII provides the corresponding

wave force amplitudes. Note that the mode shape tends to reduce as wave

frequency decreases. At 0.23 cps 7 lobes appear, at 0.20 and 0.15 cps 5

lobes appear, and at 0. 10 cps only 3 lobes appear. This result tends to
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TABLE XVIII - WAVE FORCE DATA FOR

WAVE FREQUENCY CHANGES

Wave II

Run frequency FH ' FSL
I(lo) I Ibno. 'cpso)(1b (Ib)

41 0.23 508 3220 4000

16 0.20 650 3000 375V
15 0.15 . 617 2610 1 3390

14 0.10 -76 7839 ] Z561

support test evidence ghow.%n previously in --igures 30, 31, and 3z, where

the mode shapt also decrezxsed as wave frcquency decreased. The least

stiff deck in those cases was deck 2 shown in Figure 32. There, at 0. 20

cps, 5 lobes appeared, at 0. 129 and C. 091ý cps 3 lobes appeared, and at

0.071 cps I lobe appeared.

It was also observed that as the wave, .- qtrcqzAncy decreased, the tail wagging

phenomena increased. This result was 21s) noted In the tests. At higher

frequencies, in Figure 41, motion at the center of the array was greater

than at the -ends. This effect was approached in thie test results.

Figure 42 shows the changes in motion that occur as the deck stiffaiess 2s

changed. Plotted in this figure are mode shapes of extreme motion values

measured at a w%%ave frequency of G. 15 cps for th--ee deck stiffness values

as listed below:

Run no. Deck stiffness

12 720 X 10 r')-ft-

41 1440 X 0 06 lb-ft 2

18 2160 X l0 Ib-ft2

Tables XIX and XX provide the data backup ior Figure 43. A drastic reduc-

ticon in motion occurs as the stiffness is increased io 2160 X 106 lb-i-1f :I
was likewise noted in the test data presented earlier in Figure 33 that an
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Figure 42 - Mode Shape foz Analytical Studies as Deck Stiffness Changes

increase in deck stiffness generally reduced motions over a considerable

portion of the frequency range.

It can be shown that both heave and surge forces contribute to ver.ical mo-

tion of the deck. Influence of heave force on deck motion is easily per--

ceived. Heave lorce:- on the float would result in bending of the deck and

consequent deck de!ormation. Surge forces are large in magnitude and lo-

:ated large distanc s below the deck. Bendi:ag moment transmitted to the

deck by the surge iorce is muctt larger than that developed by heave force

(particularly because heave iorce is attenuated by a deep float). Accumu-

lation of these surge force couples transmitted to the deck consequently can

cause large deformation.t

Two computer runs were made coraining the parameters shown in Table XI

with cr* difference. Run 3 applied only heave forces, while run 4 applied

only iurg,: forces. Tables XXI and XXI1 provide summary data for these

cases. A c:nniparison of Runs 3 and 4, to the previous run 2 indicated

that the rroticns at any individual time increment were additive.
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That is, heave motion of the deck due to heave and surge force applied

sepprately gave the same result as when they were applied simultaneously.

Comparison of extreme values will show that the contribution of surge force

to the motion, at the frequency tested, is on the order of 10 times that caused

by the heave force.

Two conditions can aid to reduce this motion effect. Deck stiffness can be

increased to reduce response. Moment transferred to the deck, as caused

by surge force, can be reduced. This reduction could be accomplished by

the use of a hinge located closer to the deck.

Information presented in the preceding analytical studies is for models that

do not duplicate characteristics of the previously tested model arrays. Pri-

mary cause for the lack of duplication is based on deck characteristics.

The analytical model, as conceived and described earlier, incorporated a

deck of conventional bending and sheer stiffness properties.

Attempts to modify the analytical model to duplicate the deck of the earlier

parallel linkage were made. Considering small deflections, the parallel

linkage bars have no ability to transmit shear force from one float to another.

In this regard, the model deck motions would follow isolated float responses.

Two effects of the model, however, provide for some ability to transfer

shear, and consequently can give rise to excessive deck motion.

1. Plastic strips attached along the outside edges of the

model provide for some bending and shear stiffness.

2. Non-linear effects of shear transmission occur as

deflections between adjacent floats become large so

that tension and compression forces in the upper and

lower links cause vertical components of force. Be-

ca..se major rewriting of the program would be re-

qui-ed, these effects were not accounted for.

The analytical model was alsomodified to accou't for the deck stiffness arrange-

mexit on the later test models. Deck configuration for these models con-

sisted of flat plastic strips running longitudinally separated vertically by

plastic blocks located at each floai row. In this case, no shear web was

-l00-
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[ present, and consequently the bending stiffiicss of the deck due to vertical

loads could be approximated by taking the stiffness of the strips individually.

[In resistance to surge force eifecs of moment at the deck, the strip3 act

as tension or compression links, In this regard the effective stiffness of

L the arrangement can be calculated as two strips separated at a given dis-

tance (similar to the calculation for a sandwicb deck). Calculation of this

[ latter effect is shown in Appendix G. The analytic model incorporated both

stiffness effects as a verendeel truss configuration. The present form of

the analytic model cannot operate su,_ccessfully with the stiffness conditions

supplied. The manner of computing forces and moments from deflected po-

sitions requires small time increments Zo ensu:e convergence o:" the solu-

[ tion. As the deck becomes stiffer, the time increment must beccrine shorter.

Present input requires an incre-.ent too small for a practical. solution within

a reasonable length of computer timhe.

d. Analysis of Island Motion

I-- To approximate the motion of the island, a math model was set up that ac-

counts for the motion in one plane only, that is, a single row of floats at-

tached to a flexible deck, as shown in the following diagram.

I.
DECK

I TETHER

I-INI
SI!

It is assumed in the analysis that the upper and lower portions of the floats

are rigid bodies. it is also assurmed that the horizontal motion o; the qoats

(pendulum action) is quite !,inall. so that there is no kinematic coupling be-

tween the vertical and horizontal motions. There is elastic coupling between

these motions through the deck. A diagram of the forces acting on the float

I is given on the next page.
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-V7--- V i- •T

S , '4 8.i ,

b \ yu"l- ____________

.LL

| _

AI -LA- _ _ _

-A-
\J

ZFXA 7"Ri PAR QFLOAT IOSER PiRT OF FL04T

The termyts uee iMi the diagrams a2e defined below:

y = varti:al diso.acement nf deck where float is attached

xj = horiztntal displacentent -f deck - sa-ne at all il.oats

x = horizontal displacement of cg of upper part of float

xL = horizontal displacement of cg of lower part of float

0 U= angular displacerment oi upper part of float

0- = angular displacement of lower part of floa"

MU = mass of deck and upper part of float

ML = mass of lower part of floa-t

I = masz moment of inertia of upplr part of float abou. its cg

= mass moment of inertia of lower part of float about its c&

•H = virtual mass factor for horizontal motion of float

-V = virtual -nasa factor for vertical motion of float

-I02-
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a, = virtual mnass factor fcr rotational nr'otion of float

F = vertical reaction be!tween float and deck

F = horizontal reaction between float and decý-.

I = T=moment reaction between f1loat and deck

V = horizontal reaction between upper and lower parts of float

SH = vertical reaction between upper and lower parts of float

FSU = surge force on upper part of float - input function of time

FSL = surge force on lower part of float - input functicn of time

SF . = heave force - input function of ti-m e
FbL -buoyant force on lower part of float

I g = acceleration of gravity - 31. 2 ft/sect

y = water plane spring constart

y= Yu u is the buoyant force on upptr Fart of float when y = 0.

I d = dystance from deck to .:g of x-pper part of float

b = distance from deck to center of surge pressure for upper
Spart of float

C = distance from deck to center of buoyancy of upper part
u of float

I Lu = distaace from deck to hinge

C L = distance from hinge to center of buoyaancy of lower partIf float

dL = distance from hinge to cg cf lower part of float

bL = distance from hinge to center of surge pressure for jowver
part of float

I LL = distance from hinge to point of application of heave force

I 1d = spring constant of tether

L = distance between floats
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The following dynamic equations were used in the analysis:

1. Upper portion of float

F -V - F k M (iI

-R- gm H + -u (Yu u Y) = gM (2)

F (b -d) + y(yu - y)(Cu - du)u + F d 0
sun U u - u I U u mu

Fddu H(Lu I- du U MR r- iuT nu (3)

.. Lower portion of float

FSL + V =. XaHML (4)

F +H+FbL gML = yvM (5)

FsL(bL - dL) + FH(LL dLeL L- L-
HdL L- Vd = I I (6)

Kinematic constraints are: as follows:

' du' u - Xd) (7)
L

eL _ dxL-Xd)- d (X xd) (8)

Eliminating V and H from Equations 1 through 6 gives the following

four equations.
I

Mu +aVML (F1  - FR- yuy ' (9)

u u +XLaHML = Fsu +FsL- Fd , (10)

i M d +XKa MLL 0 I R (1n)
u U tLH Lu uu U

xl.iHML d L + CLaJIL =R. , (12)
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where

Ru = Fsubu + F L L [u C @u cuJu- Cuyuy-

M2L vu + M ueu
LugM, +L Y + L M, - d gL x

u H u bL u + CM L~U

(F. - F - %'u I - M (13)
R 'u- * R

R =F lb + IF L +F C Md L-L F -U 1
L sL L FH L +bLCL- gMLL M +-MFLH R-uY

(14)

Using the kinematic constraints (Equations 7 and 8), Equations iI and 12

become:

A Ku ÷BxL = FlId'" +Ru (15)

-C 3E + DkL F- F +R3 , (16)

where

M' Mu du + d u
u

B L
-aHML ui

a 7 I

Lu

D~d L d u

H LL d L

I
F
1 d

F 2  = -d--L u

i -105-
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Solving Equations 14 and 15 for x and x gives

= 1 M(DF B + dDR - BR (17)

u AD + BC 1- d u L

and

1 +A L +AF(18A

LAD +B C ("j +AFd)u L (18)

Now

ZFd = kdd U9)

where Z before a variable indicatez; a summning of that variable for all N

floats.

Then, summing Equation 10 for all the floats and using Equation 18,

Mu 1xu +HML .L = ZFsu + MFSL- kdXd (20)

Sunirning Equations 16 and 17 for all floats and substituting for K x andU

Z xL in Equation 19 gives

Xd = -Az 2Ru - A 3 IRL + A 1 ( ZFsu + ZFsL - kd:rd)" (21)

where

A1 1
N(MBl + aHMLC1)"

AZ = A,(MuB 2 + OiMLC?) ,

A 3 = AI(Mu B 3 + aHMLC 3 ) ,

and

DFB_ - BF_ CF1 +AF*
I AD + BC I AD+ BC

B D C
2 AD + BC C2 AD + BC

B -B A
3 AD +BC "3 AD +l+BC

-106-
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The motion of each float is now defined by Equations 9, 16, and 17, and the

horizontal motion of the deck is governed by Equation ZO. Thereiore, for a

deck with N fizats, the resulting system has 3N + I equations. It rerm.ains

only to define MR and FR for each float in terms of the float displacemnents

and the deck stiffness.

For a deck in which distortions due to either moments or transverse force

are calculated using the same El, the expressions for MR and FR are:

M = 1( + I (x -+i (2)
MRi L~ ?6 6u _l +4 0 L U_ LI +1 Z XL-1 uL+j) (22

.12E[L =]uL ( +Ex x (23)FRi =L 3  12 (uL+l - uLL + (-XuLI uL - uL+I).)

Here the subscript i refers to the ith float. For a deck with different struc-

tural action, for instance a vierendeel truss, Equadions 21 and ZZ are modi-

fied somewhat. By substituting Equation 20 into Equations 16 and 17, the

equations of motion are now in a form for straightforward numerical integra-

tion. A predictor-corrector method of integration is used. The system of

3N + 1 equations for the general form:

K L = f L (xl'x , - - -"' '3n + I"- t) L = 1, 2, . .,3N + I (Z4)

The predictor recurrence formula is the parabolic differentiation formula:

Xs1 = Zx - l +h Zf (25)

where h is the time increment and s refers to the sth time step.

The corrector recurrence formula is of the Stormer type:

2h
x s+l = Zxs -x s- +- (fs-1 + lOfs + fs+l) " (26)

The truncation error of this formula is of the order h6 . Since the recur-

rence formula and the governing equations are both second order, no sta-

bility problems occur.

A computer program was written to carry out the integration of the equations

of motion. At present, the heave and surge forcing functions can be entered

-107-
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only as a sinusoidal function. However, with minor changes, any type of

forcing function can be accepted.

~e. Rest Its

Analytic model array motions show trends and effects similar to test mea-

surements. Deck stiffness is very influential on motion. As deck stiffness

increases, motion decreases. Deck mode shape increases as wave fre-

quency increases. Array mode shape at a given frequency shows that many

points on the deck may have excessive motions compared with other points.

Motions are nearly symmetrical in fore and aft directions. Both bow and

tail wagging are observed whereby extreme motions at these points exceed

th," motions at the other points. At the frequency examined, surge force is

-ý-sprnnsiAe for the major component of deck mnotion.

5. SUMMARY

Increased motion within a closely packed array of floats appears relatf.d to

an increase in wave height within the array. Computation of force or motion

is suggested as for an isolated float with a wave height modified by float den-

sity effects.

where K = 1/[l(Af/S2 -]Af = float cross -sectional area and S = float spa-

cing.

Float arrays connected by decks of measurable stiffness appear to attain

additio•al points of resonant and null behavior at frequencies higher than

float resonance and null frequencies. As stiffness changes, number, mag-

nitude, and frequency of these points change.

Deck mode shape appears to change as frequency of the wave changes. Mag-

nitude of the motion also changes with wave frequency. Tail wagging or ex-

cessive motions of the array at the ends occurs throughout a considerable

portion of the imposed wave frequency spectrum.

Analytical tools for defining interaction of deck stiffness and wave forces on

the floats are presented and appear to provide results duplicating many effects

observed in test. Duplication of deck properties in the analytical model was

not accomplished. Comparative motions between test and the analytic modei

consequently was not made on a one- to-one basik.
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- SECTION V - COST INVFS7IGATIONS

S. BACKGROUND

Ii The ARPA revic,, group critique of the previous program suggested that

"Further work should be carried out to better aefine the critical restraints

that limit performance and drive the costs of expandabl• strnctures and to

highlight the sensitivity of costs to external design requirev'oai. The effect

cf possible new developments in materials and fabricating meeho .is on the

costs of expandable platforms should also be examined."

2. DISCUSSION0

I During the period that GAC has studied the feasibility of developing expand-

able strut:tures that could be joined together to form a floating base, two

mission definitions have been consideied. The earliest concept envisage-i

a large island (400 ft by 2000 ft) capable of landing C-130 aircraft. Subse-

quently an evaluatio-n was made of a platform of more modest size (100 ft by

100 ft) capable of landing a 40, 000-lb helicopter. A parametric cost study

was conducted under Contract N0014-7Z-C-036i, reported in GER-15491

for platforms of these two sizes. Similar platform detail designs were con-

sidered structurally for operational sea states of 0, 5, and 7, and aircraft

weights were varied from 40, 000 to 100, 000 to 155, 000 lb. One of the re-

sults of this study is reproduced in Figuie 43, which relates area unit costs

for deck loads as a function of operational sea states. This analysis and the

assumptions an which it was based have been re-exa-nined and the costs ap-

pear to be reasonable approximations. It should be kept in mind, however,

that a small platform has a practical maximum concentrate-d load-carrying

capability that is smaller than a large base, and that the response of a large

[ platform to sea states appears to be different from a small one of similar

deck and float designs.
!
L As a corollary to the current program, technical and cost proposals were

prepared to design, fab,-icate, assemble, and test a modular 1/3-scale

platform Sandwich deck dimensions were 50 ft by 50 ft and float scale
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Figure 43 - Concentrated Deck Load versus Floating Base Cost

was established as 8/3 of that used in Figure 3 or 1/3 full scale. Deck load

was defined as a 15, 000-1h helicopier. The platform was designed for a

scaled onerational sea state of 5 and survival sea state (scaled) of 7. The

platform was to be supported by a 7 by 7 (49) float array. Manufacturing

costs, including assembly and deployment in an inland lake (Seneca), but not

including detail design, development, cr testing was estimated to be $268, 000

or approximately $107 per square foot. While this may appear high "ii com-

parison with the eaLrlier cost data for larg,'r platforms, it should be kept in

mind That the labor portion of costs does nct decrease with reduction in

island size as rapidly as materials do.

As will be discussed subsequently, the deck and float altenator systems

represent major components of platform costs.

The effect of eliminating a modular sandwich deck on the basis of cost was

determined in preparation of a budgeting estimrate for a bare bones proposal

(Appendix A) to iabric.te a 50-ft by 50-ft platform with 1/3 scale expandable

Vloat in a 7- by-7 array with a plywood deck. Factory costs were $62.80

ir sq ft of platform area.
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1 3. VARIABLES AFFECTING PLATFORM COSTS

Two groups of conditions directi; influence cost of an expandable floating

base of ,nodular construction. These are mission definition and design al-

ternatives. Primary among the former are:

1. Platform size and configuration

2. Deck loads: static and dynamic, con-

i centrated, distributed, and off center

3. Operational sea state

1 4. Survival spa state

5. Allowable platform motion

SWithin the definitions established by these criteria, the following design

factors may be varied to control costs:

9 1. Deck nodule size

2. Deck module material

1 3. Float spacing

4. Float size and configuration

3 5. Float materials

6. Cabling

7. Accessories

In a gross sense, the major elements of costs of a modular platform can

i then be associated with these components: (1) deck, (Z) floats, (3) cabling,

and (4) accessories. Factors affecting costs of these components are sum-

marized below:

I. Deck costs

a. Module size and configuration

b. Panel load: distributed and concentrated

c. Materials of construction

i d. Float spacing

e. Allowable platform motion

f. Survival sea state

2. Float costs

a. Deck weight
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b. Cargo loads

c. Platform size and configuration

d. Materials of construction

e. Float size and configuration

f. Operational sea state
g. Allowable platform motion

3. Cabling costs

a. Float spacing

b. Survival sea state

c. Deck loads

4. Accessory Costs. Accessoriks are defined as:

a. Fill, drain, and vent. plumbing in floats

b. Pressure manifold system

c. Pressure monitoring system

d. Pumps and compressors

e. Number of floats

f. Degree of sophistication in manifold and pressure
surveillance systems

4. MATERIALS

a. General

In analyzing materials and fabri. Zion processes most influential in cost of

platform construction Goodyear Aerospace Corporation has examin.zA only

the deck and float systems, since cabling and accessories were believed to

represent only a small portion of total platform price.

b. Deck

A criticism of platform deck design concepts has been that only alumainum-

faced balsa sandwich was proposed and casted for modular panels in pre-

vious studies. This construction, which has high strength/weight and high

stiffness/weight ratios is expensive in comparison with other miterial op-

tions. Alternatives that might be examined as potential deck constructions

were costed as follows:

1. Welded steel structure - $0, 50/lb

-112- /
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2. Welded aluminum construction - $2. 00/lb

3. Extended aluminum - $1. 00/lb

Aluminum/balsa sandwich costs in the gage ranges (0. 150 to 0. 375-in. skins;

4-in. to 8-in. core) considered for platform decks would average $4.00 per

pound.

Other sandwich material options might include:

1. Cores: redwood, aluminum honeycomb

2. Skins: steel, reinforced plastics

Variation in cost as a function of gages for various materials is shown in

Figures 44 and 45.

A quantitative assessment of cost of a modular deck of sandwich construc-

tion has not been undertaken in this program, since a specific design for a

platform has not been evolved. Determination of costs can be derived from

the foregoing information, however, when this has been accomplished.

c. Float System

The substantial reduction of bending moment achieved by articulating a long

slender inflatable float supporting a deck makes feasible consideration of

relatively thin-gage reinforced elastometric materials for their construc-

tion, since inflation pressure can also be grossly decreased. For the mis-

sion definition chosen for this cost study, the float shown in Figure 46 was

selected. Full-scale iaflation pressure was assumed to be 20 psi for the

float and 11 psi for the attenuator.

Two types of material systems, both known to Goodyear and botl_ compatible

with the ocean environment, were examined for costing purposes. They

are: (1) polyurethane-impregnated nylon and (2) neoprene reinforced with

nylon, dacron, or Fiber B. Neither material system requires major capital

equipment for fabrication of components as large as a full-scale float.

'T7he Aviation Products Division of The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. has

pioneered in the development of nylon fabrics impregnated with a proprie-

tary polyurethane for use in the ocean. A large (14 ft to 10 ft diameter by

70 ft long) towed oil container for the ADEPPS program is a recent sizable
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Figure 44 - Variation in Cost as Function at Face Sheet Thickness
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Figure 45 - Variation in Cost as Function at Co~re Thickness
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Figure 46 - Float Configuration for Cost Study
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applica ion of this technology. An item such as a float is manufactured by

cutting woven nylon fabric of appropriate strength into patterns to form the

various geometries that make up the part. The cloth is lai,1 over a mandrel

and lapped to create joints. These are sewn and then adhered by impreg-

nating with liquid polyurethane. When the entire part has been assembled

in this manner on a form-fitting mandrel, it is sprayed with the polyurethane

at a proper viscosity and the fabric is impregnated. Cure is effected in air

at ambient temperatures.

While this material piocess system shows considerable promise fnr manu-

facture of the type of hardware represented by the inflatable float and attenu-

ator, it was conbidered to be too developmental to gene:'ate costs competitive

with sewing and adhesive bonding of neoprene calendered nylon, dacron, or

Fiber B. Further, these batter systems may be constructed of multiple

layers, including bias orientations. The shear requirements of the float

are sufficiently high to require 50 percent of principal fabric strength at

45 deg; a two-ply bias material appears mandatory and this has been ac-

complished with the spray polyurethane process on an, experimental basis

only.

Fabrication of calendered neoprene/nylon fabric stock by bonding and sev.-ing

has been employed at GAC for a large variety of applications and is believed

to be applicable to manufacture of the hinged floats. In this process, curel

stock of proper strength is cut into patterns to form various parts of the

float. These patterns are joined by adhesive bonding of lap joints followed

by sewing. The number of stitches per inch and :L-' number of rows of

stitches required are a function of fabric strength; for 2000 lb per inch

material, four rows of 6 to 8 stitches per inch would bf. cmj-ioyed. Subse-

quent to sewing, a thin neoprene seal material would be adhesively bonded

over the outer surface of the stitched area to ensure a press-re seal. All

elements of the float/a;tenuatcr system could be fabricated by this process,

as was demonstrated in the 1/8-scale deformable models. For these modre,

however, sewing was employed only a* the hinge transitionis.

No large autoclaves are required for this type of manufacture, although if

available, uncured (rather than cured) rubberized fabric stock could be
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3 adherý.d under pressure at the bonded joints without adhesive and without

sewing.I
5. INFLATABLE FLOAT COST EXERCISE

I Estimates were made on costs to manufacture the near real-life, full-scale

float/attenuator assembly (Figure 46) represented in 1/8 scale by the model

SI tested at LUMF. Criteria established for the estimate were as follows:

1. Cured calendered neoprene to be the impregnant for

all fabric s

2. Two-ply bias material to be used throughout the system

3. Float- and hinge fabric break strength to be 2000 lb/in.

and 1000 lb/in. at *45 deg

4. Attenuator fabric break strength to be 1100 lb/in. and

550 lb/in. at +45 deg

5. All float and hinge joints to employ four rows of stitches

I at 6 to 8 stitches/inch

6. All attenuator joints to employ 3 rows of stitches at

1 6 to 8 stitches/inch

7. All joints to be lapped: adhesively bonded and sewn

1 8. 100 percent inspection to be utilized on all joints

9. Estimates to be made on 1, F, and 500 units

10. Nzoprene reinforcements to be (a) nylon, (b) dacron,

and (c) Fib'ýr B

11. Costs of drain and vent lines and metal attachment to

It deck to be included

Factory costs are surnmarized in Table XXMII.

It was not possible to develop realistic pricing for Fiber B fabrics in the

deniers desired, since none have yet been woven in quantity. Small amounts

of ZOO and 4j0 denier yarns have been produced by DuPont and are under

evaluation by GAC at this time. Verbal prices for this material from the

I pilot plant in low qxantity are $20.00 and $15.00 per pound, respectively.

Wsaving corts for heavier denier Fiber B fabrics purchased by Goodyear

I Aerospace have Leen $6. 00/lineal yard 60 in. wide.
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TABLE XXI - F A.CTORY COSTS

Quantity

Construction One unit 50 units 500 units

Neoprene/nylon

Materials cost $ 5,364 $ 4, 989 $ 4, 914

Labor cost 41,112  16,390 9,550

Sotai $46,476 $21, 379 $14,464

Neoprene/dacron

Materials cost $ 5,882 $ 5,470 $ 5,391

Labor cost 38,104 15,290 8,975

Total $43,986 $20, 760 $14, 366

In the future, as Fiber B prcduction capacity increases and fibers become

available in quantity for appldcations other than tires, the cost of filaments

and fabrics will decrease substantially. Goodyear has been advised that in

time Fiber B coses may drop to $2.50 per pound. Textile suppliers that

have converted large-denier Fiber B yarns for Goodyear have indicated that

the fibers do not pose unusual problems in weaving.

Fiber B would be attractive as a reinforcement for rubber in fabrication of

inflatable floats because of its exceptional specific strength and stiffness

values in comparison with any other eligible fibers, including nylon and

dacron. Even at a. cost maltiple of four it wouid be structurally competitive

with either of the 1.atter fibers. A plus factor of some minor consequence

to its use in platform manufacture is the savings in weight.

A comparison of the physical properties of nylon, dacron, and Fiber B is

given in Table XXIV.
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I TABLE XXIV - COMPARISON OF FLOAT REINFORCEMENT

[ FIBER PROPERTIES

Property Nylon Dacron# Fiber B

Tensile ultimate (psi) 117,000 106,000 400,000

Specific gravity 1.14 1.38 1.44
Tenacity (gpd) 8 E-8 Z12.0

Modulus (gpd) 55 105 1480
16I( '(E) (0.8x 106) (I.?x 10) (8.8 X 10

Elongation, ultimate (percent) 16-28 iz-16 4.0

Zero-strength temperature, deg F 473 473 850

50 percent RT strength tempera-
ture, deg F 330 350 600

Coefficient of thermal expansion -40 X 10-6 -20 X 10-6 NA

Ultraviolet resistance P G NA

I Storage aging resistance G E NA

Moisture resistance P G NA

Coating adhesion G G G

Impact resistance E G NA[ -65 deg F performance E E NA

Flexing resistance E E NA

Flame resistance SE SE NA

Minimum yarn size available ZO denier 30 denier 1500/2

Filaments per yarn NA NA 2300

Filament diameter (inches) 0.00i 0. 001 0.0003

Key: E = excellent; G = good; P poor; SE = seii-extingaishing; and
NA = not available.

A
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APPENDIX A - REPORT OF ARPA REVIEW GROUP ON

EXPANDABLE FLOATING BASES

FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The review group was briefed by Goodyear Aerospace Corporation about

3 their study to examine the technical feasibility of expandable floating bases and

their proposed program to continue the studies through prototype development.

P After discussing the presentation in some detail, the review group agreed that

the studies to date have not established the technical feasib-lity of large expanda-

ble floating bases. It was further agreed that the proposed Task 2 of the Good-

year program, involving the design of a one-third scale 2xpandable floating

base, is pre-nature at this time.

The review group recommends, however, that a technology program be

carried out to develop basic understanding of the response and behavior of ex-

pandable floating structures subject to wave action. Both analytic and model

studies should be carried out, including but not be limited to the following prob-

lem areas:

Expandable-Body Response. Develop basic understanding of the response of

expandable bodies under wave action. This should include both analytic and

model studies that examine the performance of expandable flotation components

and compare that with the response of rigid components. The scaling laws of

expandable structures shculd be investigated to assure that the prototype struc-

ture can be properly simula.'-d and test results scaled to full-scale dimensions.

It may be necessary to actually fabricate a fairly large-scale flotation unit in

order to satisfy these requirements.

Hydrodynamic Problems. Because of the unusual pliable structures con-

sidered and the close packing of floats, fundamew' 1 ryork should be done on the

following hydrodynamic problem areas:

Interaction of the viscuous wake of a float with neighboring floats.
Distributed wave reflection and absorption.
Elastic response of structure to the wave induced forces.

ftsceiiUI pae blanka. -123-
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Cost of !7xpandable Floating Structures. The current cost estimates on ex-

pandable floating structures appear rather high in comparison with that of other

structural concepts. Further work should be carried out to better define the

critical restraints that limit the performance and drive the costs of expandable

structures and to highlight the sensitivity of costs to external design requii e-

-nents. The effect of possible new developments in materials and fabricating

methods on the cost of expandabie platforms should also be ex:amined.

The purpose of the recommended technology program is to develop basic

understanding of the performance, capability, and costs of expandable floating

structures in order to permit a comparison between expandable and more con-

ventional structures. Further work beyond that, if any, should await for the

results of the technology program. Although the review group was not chartered

to examine potential missions for the expandable structures, it was generally

agreed that the technology program should develop and feature potential unique

capabilities and characteristics of such structures rather than '.ttempting to

meet certain mission-oriented design requirements. Subsequent missions, if

any, for such structures are likely to emerge from a consideration of their

unique features and their system costs. For example, there appears to be sci-

entific interest in lightweight portable sparbuoys. Multiple combinations of

such units may be of some military interest. In contrast, if the development

work is designed to meet certain mission requirements, it has to be shown nut

only that an expandable base is technically feasible for the given application but

also that it is the preferred systein for the mission under consideration.

The above findings and recommendations are basically supported by all

members of the review group. However, Mr. John Gregory of ONR has a some-

what different view on some aspects of the technology program recommended by

the group. His comments are included here as an Appendix to the group's re-

port.

INTRODUC TION

During the past 18 months, the Advanced Research Research Projects Agency

has sponsored a study contract with the Goodyear Aerospace Corporation to in-

vestigate the technical feasibility of floating bases constructed of expandable
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I amaterials. Goodyear Report GAP-71-5652S6, Rev. A, states that the objectives

of the contract were "to invpstigatc the technicai ieasibility of using expandable

I structures and to develop the required design and material technology. Environ-

mental operating and survival conditions, platform stability, platform mobility,

3 requirements and capabilities of expandable structures in this application, cost,

sizes of components, material life, and transportation and erection procedures

* were considered. "

Goodyear has concluded that "no limitations have been found in these areas

that would indicate that the concept is not feasible. " They have submitted a pro-

posal to ARPA to continue the program through prototype development and assem-

bly. A detailed program plan and schedule has been prepared for Task 2 of the

program, visualizing a 6--month effort through January-June in 1972. The spe-

cific effort of the proposed Task 2 is the design of a one-third scale expandable

3 floating base.

At the request of Dr. C. J. Wang, Director of Advanced Engineering, ARPA,

a group of experts was assembled to -eview a- 3 assess the Goodyear technical

feasibility study and to assist ARPA in generating guidelines for a technology

program in the area of expandable floating platforms. The review group met on

Zl December 1971 at the Washington office of The Rand Corporation. The group

was chaired by Drs. Laupa and Ross and included the following members:

Stanley Backer MIT
W. Denny "reestor, Georgia Tech
John Gregory ONR
Chester E. Grosch Pratt Instibtte
Armas Laupa Rand
Denzil C. Pauli ONR
Charles Ravitsky ARPA
Robert Ross Environmental Structures
Fred N. Spiess SIO
Alexander J. Tachmindji IDA
Allyn C. Vine WHOI
C.J. Wang ARPA
Cdr. T. F. Wiener Office, CNO

I The Goodyear representatives briefed the group of their study findings and

proposed follow-on studies, and answered questions of those present. After the

aGAP-71-565ZS6, Rev A: Proposal for Design of Expandable Floating Base

(Task Z). Akron, Ohio, Goodyear Aerospace Corporation, 13 December 1971.
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Goodyear personnel departed, the group discusscd the study approach, status,

and conclusions in some detail. The main topics of discussion are reported on

next.

SUMMARY OF D3&( ,USSIOtS

The rev~e-.' group discr - a number of .echnicaI and cost aspects of the

Goodyear -1,.dy. The group -treed that the studies to date have not specifically

addrespcd cirtair problem a_,cas and therefore have not clearly established the

technical feasibility of expandable floating platforms. This conclusion was

reached or. the basis of two fi..-darnental considerations: (1) the response and

behavior of rigid versus expandable buoyant elements, ±nd (2) the possible hy-

drodynamic interference between zlosely spaced multiple vertical floats of a

large floating tase. It was agree! rhat a tech:o.ogy program should be carried

out to re:-olve these technical prcblevx:,s and to develop basic understanding of the

response and behavior of expanelable Aoatiag structures subject to wave action.

The group discussions on the teclhnical -and cost problems ai e summarized below.

Rigid versus Expandable Floats

The Goodyear design approach has as;:,unied that a- long as thE columns and

attenuators, :cnstructed of expandable mrnae-O'al and with the attenuators filled

with water, were pressurized sufficiently figi. to prevent buckling under wave

loading, they behaved as rigid bodies. Followvrk, this assumptioL, scale model

testing of the structure was conducted with rniodels simulating rigid elements.

The review group believes that the above basic design assumption has to be

either verified or a design model developed that represents the behavior of ex-

pandable buoyant elements. Concern was expressed about several aspects of the

problem. It is possible that hydrodynamic pressures are transmitted through

the expandable-fabric membrane, thus negating or modifying the theoretical re-

sponse model based on rigid structures. This is especially so if thE attenuators

include a floating standpipe that is provided to maintain a constant pressure dif--

ferential between the inside and the outside of the e.Pment. This may mean that

the attenuators pro-ride additional mass but do not rc:-ace the vertical exciting

force by their shape and depth, as now assumed in the rigirl-body response

model. It is also conceivable that the elastic properties of the pliable floats,
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particularly the large pressurized sections on which the deck rests, are impor-

tant in the motion response of the structure. For example, the modulus of elas-

3 ticity of the fabric materials is some 30 times less that that of steel. This may

lead to large extensions of the structure and affect its dynamic response. This

3 elastic-body response is usually neglected in the analysis of floating structures

subject to wave action. In this unusual structure, however, the elastic prop-

erties of the floats may be important.

The comparative expandable-body and rigid-body responses should be inves-

tigated by both analytic and model studies. Because of the unusual type of ex-

pandable structures visualized, this work should also include an examination of

scaling laws as they may pertain to expandable structures so that the pliable

structures could be properly modeled and test results scaled to prototype dimen-

sions.

I It wE s also brought out during the meeting that conceptually there are two

basic design approaches possible with expandable structures. One approach

attempts to make the expandable structure equivalent to a rigid structure so that

conventional design procedures will remain applicable. In this case, the prop-

3 erties of expandable-fabric materials and the use of inflation pressures are con-

sidered only as far as necessary to assure the rigid-body behavior of the struc-

3 ture, if this can indeed be shown feasible. Of course, the use of such materials

will also result in a lightweight, easily packageable and transportable structure.

3 The other design approach would feature expanidable-body properties of a

floating structure, attempting to capitalize on any desirable properties that may

be established by a further study program. The purpose of the recommended

technology program is thus to develop basic understanding of the behavior of

expandable floating bodies, to examine whether an expandable body will behave

I differently from a rigid body, and whether it has any desirable propex ties that

may make an expandable body the pr .ferred design solution for floating platforms

3 of certain types or sizes. It is conckivable that there is much to be learned about

the unique and positive aspects of resilient structures in the sea, particularly

3 for structures that are small enough to be 'eplcyed very rapidly.

Hydrodynamic Problem Areas

q The configuration of the expandable floating structure has some rather
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unusual features: the columns are closely spaced, the ratio of spacing to diame-

ter of columns is 3, that of attenuators is 1. 5; a full structure may have a regu-

lar array of hundreds to thousands of such floats; and the deck and truss structure

connecting the columns is rather flexible.

A single modetl test of a 35 by 6 array of floats of a rather small scale ( 1/60)

was carried out. This model test showed an unexpected amplification of heave

motion from front to rear of the model. The group members were not aware of

any other model tests of similar close-packed structures and none was discussed

by the briefers. The Reynolds numbers are quite different, being of the order

of 5 X 103 and 106 for the model and the full scale structure, respectively.

Because of the small spacing between floats, the interaction of the viscuous

wake of a float (vortex shedding, separated flow, etc.) with its neighbors may

be important. If this interaction is important, the small model scale and con-

sequent low Reynolds number may yield misleading results.

Another aspect of the problem not completely understood is that of wave re-

flection. In contrast to most sti octures, where the entire reflection takes place

at a single surface, there is a distributed reflection and absorption of wave en-

ergy throughout the whole array of columns. It may he that this distributed

wave-structure interaction, combined with the elastic properties of the connecting

structure, is important for an understanding of the structure motion response.

The group emphasizes that the scaling of the model results may correctly

predict the response of the prototype. However, we do not know any way to de-

termine the magnitude of the scale effects involved. In view of the lack of ex-

perience with scale model tests of this u iusual type of structure, the lack of a

theoretical understanding of the basic hydrodynamic problems discussed above,

and the small scale and small Reynolds number of the model, the group believes

that there is room for reasonable doubt as to the "scaleability" of the results of

the model tests.

The group recommends that further fundamental work should be done on the

three basic hydrodynamic problems:

o interaction of the viscuous wake of a float with neighboring
floats
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Ii o distributed wave reflection and absorption

o elastic response of the structure to the wave induced forces

This work should include, but not be limited to, model tests at larger scales.

Cost Aspects of Expandable Floating Platfcrms

The cost information presented to the review group consisted of platform

unit costs expressed as a function of aircraft weight and sea states. The unit

costs appear rather high in comparison with those of other structural concepts

and are greatly affected by the lesign operational sea states.

The group discussed the available cost rata and agreed that further informa-

[ tion is of interest in two areas. Within given materials technology, an effort

should be made to determine the critical restraints which limit the performance

and drive the costs of an expandable floating platform in order to establish the

research areas where future effort should be concentrated for maximum payoff.

Closely coupled to this is a cost sensitivity analysis where the unit costs are ex-

L pressed, in parametric terms, as a function of external design requirements,

i.e., the payload type and magnitude (including both uniform loads and concen-

trated loads), the operational and survival sea states, and the motion stability of

the platform.

ILIt is also of interest to examine the possible effect of new developments both

in materials and fabricating methods on the cost of the proposed structures. One

L concept mentioned at the group meeting was the possible use of a bladder with an

outside cage of fabric. Such bladder-fabric systems would drastically increase

the flexibility nf the material (by promoting fiber slippage durng bending) and

possibly reduce its weight, thereby resulting in a substantially more packageable

and lighter-weight component. Since weight and cost are often commensurate,

this type of material may reduce the cost of expandable platforms.

12
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I APPENDIX P - PROPOSAL FOR BARE BONES STABLE

I iEXPANDABLE FLOATING PLATFORM PROGRAM

1. INTRODUCTION

Goodyear Aerospace submits this unsolicited proposal for the design and

fabrication o± a 1/3-scale stable floating platform to be used for testing and

evaluation by the Office of Naval Research and the Advared Research Proj-

ects Agency. Specifically the proposed program will develop a 50- X 50-ft

platform supported by a 5- X 5-ft inflatable float array of l/3-:cale dimen-[ sions for wave testing and observation of utility and performance in a simu-

lated ocean environment; Sen>.c Lake is a tentative site for deployment.

By utilizing the technology developed on previous and current programg,

Goodyear Aerospace believes that a stable platform employing an expandable

Si !structure can be fabricated and tested in a 1/3-scale size. This scale size

will corroborate or modify test results and analysis generated fromn small

scale models while permitting actual evaluation of the structure for a variety

of purposes.

The program, exclusive of lake tests, can be executed in nine months. At

the end of this period, the platform would be deployed in an inland lake

(tentatively Seneca Lake) and be ready for wave tests or demonstration.

2. OBJECTIVES

I The program objectives are to:

1. Execute a significant phase of stable expandable float-

ing platform development by design and fabrication of

a platform of appreciable scale that may be tested toI substantiate dynamic and hydrodynamic math modeis.

2. Demonstrate the feasibility and utility of expandable
SI structure in a platform that can be assembled and

erected on site.

"Prceding page blank
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The technical objectives of constructing a 1/3-scale platform are to:

1. Measure vertical oscillations of a stable platform of

significant scale in various sea states and compare

these findings with theory.

2. Test and observe the performance of expandable float-

attenuator systems.

3. Examine the packageability and deployment concepts

of expandable structures.

3. SCOPE

The proposed bare bones program will encompass the design, structural

analysis, and fabrication 3f a 50- X 50-ft platform capable of supporting a

1500-lb helicopter or other vehicle or cargr' of similar weight and weight

distribution characteristics in a condition of operatioi,0' t•ztbility at an ap-

propriately scaled sea state of 5. Specifically the program scope will entail

the following efforts:

1. Design and fabrication of a nonmodular wood deck to a

predetermined stiffness

Z.Design, analysis, and fabrication of 1/3-scale ex-

pandable hinged float/attenuators

3. Evaluation of reinforced elastomer materials

4, Testing of float critical components

5. Design and fabrication of float stabilizing cable assem-

blies

6. Assembly and deployment on an inland lake

7. Acquisition of spectral data from inland lake

8. Recommendations for subsequent lake tests and evalua-

tions

4. PLATFORM DESIGN

Because the major development in the expandable floating base concept is

associated with the expandable multi-float arrays, it is proposed to fabri-

cate a simple nonmodular deck of marine plywood (see Figure B-l). A

-13Z-
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.andwich construction will be utilized with a V-section core to provide shear

stiffness in both directions with light weight. The deck hardware will be

precut and delivered to the lake site where assembly will take place. Deck

stiffness characteristics will be incorporated to simulate the modular sand-

wich construction previously proposed.

The float/attenuator design is shown in Figure B-Z. This hinged one-piece

structure will be water inflated below the diaphragm and air inflated in the

float above. Pressure can be maintained or varied in both float and attenua-

tor chambers through changes in air inflation on the float. Goodyear Aero-

space believes, however, that pressure in the attenuator can be maintained

at a low level without disturbing its response under wave action. If this

proves true, less costly and less strong fabric materials may be used in

this portion of the system.

Goodyear Aerospace anticipates that a two-ply neoprene/nylon square woven

fabric will be used to fabricate both float and diaphragm. Such materials

were used to fabricate the floats for testing at LUMF in a current contract.

The float will be fabricated bf bonding most joints except at the hinge where

the fabric will be sewed.

A positive pressure system will be used to inflate the float/attenuators with

air and water. Internal hoses will permit both filling and draining of each.

A simple manifold will be fabricated to monitor and maintain float pressures.

The floats will be joined to the deck structure through a Marmon clamp ring

that will secure the upper fabric cylinder to a metal plate bolted to the under-

side of the deck. Platform stiffness and float column stability will be pro-

vided by tension cables except at the deck edges where compression struts

-will be investigated to obviate an above-deck tension load reaction terminus.

The d&.ck will be prefabricated in 10- X 10-ft sections to which the metal

attachment rings will be bolted. The floats then will be clamped to each of

these modules. A row of modules will be joined by bolting transversely

through bulkheads at the edges of each while they are supported on an inclined

frame extending from tht- shore or a barge. The entire deck can be erected -

under calm conditions - and deployed in the water.
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Figure B-2 - Float Attenuator for 1/3-Scale Model
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Figure B-3 - Program Schedule
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APPENDIX C - SENECA LAKE SURVEY

A site suitable for hydrodynamic testing of a pla'form of 1/3 scale was considered.

The assumption was made that this platform would be a 7- X 7-ft float array sup-

porting a deck that was approximately 50 X 50 ft. The site chosen ideally would

offer wave conditions reproducing the Pie rzcn-Moskowitz wave spectra for the

open ocean in an appropriate scale as well as support facilities for assembly,

erection, and surveillance of the platform.
I__

The Naval Underwater Systems Center at Seneca Lake was visited and appeared[ to have the potential for conducting these tests. Seneca Lake is a year-round

acoustics test site that is operated and managed by 12 civilians and equipped with

two barges, two lighters, and various minor equipment (including a welding and

repair shop) that appeared adaptable and useful to platform, erectionand testing

(see Figures C-1 through C-3). Range facilities probably could be made available,

lone-term monitoring of instrumentation could be undertaken by knowledgeable

station personnel, and local cont-actor support at Dresden, N. Y.. could be ob-

[tained f1r platform assembly and deployment. Permission to use Seneca Lake

for the tests resides with the Army Corps of Engineers and was not pursued.

I While no quantitative spectral data for Seneca Lake were obtained, statements

by NUSC station personnel indicated that wave heights (double amplitude) of

I- four feet were observed regularly in winter and spring and that wave heights ofL
8 ft had been estimated. The lake is 36 mi long, 3 mi wide, and 600 ft deep at

maximum depth (see Figure C-1). Most frequent high wave states occur between

January and April. Wave direction is primarily north or south (2/3 of the time)

along the long dimension of the lake.

Seneca Lake appeared to have sufficient fetch and depth to produce wave ampli-

tudes and frequencies to reasonably simulate open ocean conditions for the scaled

sea states of interest: operational sea state 5 and survival sea state 7.
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I• APPENDIX D - PLATFORM SPIN-OFF INVESTIGATIONS

During the course of the program, a number of peripheral applications was re-

{_ viewed to determine if some application of the technologies under development

might be applied. These spin-offs cre summarized briefly in the following para-

graphs.

Personnel at Scripps Institute of Oceanography indicated that inflatable spar

buoys might be useful for certain research programs because of packageability,

lightweight, and probably ease of deployment. No current research contract

L was identified, however, with funding to cover an inflatable buoy development

program.

The National Data Buoy Center, National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Agency.

suggested that a discussion of flexible structure tech,,ology applicable to their

requirements for free drifting buoys would be useful. Plans to pursue this dis-

cussion are underway at present.

L Discussions between Goodyear Aerospace and personnel at Woods Hole Oceano-

graphic Institute concerning the problem oftnid-ocean docking of the submersible

Alvin with the tender Lulu have been held. While stable platform technology

Ldoes not appear relevant, heavy-walled inflatable bumpers to facilitate docking

may have merit. This construction will be evaluated further.

L
L

L!
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[ APPENDIX E - LOCKHEED UNDERWATER MISSILE FACILITY*

1. WAVE CHANNEL AND TEST BASIN

ftThe wave channel and test of the Lockheed Underwater Missile Facility is

a rectangular, reinforced concrete tank with interior wall dimensions that

[are 180 ft long l-/ 15 ft wide (see Figure E-l). With a Z-ft free board

for waves, the standard water depth in the wave channel is 15 ft, resulting[ in 25-and 35-ft-deep water in the test basins (see Figure E-Z). The 37-ft-

deep basin is equipped with an elevating platform that supports missile

S,.. -•ang or other special test equipment weighing up to 7000 lb. The 27-ft-

deep basin is 40 ft long and, when used with the adjacent deep basin, pro-

vides an unobstructed basin 56 ft long with 25 ft of water. Eleven underwater

optical viewing ports, 20-in. square, are flush mounted in one wall in the

region of the deep basin. The wave channel is filled with fresh water.

2. WAVE GENERATOR AND BEACH

IIThe wave channel is equipped with a 17-ft-high, piston-type wave generator

that spans the tank 14 ft from the west end. Wave heights up to Z. 35 ft,

[crest-to-trough, can be generated. Wave perios can be varied from 3.8

to 91 ft. A wave absorbing beach is provided at the opposite end of the

[ channel. The 14-deg sloping face of the beach extends 21 ft ito the tank; at

this point it is truncated ",y a vertical face extending nearly to the flour of

the channel. The beach is composed of two layers of Z-ft thick stainless

steel baskets filled with stainless steei turnings on both the sloping and

vertical beach face.

3. PRESSURE SHELL

[The wave channel is largely enclosed in a 27-1/2-ft-diameter, horizontal,

cylindrical pressure vessel. The vessel is structurally capable of with-

S[ standing complete evacuation. The walkway and work area around three

sides of the tank are enclosed within the shell.allowing access to t:.e edge of[*Abstracted from Lockheed Document LMSC/DOZZ46 0).
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the channel. The facility is evacuated with three, single-stage, 50-hp

vacuum pumps that are installed in parallel. There are two large (10-by 10-

ft) equipment hatches located in the top of the shell over the deep pits. Two

smaller (36-by 36-in. ) hatches in the 10-ft hatches are used for regular han-

dling of test models and small equipment. A traveling crane is installed

over the hatch area for handling of this equipment.

4. TOWING SYSTEM

The towing system is installed on the top of the walls of the wave channel.

This system is composed of a rigid steel carriage that rides on fiberglass

wheels on a pair of ground steel rails. The carriage, shown in Figure E-Z.

is 9 ft long, 17 ft wide, by 36 in. high and weighs approximately 1Z, 000 lb.

The carriage speed is adjusted and maintained by servocontrolled hydraulic

motors mounted on the carriage and geared through a single-spur gear

against a gear rack. A trailing system provides continuous direct connec-

tion of power, air, controls and instrumentation to the towing carriage.

Test equipment weighing up to lZ00 lb may be installed on the carriage. A

six-component balance for measuring forces up to 1000 lb may be installed

on the carriage.
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I ~WAVE GEN4ERATOR-

I Figure E-1 -Exterior View of Underwater
Missile Facility
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V.

L APPENDIX F - HYDRODYNAMIC TESTS AND

j ANALYSIS PROGRAM FOR EXPANDABLE FLOATING

BASES: PART 1 - EXPLORATORY INVESTIGATION OF

L INTERACTION EFFECTS ON DECK MOTION

1147

[
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INTRODUCTION

A particular, unexpected, result of the earlier model tests program

with a 35 by 6 array of floats (which have a nominal scale ratio of 1/57.6)

wan the 1"taf!-wagging" phenomena where the heave motions increased from front
to rear of model. This is an especially significant feature of the perform-

ance of arrays of large numbe!rs of such floats. in this phase of work, a

variety of experiments havy been carried out in order to study certain as-

pects of the hydrodyn'amic interaction observed in the motions response tests

of the 35 by 6 array of floats. These include wave force measurements on

individual elempent rows of this large array to determine if the variation of

wave force, with the model held fixed, is sufficient to produce the motions

obtained in the previous tlst. The character of the response obtained sug-

gests that a cumulative change of an added-mass type of wave force component

(similar to that obtained for tests of a 5 by 5 array) ri-y explain the

Fhenumena.

Possible scale effects were investigated briefly because of the

possibility of viscous wake interaction due to vortex shedding, separated

flow, etc., being dependent on Reynolds number. Since large scale model in-

vestigations are iiaSle to be quitc expensive, smaller scale tests were

undertaken. Although it is roz at all ir in what way the ;nteraction

effect in this t,,..teady flow - tuation depends on Reynolds number (this de-

pendence can only be es~ablis..zJ ay extensive experimentation), it has been

found that for many flow sitdations a modest reduction in size, or Reynolds

number, can have as much effect as a substantial increase in size. A model

approximately one-third of the size of the 1/57.6 scale model, resulting in

about one-fifth of tne Reynolds number, was employed. A brief investigation

of the effec.t of reducing the water surface energy by introducing a chemical

surfactant to minimize the possible influence of surface tensior (Weber's

number) wis carried out.

Observations of wave reflection, absorptiaR and transmission were
made during the course of the wave force measurements on both the present
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and the small scale array of models. Wave measurements at certain loca-

3 tions ahead of, outside of, and inside the large array were made and

correlated to determine energy relations.

I Review of the wave-induced force measurements with the 1/57.6

scale model indicated that the variations in forces correspond reasonably

I with the variations in motions over the forward and middle part of the

island but do not exhibit a continuous increase toward the trailing edge,

which was felt to be called for to explain the tail-wagging. Since a

suitable explanation in terms of elastic interaction is still not developed,

it was decided to re-test the articulated 6 x35 array in the 75'x75'x 4 .5'

I deep wave test tank (No.2) in order to assure freedom from tank sidewall

influences.

I Results of all of these tests, wave forces and motion, including

comparisons with the previously obtained motions data in Tank No.3 are

presented in this report. Complete descriptions of models and measuring

apparatus are also given.

IAn approach to an analytical description of the deck motion, taking

deck elasticity into account, is discussed but an explanation of the tail-

I wagging does not appear to follow from this analysis.

Plans for the comprehensive test program to determine the effects of

I variations in parameters such as float spacing and shape, wave frequency

and height, deck rigidity and number of floats on the motions of the plat-

I form.

I
I
I
I
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MODELS AND APPARATUS

ARTICULATED 40DEL

A preliminary design for float-attenuator shape was developed on

the basis of a simplified hydrodynamic analysis and a particular limiting

vertical motion criterion. The selected float had a relatively shallow

draft and large diameter near the lower end. No interaction effect was

anticipated in selecting the float shape. Because of this omission, and

because the hydrodynamic analysis is not sufficiently accurate except for

extremely slender floats, the model does not perform according to the de-

sired specifications. This is not necessarily a crucial disadvantage

since it is presently evident that interaction effects must be studied in

greater detail. A scale ratio of 1/57,6 was selected; the full-size float

has 6-ft diameter at the waterline wh;le the model was fabricated with

1•-in O.D. plastic tubing.

A photograph of the articulated model of 35 rows of 6 floats each.

undergoing tests in Tank No.3, is shown in Figure 1. The 210 float ele-

ments were made of plexiglas tube and sheet according to the sketch shcwn

in FIgure 2. Solvent-bonding was used to assemble the parts In a water-

tight fashion.

The float elements were cornected in sets of 6 to an aluminum

channel, as shown in the photogradh of Figure 3. The channel was

lightened considerably by drilling holes and the tubes were ballasted

with brass weights and lead shot so that a row floated at the correct

draft and roll angle, with a small positive roll stability. This was

checked by floating the sets in a fish tank while lightly restraining

them against pitching (the rows are very unstable in pitch).

The rows are connected to each other by linkages consisting of

!--3/ 4"xI/2'x0.050" aluminum strips with 1/8"diameter reamed holes spaced

3-i/4" center-to-center. The linkages roll on 0.1245 diameter x 1/8" long

shoulder screws which are secured to light posts at the ends of the rows

of floats. The vertical spacing of the linkages is 4 inches. The floats
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I
are arranged in an equilateral triangular fashion,as indicated in the

I sketch of Figure 4.

Although roll stability of the articulated model is present besaLse

ft each row is suitably ballasted, the pitch behavior is unstable because each

row is unstable and the 4-bar-linkage connections provide no restraint un-

I less one row is held so that it can move only vertically. The center row

(number 18) was restrained by a vertical tube which slides in a pair of

ftlinear-motion ball bearings, as indicated in the sketch of Figure 5.

The linear motion bearing is secured to a light weight (approximately

It 3 lbs) carriage which rides on low-friction wheels on a monorail about 12

inches above the water, permitting effective freedom of surge.

ft The vertical motions of five locations along the length of the model,

at rows 1,9,18,27 and 35, were measured by systems consisting of a long

I (approximately 8 ft) vertical string between the measurement point on the

model and quadrant connected to the shaft of a rotary variable differential

transformer (RVDT). These RVDT's have very low friction ball bearings and

the quadrants are very slightly counterbalanced to assure that the string

remains in tension.

Motions tests were carried out in November 1971 in DL Tank No.3,

which is 300-ft long, 12-ft wide and 6-ft deep. Tests were conducted both

in regular and irregular .:aves. The irregular waves have Pierson-Moskowitz

type spectral-energy distributions with significant wave height (full scale)

of 6.9, 10, 15 and 30 ft (corresponding to Sea States 4, 5, 6 and 7).

Additional tests were carried out in June 1972 in DL Tank No.2,

I which is 75-ft long, 75-ft wide and 4.5-ft deep, to check whether tank

sidewall influences were appreciable. These tests were undertaken after

t the measurements of wave-induced forces were carried out with the same

floats, secured to a different irechanism, so the floats and articulating

t linkages were completely disconinected and reassembled between the two sets

of tests in the two tanks.

t Wave e;evation measurements were made at three locations during

these tests: a) at a location about 10-ft forward of the "bow" of the
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platform model and about 1-ft abeam of the model centerline (the bow of

the model was situated 35 feet from the wavemaker; b) at a location about

1-ft abeam of the side of the model at its midlength and, c) at a location

about 10-ft aft of the model's stern and about 1-ft abeam of the model's

centerline. Wave measurements were made without the model in the test

tank for all wavemaker settings used for the test program so that reference

measurements without pcssible reflection effects would be available.

Spring lines were connected to the bow and stern to restrain the

model against yawing or excessive drifting. The bow line was connected,

through two ordinary rubber bands in series, between the deck of the model

and a fixed point at the same elrvation about 10-ft forward of the bow.

The stern line was connected at the deck and over a pulley about 10-ft aft

of the stern, to a 0.10-lb weight. The light tensions in these lines are

cons~dered to exert very little influence on the motions of the mode!.

WAVE-INDUMED FORCES

Large Model

In order to study the effect of interaction on wave-induced forces

to correlate with motions measurements of the articulated model, the same

floats used in the motions tests were adapted for use in a restrained model

rig.

The sets of six floats were disconnected from the transverse chan-

nels solventebonded to ]-inch square times 30-inch wide plexiglas bars. The

bars were secured to a pair of 2"xk4'12' aluminum strongbacks which were,

in turn, connected to the bridge spanning the 75-ft length of DL Tank No.2.

A photograph of the setup is shown in Figure 6. The spacing and staggered

array of the floats is the same as for the articulated motions model.

One row of floats is not connected to the strongbacks but is coupled

to a force balance system for measuring vertical and horizontal wave forces

as indicated in Figure 6. This row may be located in any desired position,

while the "fixed" rows are also relocatable so that the forces acting on

any one of the 35 rows of floats can be measured.
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Wave elevation measurements were made at several locations during

these tests: a) at a location 10-ft forward of the row of floats nearest

the wavemaker and about I-ft abeam of the model centerline (this first

row was situated 35 feet from the wavemaker); b) at a location 27-in

from the model centerline directly abeam of the row of floats on which

measurements were being made; c) on the model centerline midway between

the measurement row and the row following (or 1.5-in aft of the last row)

and, d) at a location 4-ft aft of the last row of floats and about 1-ft

[ abeam of the model centerline. As for the motions tests, wave measurements

were m. de without the float modeis presant for all wavemaker settings used

[ for the test program.

i1 Small Model

In order to study the effect of model size on hydrodynamic forces,

an array of 35 rows of 6 each of smaller scale models was constructed.

The scale ratio relative to the larger model was 7/20, corresponding to

the ratios of the diameters of the surface piercing tubes, 7/16:5/4. The

shape of the floats, similar to that of the large models, was produced by

thin-walled wax castings. A photo.of a row of small models, in company with

the large models, is shown in Figure 7. The damping collars at the top of

! he conical part of the float are stiff mylar film glued to the tube.

The floats were attached in rows to 30-in wide bars (except for the

row used for mea.,'.ing forces) which were, in turn, attached to a pair of

2'1x4'x51 aluminum strongbacks which were connected to the bridge in the

I same way as for the large model tests. The spacing ratio and staggered

array are the same as for the large model.

IThe measurement row of floats was connected to a force balance sys-

tem, shown ;n Figure 8, for measuring vertical and horizontal wave forces.

This row of floats could be moved, as in the tests with the larger model,

so that forces could be measured for any desired row of floats.

Because of the smaller size of this model, it was not possible to

measure wave elevations between the rows of floats. The wave measuring
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probes available were too bulky. Wave elevations were measured at three

locations: a) 10-ft forward of the row of floats nearest the wavernaker

and about 1-ft abeam of the model centerline (the first row was situated

35 feet from the wavemaker for the small model tests also), b) at a loca-

tion 14 -in from the model centerline directly abeam of the row of floats

in which measurements were being made, and d) at a location 4-ft aft of

the last row of floats and about i-ft abeam of the model centerline.

Again, wave tests wcre done at wavemaker settings for which wave -easure-

ments with the madel present were available.

SURFACE TENSION EFFECT TESTS

In view of the decision to carry out scale effect tests at smaller

scale ratios, to limit the expense of the investiqation, it was deemed

important to consider the effect of liquid surface tension on the test re-

sults. As it was considered impractical to contaminate the entire surface

of the wave tank with a surfactant since this would require draining, re-

filling, and extensive subsequent filtration to restore the original water

quality, a program of tests was undertaken in the small circulating water

channel dep cted in Figure 8a A wavemaking apparatus was installed at the

nozzle end of the test section. 'The diverter plate at the settling chamber

end of the test section acts as a partially effective wave beach. Wave

frequencies were limited to the range 0.70 to 1.71 Hz.

The complete model could not be simulate.2 in the small test section.

One row of floats with the force balance used for the complete wave tank

tests was installed about 4.5 feet from the wavemaker.

Surface tension was varied by adding a liquid detergent (Trend) in

various quantities. A measure of surface tension was obtained by observing

the height to which the water rose in a 0.047-in I.D. capi!lary tube. The

levels of surface tension were covered: a) clear (chlor'nated and filtered)

tap water, b) water with 7-oz detergent added (to 380 gallons of water),

and d) water withiZ-oz detergent added. The corresponding capillary tube

heights were: a) 0.9-in, b) .65-in, and c) 0.55-in.
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I
Wave measurements were again made with resistance-type wave gauges.

f Calibrations and measurements without the models present were made for each

water condition.

I MEASUREMENTS AND DATA RECORDS

The vertical motion transducers used for the articulated model tests
were described on page 4.

[ Force balances were of the stiff-spring-element type, with deflec-

tions sensed by linear variable differential transformers. For the large

j model force tests, a pair of one-component balance were connected by a

right-angle bracket. The horizontal force balance had a nominal spring

rate of 10-lb force for 0.005-in deflection, while the vertical force

balance rate was, 10-lb force for 0.050-in deflection. These balances are

shown in Figure 6.

I For the small model force tests, a four-post, two-component force

balance was used as shown in Figure 8. The approximate force rates of

I this balance as used are: lift, 3-lb for 0.004-in deflection, and drag

4-lb for 0.002-in deflection.

IiWave gauges were of the variable resistance type, with electronic

linearizing circuits built-in.

S1 All measurement signals were amplified and recorded with an ultra-

violet light oscillograph. These oscillograms were analyzed, manually,

for amplitudes of oscillatory motions, waves, and/or forces. For the

case of the first sequence of tests with the articulated model only,

[ measurements were also recorded on FM magnetic tape, to be available for

later playback, analog-to-digital conversion, and more complete analysis

[ of regular and irregular wave tests.

1
I
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TEST PROGRAMS

The general procedure for carrying out these tests was to make the

mechanical setup of instrumentation, calibrate equipment and test.

Wave tests were carried out with time between starting tests suf-

'icient to permit disturbances from the previous run to die out. For

regular wave tests in Tank 2 this amounts to about five minutes fo'- all

but the shortest waves, which require more time to decay while for tests

in Tank 3 the necessary time is seven to ten minutes. For irregular wave

tests, the required time is substantially greater.

The "standard" nominal wave height for these tests was one inch,

peak-to-trough. For a few frequencies other wave anplitudes, both smaller

and larger, were used to investigate the possibility of significant non-

linear dependence on wave elevation.

The tests were conducted at different calendar times, as indicated

in the following table.

TEST DATE

1. Articulated model motion tests Sept 20 - Oct 1, 1971
in Tank 3

2. Large model force tests May 11-18, 1972
in Tank 2

3. Articulated model motion tests June 1-6, 1972
in Tank 2

4. Small model force tests June 12-15, 1972
in Tank 2

5. Small model force tests in July 25-27, 1972
circulating water channel
(surface tension effects)
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Ii RESULTS

[ MOTIONS TESTS

Articulated model motions tests were carried out with regular

waves in the 75-ft wide Tank No.2 to compare with results previously

obtained in the 12-ft wide Tank No.3. Presumably if any effects of

tank wall interference were present for the first series of tests, they

will not be present in the tests in the wide tank.

LResults in the form of heave amplitude divided by wave ampli-

tude, Z/C (in/in) for Rows 1, 9, 18, 27 and 35 are given in Figures 9

L to 13, respectively, as a function of frequency. The repeat test re-

sults of Tank 2 are given with different plotting symbols to distinguish

them from the previous Tank 3 results. The differences between the re-

suits of the two tests are not great and, in particular, both sets of

data show substantial "tail-wagging." The results have been sross-

faired by means of "cirpet-plotting" and the smoothed curves are

presented in the composite Figure 14, as well as in the data Figures 9

[ to 13.

FORCE TESTS

Large Models

Force measurements results, in the form of oscillatory heave

force amplitude divided by wave amplitude, Z/C (lb/in), for Rows I, 9,

17, 27, and 35 are given in Figures 15 to 19, as a function of frequency.

Surge force results are given in Figures 21 to 25. Results for force

measurements on a single row of floats, without other rows present, are

given in Figure 20 for heave and Figure 26 for surge force.

Cross-faired results, in the form of carpet plots, are given in

Figures 27 for heave and 28 for surge, and these smoothed curves are

also presented in the data Figures 15 to 24.
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It is interesting to note that the heave force, shown in Figure 27,

does not increase dramatically at the stern as does the heave motion,

shown in Figure 14.

Small Models

The force measuremaents data obtained in the tests in the large

tank are presented in the corresponding -igures for the large models.

Results have been expanded by Froude's Law so that small model data are

expressed in large-model-equivalent forces and frequencies. Different

plotting symbols are used to distinguish small model results from large

model results. A composite carpet plot of the heave force is given in

Figure 29 for these small model results.

Surface Tension Effects on Small Models

Results of wave-induced force measurements carried out in the circu-

lating water channel are scattered to such a great extent that it is

considered preferrable to omit them from this presentation. The reason for

the inconsistency is not clear but may be associated with wave reflections

and other irregularities in the generated waves in this relatively short

facility with unusual end characteristics.

WAVE MEASUREMENTS

Although wave mcasurements made in the tests of the restrained

large model are insufficient to define the energy diffraction • trans-

mission associated with the complete wave field, they do provide some

interesting information on interaction effects.

Wave elevation measurements at several locations internal to the

float array, and along its centerline, are shown in Figures 30-33 for a

few of the wavemaker settings used in the tests. The "regular" waves
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generated in the tank are not precisely two-dimensional, uniform waves:

I they vary somewhat in amplitude both in the direction of wave motion and

in the direction parallel to the wave crests so that several wave sensors

situated at different location will not, in general, -ecord exactly the

same wave amplitude, even if tCere is no model present to disturb the

waves. In addition, the waves may vary slightly with tir'ie. Oscillograms

are read by averaging a section of the record over seveyal (three to

eight usually) cycles of "steady-state" conditions which are reached

about ten cycle: after the first wave of the generated group passes. Each

wave record is self-consistent but, since wavemaker mechanical settings

I may not have been repeated exactly for each test, the comparisons between

separately conducted tests should not be expected to be exactly consistent.

The results presented are representative of all the measurements made and

certain trends can be noted which will be outlined in the discussion of

* this report.

I
!

I

I

I
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DISCUSSION-

HEAVE FORCES AND MOTIONS

Comparison of Articulated Model Tests

The results givei in Figures 9 to 13 demonstrate that the previously

obtained results are repeatable. Although the "scatter" of the data points

even within a given test program (Tank 3 or Tank 2) is rather large, there

is sufficient consistency between the tests to say with confidence that the

measured motions - in particular the unexpected "tail wagging" - are charac-

teristic of this articulated model (and its associated apparatus, viz.,

pitch-restraining heave mast at Row 18 and low-tension spring lines at bow

and stern). The motions recorded in the tests in Tank 3 were not importantly

influenced by tank sidewall effects.

The carpet plots of Figure 14 exhibits the dependency of the deck motions

on position along the lengtn of the model and frequency. The tail-wagging

phenomena are shown clearly for all higher frequencies. The frequency range

covered here corresponds to full-scale frequencies for which significant wave

energy exists for sea states with significant wave height H1/ 3 < 15 feet.

Correlation Between Heave Force Measurements and Motions

Large Model Heave Force

The heave force results obtained in the large model, Figures 15-20, and

carpet plot in Figure 27, show important interaction effects on the vertical

wave-induced force. For instance, for f. = 1.2Hz, the force in the middle of

the model is 42% greater than that at the bow, while the force at the stern is

36% higher. Comparing Figures 15 and 20, it is found that the force at the

bow is 2W/ higher than that for an isolated model row. These results are

somewhat similar to those reported for the tests with the smallei (five rows

of five) array except that the outside rows (front and back) are different

from each other and different from isolated float results.
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I

I The fore-and-aft asyTnetry of the wave-induced heave force suggests

that the interaction may be influenced by either free-surface-type frequency

dependent effects or, perhaps, some viscous wake effects. if the interaction

were purely potential in character and unaffected by wave diffraction effects

(as is expected for slender bodies in relatively long waves), a linearized

representation of the interaction effect on the vertical force due to waves

on the jth float due to the presence of the other floats might be expressed,

formalistically at least, as

jK j,o k-],I K
k~ j

where
is the vertical force due to waves on the jtE float as though

2 jho it were isolated,

and W.t expresses the interaction effect of the, kth float on the
j P_:[ vertical force due to waves on the jt" float.

The interaction is expressed simply as a function of the distance between

the two floats, which wovid be valid under the assumptions stated of negli-

gible free surface and viscous wake effects. This representation ih.dicates

that the interaction effect should be symmetrical, fore-and-aft. It is not

possible, at this time, to say whether the asymmetrical characteristic of

the force is due to free-surface or viscous wake influence.

IIDynamic Motions Analysis

The response of multi-degree-of-freedom dynamic systems to constant
frequency exciting forces 'ýan, in general, be expressed as a sum of normal

mode components (cf., Biggs 2), which can be expressed for a beam in the

IIform
n

z(xt) Antt (DLF)n rn(X)
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where

cn (x) = is the norriaiized model shape of the nth mode of osciIldt)on

of the structure

Anst = p(x) Cp(x)dx

Ws w fm cp 2(x) dx

p(x) = distributed etciting force

m = mass per unit length of beam

? = (neatural freq,,ency) 2 of nth normal mode

DLFI = ; for simple harmonic exciting force w~ith fre-

quency w , neglecting damping

Normal mode shapes, cPn , may be characterized as symmetrical and asymmetrical

about the midlength of the deck (beam).

A set of normal modes and natural frequencies for a particular assumed

island structure and float-attenuator size have been calculated by J. Rice

of Goodyear Aerospace. 3 The first eight elastic "free-end" -odes of oscil-

lation were found to have natural frequencies correspondin; within 0.23%

of the pure heave natural frequency!

While these results are applicable to the particular large island which

Rice considered, t seems probable that the articulated model, with its es-

sentially negligible elastic interconnections, will alsc have normal modes

whose frequencies correspond to the free heaving frequency oF the float ele-

merts. Thus the dynamic load factors (DLF's) for all modes, symmetric and

asymmetric, will be essentially the same. Then, according to the definition

of the amplitude function, Anst , the motion should correspond closely to a

weighted sum vf the distributed load. A detailed evaluation of the response

would require significant numerical work but, intuitively, it does not seem

reasonable to expect the modest asymmetry of the wave induced heave force

(Figure 27) to p.oduce the pronounced asymmetry of the heav3 motion response

(Figure 14).
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I
Surge Force Interaction

I Results given in the carpet plot (Figure 28) indicated virtually

no influence of position in the array on surge force due to waves at

low frequencies, but as much as 43% increase (monotonic with distance

from the bow) at f = 1.4 Hz.

I. There is a difference between the results of the isolated row of

flfats and the floats in array. Comparing Figures 21 and 26. fn; instance,

it is seen that the isolated row of floats experienced higher forc.; thzn

the floats of Row 1. Row 35 shows somewhat higher forces tian the isolated

[ row, however at :east for higher frequencies.

Scale Effects

Force measurements shown in Figures 15 to 26 include the small

scale model results. They are seen to be somewhat lower, in general, than

the larger model results.

The scale effect exhibited may be due to either viscous effect

(Reynolds Number) or surface tension effects (Weber Number). The trends

of the results are, in any case,.quite similar. Differences may be

partly attributable to experimental error. The magnitudes of the oscil-

latory forces being m.asured on the small models are of the order of

0.001 lbs: such small measurements are not routinely executed in hydro-

[ dynamic laboratories such as Davidson Laboratory.

I Wave Measurements

The results given in Figures 30-33 do not permit easy generaliza-

tion, except that the amuunt of wave energy either dissipated or diffracted

by the rigidly-fixed array of floats is not very •ignificant for any of the

I tests conducted. The wave elevation at the location 4-ft astern of the

model is not significantly reduced below what would be expected if the model
were in place. This observation is independent of wave frequency.

The wave elcvation inside the array of floats is substantially in-

creased, probably because of the requirements of continuity of flow within

the nest of obstacles.
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PLANS FDR COMPREHENSIVE TEST PROGRAMS

The results of the exploratory tests have not yielded an explanation

of the interaction effect, specifically the "tail-wagging" phenomena,

associated with the eti.ulated model motions tests. The force measurements

reveal that a signif .ant hydrodynanmic interaction effect exists which would

be expected to importantay *nfluence the heaving response even if the tail

wagging behavior were not observed. Consequently, it is necessary for design

purposes to systematically invesLigate the effect of hydrodynamic interaction

on the heave motions response of resiliently connected arrays of floats.

An experimental program to study the influence of float center-to-center

spacipg, expressed in terms of waterline dianteter, float slenderness, deck

ri-idity, size of array, externally provided damping, and yaw-restraining

spring-line restraint, has been developed and will be carried out during

August, 1972.

Three sets of floats, having different spacing ratios (3 to 1, 3.75

to 1 and 4.5 to 1) are being built. Each set will consist of seventeen rows

of ten floats each. The ten floats in each row will, in this case, provide

amnle roll stability: these rows consist of sufficiently stiff, yat very

light weight, T-sections connected to the cylindrical fioatation tubes.

The seventeen rows will be connected 3y two sets of plastic splines,

one pai;" at each gunwale, which provide sufficient pitch restraint for the

otherwise unstable rows of floats, and which simulate a specified deck

elastic beam-like behavior. The full-size deck stiffness is assumed to be
6 , 2

equal to a plate El of 80xl0 ]b-ft per ft of deck width. This stiffness

scales according to the 4th power of the scale ratio, which is taken to be

1/48, with 1l-in 4iameter model floats corresponding to 6-ft diameter full-

size (waterline diameter). For the middle-spacing set of floats, an

additional simulated deck rigidity, twice as large as the nominal value,

will be tested by using plastic splines of the same thickness and spaci,;g

but each twice as wide.
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|
The float attenuators to be used are thin-walled wax castings with

I aluminum tubeL it their upper ends. The shapes were selected so that

their calculated heave responses, assuming no interaction effects,would

I be the same. The maximum diameters are 1.5 and 1.8 times the waterline

diameter, while tile corresponding full-scale drafts are 96 ft and 78 ft,

j respectiveiy.

Since the full-scale floats are expected to require-a hinge to

[ alleviate the bending loads due to wave action on the upper part of the

float, ;t has been decided to simulate these ;iinges for the present com-

prehensive test program. The hypothesis that the attenuators will

oscillate in harmony under the action of waves will consequently be

tested at this early stage. The hinges are made of very flexible sili-

cone rubber.

The attenuators are to be ballasted so that when flooded with water,

they have effectively neutral buoyancy and the center-of-gravity slightly

below the center-of-volume so that a small positive pendular restoring

I moment exists. The attenuators and hinges can be interchanged from one

row of floats to another.

i Tests in regular waves to determine the heaving motions will be

carried out with all possible combinations of floats and attenuators,

[ plus the increased deck stiffness for the intermediate-spacing floats

with one of the sets of attenuators.

I An auxilliary investigation will be made of the motions of a smaller

array of floats, 10 rows of 10 each, to explore the effect of extent of the

array on the interactions.

Other auxilliary investigations will include a brief study of the

effect of externally applied (not from appendages immersed in the test

tank) viscous damping for a range of frequencies, including a% nearly as

possible the heaving natural frequency. Some tests will also be carried

out without the yaw restraining spring lines in place.

Results will be compared with theoretical calculations and, it is

expected, sets of interaction coefficients derived.
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I FIGURE 1. ARTICULATED 
MODEL, 35 ROWS OF 6 FLOATS EACH,

BEING TESTED IN TANK 3
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FIGURE 2. SKETCH OF FLOAT FABRICATtun METHOD
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FIGURE 3. PHOTOGRAPH OF SET OF 6 FLOATS CONNECTED TO TRANSVERSE BEA.M

I (Lightened Channel)
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35 ROWS

Vertical Post

- - - -Linkages

Shoulder Screw

3.75"1

Row 2

3.25" Spacing

7-71

22-3/18"

FIGURE 4. ARRANGEMENT AND SPACING OF FLOATS
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a _.. z - \ _. ,Rail

L Linear Ball Bearings
Spaced 5" Apart

L 3/8" 0DxI5"
Long Polished Tuije
Secured To Center Channel of Row 18

Row of Array

Fi -
VNote: Not To Scale

[
I

I FIGURE 5. SKETCH OF HEAVE MAST-PITCH RESTRA INING DEVICE

1
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FIGURE 6. PHOTOGRAPH OF TEST SET-UP
FOR WAVE-INDUCED FORCES ON LARGE MODEL
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FIGURE 7. PHOTOGRAPH SHO/IING ROW OF 6 SMiALL-SCALE FLOATS
WITH THE LARGER FLOATS
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FIGURE 8. PHOTOGRAPH SHOWING LIFT-DRAG BALANCE
USED FOR FORCE MEASUREMENTS WITH SMALL-SCALE MODELS
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INTRODUCTION

The Coanprehensfve Pro-gram on Hydrodynamic Interaction Effects for

An Expandable Floating 9ase was formulated after the completion of E.1

Exploratory Program, which has been reported by Mercic.-. Unfortunately

while the results of the Exploratory Program elucidated the effects of

float ps-oximity and scale on wave forLes and tbN influence of tank walls,

a 7pecific cxplana.ion of the phenomena which has been called "tail-wagging"

was not Jev.1oped. The articulated model experienced dynamic motions re-

sponse which cannot be explained except a.• due to mei.%tn."al interactions

through the linkages. A detailed dynamic analysis for the articulated

mc-el has not been undertaken as it is believed that the interaction must

be either ronlinear :.- due to unob.e,'ved elastic deformazions or mechanical
"1islopa! (imperfect fit ot shoulder screws and bearings).

An experimental p,-ogram to study the effect of hydrodynamic inter-

action on vertical m'::ions response of resiliently connected arrays of

floats was carried out in Davidson Laboratory's Tank No.2 during August and

September 1972. The influence of float center-to-center spacing, expressed

in terms of wr•Kerline diameter, float slenderness, deck rigidity, size of

array, externally prcvi'!ed damping, and y3w-restraining spring-line restraint,

have been investigateo.

The heave response characteristics of isolated slender vertical floats
2

have also been investigated in greater detail than previously, making use

of more c.mplete and accurate hydrodynamic analysis. These results which

include a rather complete discussion on the importance of damping, were pre-

sentee by Mercier and Kim3 at the recent 9th Symposium on Naval Hydrodynamics.

This material is reproduced here, with changes in paginations and numbering

of equations and references only.

ISuoerior nuibers in text matter refer to similarly numbered references
listed at the end of this report.

-206-
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I
i ~Comprehensive resuits of th~e modlel test program are presented and

discussed. 7The response is cleaniy strongly influenced by the elastic

cheracter:stics of the simulated deck. Observations of the behavior of

the hinged attenuators in regular ind ;rregular waves are reported.

This work constitutes PART 2 of Phase a '£Cauprehenslve Program on

Hydrodynamic Interaction Effects" performed by Davidson Laboratory (M1)

for Goodyear Aerospace Corporation (GAC) under Purchase Order 2i1115YX.

!
I
!
I
I

SI

I
I
I

£ -207-
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ISOLATED FLOAT HEMVF. RESPONSE

(The following material is taken directly from Reference 3, with

changes made only in oagination and numbering of equations and references.)

El nentary Equatio- of Motion

In the configuration depicted in Figure 1, the net buoyancy comes

frcm the portion of the float above the hinge, which is located some

distance below the stillwater level. The float shape, which is enlarged

below the waterline, is intended to minimize the wave-induced vertical

forces transmitted to the deck and structure, and thus minimize deck no-

tions over a "sufficient" range of wave frequencies. The hinge is intro-

duced to alleviate lateral loads in the float and in the structure: the

wave-induced forces produce pendular motions of the lower part of the

float (which is called an "attenuator") which relieve ths elastic stresses

and transmitted loads which would develop without the hinge.

Since the deck structure is assumed to be quite flexible, the

(linearized) equation for the heave (z) motion, neglecting elastic re-

storing -orces, zan be expressed simply as

pvi -m" Z - - ZzZ + ZCC (I)

where
V = total displaced volumi of float and attenuator

M"1 added mass

Z. = damping force rate
z

Z = buoyant restoring-force rate = pgJA

Aw = waterplane area

Z. = wave-induced vertical force per unit wave elevation

c = wave elevation

if the deck's elastic restoring-force is to be taken into account,

a term such as El •- must be incorporated to describe motion in regular

long-crested waves, such that the deck structure behaves like a beam (the

more general case would have to represent the deck's elasticity as plate-

like, or describe the details of the deck-truss structural behavior).

These partial differential ecuations are considerably more complicated

than the simpler equation (1). The deformation of the denk of a

-208-
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F

rectanguiar array of floats in regular '"head" seas, assu'ing that no

hydro•ynamic interaction effects occur on the vertical forces on float

elements, will be (at !east in the csa of linear response) a traveling

wave with the same frequency nrnd ceWer~ty as the incident water wave:

Zb . (2)

thmA
11

zb =(21f' (3)

or, slce for w-t.r waves 2Tr, i= .@lg
I

LL4L -- = -2(4

The importance of a restoring force term like El "X4- , cnmpared to

LpgA,,z, increases as the frequency increases, or the wave length eccreases.

The design -f the ;loat-attenuator ge-unetry is intended to proriace va-iish-

ingiy smill wave-induced v-.rticai force as irezency Is increased. GKC

structural'naiysts decided t;ia, the simple Equation (U) is appropr-ate

for analyses of the motions of the deck supported by a resilently-ce'-
V netted array of fioits, such) as is shwn in Figure 1.

Coefficien-3 of the Egq'at!.n

and Force3 for Regular Waves
L¢

Elementary hydrodyimic theorr can be japi!.d to the astimation of

the hydrodynanic coefficients ane the wave-ext iting forces for the eaua-

tions of motion of slender vertical floats without external appcndages.

In the present instance, it is anticipated that external appendages will

ba requireo to assure sufficient heave dam;Aing and analyses of the h7dro-

dy.iamic effects of the appendages must be approximate e.ne empirical.

The buoyant force rate has a,-eady been expressed as 2z= pgAN..

S-209-



The vertical wave-exciting force can be expressed as

~.pgS() ~ 0g a C d$0 - • '-T---.z

Hydrostatic '"SZmith" Correction Danping Added Mass

Frouds-Krylov (5)

where S - secticonl area of body

k = wave number = u?/g= 2i?/

X - wave length

Zz " dasping coefficient

I C= wave elevation

SCo = wave ampl it-&,:

C e = wave motion evaluated at
eTdepth corresponding to

assumed dapirg source

mL -' =element of effective added
R -a mass in vertical direction

ze - effective depth for evaluat-L. e ing wave acceleration for
element of added mass

The Froude-Krylov force corresponds to that predicted by slender body

thcor• and is the same as predicteJ by aszu:-3ing that the presence of the

body coes not influence the wave's pressure field. For finite draft, T

the Frcaide-Krylov force decreases with increasing wave frequenc' (because

0o .;ore rapid atteruatien of wave pressure with depth) and, if the attenu-

ator is shiped as in the sketch, may become opposed in sense to the wave

ele-iaion for sufficiently high frequencies.

The response of slender spar buoys to waves has been studied by

4wman, 4 who performed a detailed sfender-body anelysis and by Rudnick,5
4

who derived equat;ons similar to Newmatils on the basis of a more elemen-
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ta-y analysis, and who compared results of calculations with field meas-

urements of the motions of the Flip platform. Newman notes that the

slender-body theory appliti• to floats in waves loses its applicability at

II higher values of slenderness ratio than is the experience for aerodynamic

analyses. Adee and Bai Shave conducted experiments with cylindrical

I models haveing either flat or conical bottom ends and various draft-to-

diaia;eter ratios. Ihey find that it Is important to account for added mass

effects even for quite slepder floats. However, while they include added

mass effects cn the inertial force (proportional to i), they appear to

have neglected Its effect on the vertical wave-induced force. For non-

cylindrical floats, such as shown in the sketch, the inclusion of added...

mass effects is still nrnre significarnt.

The added mass wave force results because the flow is unsteady and
the presence of the body does modify the fluid acceleration patterns

I (contrary to the Froude-Krylov assumption) resulting in a pressure force

in phase with the vertical wave acceleration. The added mass may be

3 associated with two principal sources, the primary one being the enlarged

attenuator at the lower end of the float. Externally-att3ched damping

SI devices will also have associated added masses. The efftctive added mass

from the primary source, the enlarge attenuator, may be estimated by

assuming that the attenuator is similar to a prolate spheroid with a

rat;n of semi-major to semi-minor diameter, a/b equal to La/ 2Ra. Lamb

I gives theoretical added mss coefficients for translation "end-on" that

can be expressed as

PI (6)
a 3

where kI cen be taken from the following table

TABLE I VERTICAL ADDED MASS COEFFICIENT

La/2Ra Ij

1 1.0 0.5

1.5 0.458

3 .0 0.418

2.51 0.392

2.99 0.365

I 3.909 0.327

4.99 O.z94

-211]-
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It has been found, of course, that the ideal fluid theory added

mass is insufficient for slender craft such as airships and surface

ships in monotonic rectilinear motion, presumably because of boundary
8 9layer influences (cf. Thompson and Kirschbaum and Smith ). The

reasons fur the differences between theory and experience for these

craft may not be relevani: to the float-attenuator in the wave flow f;eld

so the tabulated theoretical values are recommended for use pending more

complete experimental results. The wave acceleration can be evaluated

at an effective depth, ze = T - La/ 2 .

The added mass associated with the damping devices, which probably

.dould be attached to the float at the upper end of the conical transition

abcve the attenuator (see sketch), is not derivable from familiar simpli-

fied cases. The interaction of the flow about the damping "collar"1 with

the flow about the cylinder may be important and ought to be studied ex-

perintentally. For the purposes of the present analysis, the added mass

of dampizig devices will be assumed to be a fraction of the added mass of

the attenuator

md = c m' (7).a

where apprcpriate values of c should be obtained experimentally or

simply assumed. The valije of ze to be used for evaluating the wave

accelerat;on for this component of force should be the depth correspond-

ing to the damping source.

The total added mass, m", is the sum of that associated with the

attenuator shape plus that due to damping devices.

The heave damping force rate, Z. , is partly due to generation of

radiated surface waves and partly to viscous influence associated with

turbulent eddies around the float and damping plates and skin friction

drag. It will be shown in the following section that the damping due to

wave generation, which is strongly dependent on frequency, is quite small

for slender vertical floats and, therefore, it is advantageous to provide

additional viscous damping, which is likely to be independent of frequency.

The damping coefficient will be expressed in terms of the ratio of the

-2l2-
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damping coefficient, (c/ce) , in the form

Z = (S-)x (2p V + m",'w n(8a)

= (E-)x 2pAw vgTC (]+CHH) (8b)
C VP

where

C = vertical prismatic coefficient, V

CHH added mass coefficient, pm."'

The viscous drag due to external dampinr de, ices will not, in

L general, be simply linearly proportionial to ve!ccity (aithough for small

waves and motions it will be approximately so). The use of a ;near coef-

"j ficient may be justified on the bases that calculations based on such a

simplification are instructive and that "equivalerns•:"= linearized coefficients

Jjmay be derived for drag which is proportional to some other power of velocity

in the way that Blagoveshchensky1 0 and others have dealt with square-law damp-

I [i nt,.

Particular values of drag coefficients may be estimated for plates

I oscillating in a direction normal to their surfaces from results of sig-

nificant investigations by Keulegan and Carpenter!' McNown, McNown and

Keulegan, 1 3 Paape and Breusers, 14 Martin,1 5  Ridjanovic,16 Brown, 17 Henry,)1

Woolam19 and Tseng and Altman.20 Additional investigations of the oscillat-

ing drag of ring-type damping co!lars around bodies of revolution will be

needed to provide information on the type of configuration being considered

for these floats, as shown in Figure 1, where damping plate-body inter-

action effects may be significant.

The wave-exciting force associated wi$t the damping devices,Z, t

may be estimated by taking Z. = Z. , and - is the wave motion evalu-

ated at the depth corresponding to the damping plate. Of course, since

the osc:llatory drag force on the damping devices is, in general, non-

linearly related to the relative velocity between the fluid and the plate,,I
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the detailed analysis of the motions would be rather more complicated

than the simplified treatment given here. The effects of the nonlinearity

of the drag may be expected to be important only for frequencies near the

resonant frequency.

Responses

Although analyses have been presented by Newman and others for

wave-i~iduced forces and motions uf isolated spar-type floats, no results

of systematic evaluations of the dependence of the forces and motions on

geometric characteristics of floats are known to be available in oublished

;iterature. Some results for the special case of floats like that shown

in the sketch accipanying Eq.(5 ) will be presented here.

The influence of the ratio of the diameter- of the lower and upper

cylindrical parts Ra/R. . the ratio of the length of the lower cylinder

to the overall draft, La/T , and the ratio of the draft to waterplane

radius (sjenderness ratio), T/R , will be shown. Wave forces and motions

due to regular waves will he oresented as a function of frequency, and

spectral response information will be given as a function of significant

wave he~ght. The influence of the degree of damping on the responses will

be described in a subsequent section.

Wave-induced Force

The wave-induced vertical force, Z • , expressed as a function of

the buoyant force, pgS(o)( , is exhibited in Figure 2 as a function of

the dimensionless frequency parameter uT/9 , showing the influence of

R AR . Other gecunetric parameters were held fixed for these results,
a o

viz., La/T = 0.5 , T/R0 = 30 ; the assured damping coefF'cient corresponds

to a value of c/cc = 0.07 . Figure 3 shows the influence of La/T
ca

for R_/Ro = 1.8, T/R° = 30 ; again, c/c, = 0.07. The influence of T/M

is presented in Figure 4 for R9/R = 1.8, LI/T = 0.5 and c/cc = 0.07.
00 a

For a!! cases presented the dznping plate added mass, -n , is assumied to

be 0.3 t' and its effective depth z = T-L .

The -zs.lts presented are typical: as frequency increases, thei ~-214-
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vertical force decreases at first until it reaches a minimum value
(whic:h corresponds very closely to the "damping" component of the wave-

induced force, Eq.( 5), and then increases again when the components of

force which are out-of-phase with wave elevation (due to pressure gradi-

ent and added mass) btcome important,followed by asymptotic attenuation

to zero force for very short waves. Both Pa/R0  and La/T are seen to

Shave important effects on the wave-Induzed force, T/R, is less im-14
portent; in Iact. the simplif;ed theory (Keew.an ) neglecting added mass

and damping indicates no depeiidence on T/R 0

ft Transfer Functions

The ratio of heave mot~cn to wave elevation car, be derived from the

solution nf Ez.( I). This may be re-wr~tten in a form similzr to that for

I• the familiar simple harmonic os,:illator

- Z- UpgS(o) (9

I where

[nr2WT -3-

S =LCvp(l + CHH)I (10)

Only one set of transfer functions, exh~hitig the dependence on

Ra/R for La/T = 0.5, T/R = 30, c/cc = 0.07, M' = 0.3m' and ze = 0.5
a~ a 0 dc

(for damping plates), will be given in Figure 5. These results are,

again, typical: the trends of the variation of mot;ons with frequernt7

follow the wave forces modified by the dynamic amplification factor.

Note that the damoing coefficient assumed, c/cc = 0.07, results in values

of the transfer function around 2.0 at resonance, and that the max!,rum

value depends on the float shape as well as the relative damping.

I [Spectral Respmnie

I The statistics of the heave motion response may be derived for

-215-.
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slendeýr vertical floats using the transfer functions and the (dimension-

less form of the) Pierson-Moskowitz wave spectrum, as was done in the
3

first part ef the paper for three- and four-float platforms. The signif-

icant dimension for use in non-dimensionalizing will be the draft for
1/3

this case, instead of V

Some results showing the effect on'significant heave motion,I

Z1/3/T , of R.aR 0 , are given in Figure 6 with other particulars, the

same as for Figure 2. The influence of La/T on the significant heave

is shown in Figure 7 for the same cases as are considered in Figure 3.

The effect of T/R° on the statistical responses is small, as might be

expected from the results for forces shown in Figure 4 - at least for

floats which are sufficiently slender.

According to Figures 6 and 7, the "best" float shape is evidently

a function of the design sea state or significant height: slender floats

with displacement relatively uniformly distributed being better for mild

sea conditions while higher values of Ra/Ro with the displacement concen-

trated near the bottom are better for more severe seas. An irregularity,

or "bump," is discernible in some of the curves for values of H1/3/T at

which an increase of sea state introduces a large increment of wave energy

at the resonant frequency of the float.

It is interesting tu note that the dependence on significant wave

height of other heave-related spectral response characteristics may

differ from that of heave. Figure 8 shows significant values of heave
•az

motion, vertical acceleration, and deck curvature, zT , for a particular

float having Ra/R° = 1.8, La/T = 0.5, and T/R = 30. Since the transfer

functions for acceleration and deck curvature depend on frequency in a

different way than does heave, weighing high frequency more heavily,

while attenuating low-frequency input, higher sea states do not produce

as much increase of response as for heave. This is because an increase

of sea state (according to the Pierson-Moskowitz spectra) adds significant

energy in the low frequency range but not much at higher frequencies. For

the case presented, the deck curvatue (and therefore the deck stresses)

are very nearly proprotional to the significant wave height, since

-216-
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I

(T H / (He1 3iT) 5 0.3 over the range of HI1 3 /T values presented.

The Importance of Damping

The primary effect of an increase in the damping coefficient on

the heave transfer functions is to reduce the maximum heave response,

which occurs at a frequency slightly lesser than the resonant frequency,

and to increase the minimum value which occurs for the frequency when

the wave-induced force is due to the damping devices alone.

For design-analyses, the spectral response is most useful.

Figure 9 shows effect on significant heave motion of damping

1 coefficient, c/cc , for a particular float geometry. It is evident that

damping is very useful to control motions in high sea states where some

wase energy exists at frequencies corresponding to heave natural fre-

que.icies.

The damping which is available due to wave radiation can be obtained

from the Haskind-Newman relations, 21 which gives the same result as New-4

man's slender-body analysis for the forces at resonance. These give

Ziw 2= T I-g l (11)

thus, at resonance w = w , the ratio of wave-damping to critical damping

S [ can be obtained as

z [
c =

cc- 2p7v(]+CH)

I 2T 22=1 Cj -I g w (12)

[ and the corresponding transfer function

z-_ iZ w/PgAWlI

C 2(c/c)w

w (13)

-217-
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where Z is the wave-induced vertical force evaluated without taking

into account the damping term.

Since, at resonan-', IZ Cw/PgAwl< I , and for slender vertical

floats l2/Aw>> I and wn--T < 1,ther c/ce << I and z/C >> I . For ex-

ample, for T/R = 30, R 1o = 1.8 and La/T = 0.5, the calculated Weave-

damped" resonant heave motion z/1 would be almost 8000! Wave-associated

damping is inadequate for slender floats'and viscous damping controls the

resonant motion.

Results of tests on a 1/13th-scale mode! of a Manned Open Sea

Experimentation Station (MOSES) reported by the Oceanic Institute,
22Waimanalo, Hawaii, showed that a ratio of damping to critical damping

of 0.075 could be achieved. This was discovered in tests of the model

with z-.,out 18 external rings attached to a slender shaft. The rings,

which are intended to provide structural stiffening, have outside diameter

about 15% larger than the shaft. Complementary tests were carried out with

acetate sheet wrapped tightly around the rings to present a smooth, un-

broken surface. With this shroud the damping was about 1% of critical.

Damping coefficients will, in general, ,e obtained most effectively

by experiments, or will be estimated on the basis of empirical results. It
23

has been known since Froude's investigations in 1874f that the drag coef-

ficient for an oscillating bluff body can be very different from that for

the same body in steady flow. As in all model experimental work, it is

important to be sure that the model conditions correspond to the N11

scale: thus, for dynamic similarity to exist, the model should be geo-

mecrically similar and the flew kinematically similar to the full size.

Certain experience from investigations of roll damping :,f ships

with appendages can give insight into qr •tions relevaiit to damping of

platforms oscillating in waves. It is important to recognize that a small

ambient current, due to oceanic circt.latiuo or induced by wind, can have

an appreciable effect on energy dissipation, as has been found by many
23-29investigators into the rolling of ships. This is because !he model,

in the course of its cyclical motion, must impart motion to fresh, pre-

viously unentrained water. Consider that for a current speed of only

i -2!8-
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I
one knot past a moored i atform, the fluid which is "entrained" by the

motion of a platform may convect about 17 feet during a 10-sec period;

such a period is com-on for ocean waves, and the distance is about half of

3 a typical column diameter for a large semi-submersible drill rig. En-

trained fluid energy can be convected away at an appreciable rate by

modest currents producing important effects on damping and, hence,

resonant response.

indeed, when the damping force is non-linear and, hence, super-

position cannot be applied, it may be inappropriate to apply an oscillatory

drag coefficient obtained for a particular structural element from tests

with rectilinear oscillatory motion1 1 - 1 3 ' 1 5 - 19 to the somewhat different

* kinematic conditions of the orbital vtlocity pattern of waves. The dif-

ferences may be modesf but the question should be posed and, hopefully,

investigated.

The quest;on of scale effects is persistently present and model

experimenters must be alert (and somewhat intuitive) to recognize when it

mat be appreciable. When phenomena are recognized to be predominantly

viscous in origin, we are likely to suspect the possibility of scale ef-

fect. This is, of course, due in large part to the history and experience

of testing ship models for resistance. Very little is known about scale

Seffects on oscillatory hydrodynamic forces which may be relevant to plat-

form motions testing and analysis. Some years ago, however, a program of

experiments to study scale effects on roll damping of circular cylinders

with and without appendages was undertaken by the Naval Ship Research and

DevelopmerL Center and Davidson Laboratory. Whlie these studies were not

directed to platform motions, the results are relevant to the phenomena of

oscillatory damping in general 3nd since they are the only results with

which we are familiar showing the effect of model size, it may be use-

ful to discuss them. Three cylinders with diameters of 6 -in, 12-in and

[ 24-in were suspended vertically in water by torsion springs. Three kinds

of appendages were symmetricallv atLdched to the models, as shown in

i Figure 10 for the smallest (6-in-dian) cylinder. Curves of decaying os-

cillation from variou.. initia! anqu:ar displacements were recorded and
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analyzed to obtain "square-l]aw" damping moment coefficients of the form

C = damping moment (14)
m (p/2)A R - 6I16

c.a.

where A is the frontal area of both appendages and R is thec.a.

radius from tthe axis of rotation to the center of area of the appendage.

The results are tabilated in Table 2.

TABLE 2. EFFECT OF MODEL SIZE ON ROLL DAMPING MOMENTS
FOR CYLINDERS WITH APPENDAGES.(Cm values Eq.14)

Cyl. Bilge Sharp-Edged Streamlined

Diameter Keels Fins Fins

6 in 17 16 4.2

12 in 16 17 3.1

24 in 15 Not Tested 2.9

The 6-in and 12-in diameter models were tested at Davidson Laboratory by

Mercier, while the largest model was tested at the Naval Ship Research
29

and Development Center by Gersten.

The lessons of these test results are not entirely unexpected:

sharp-edged geometric details produce high drag and little scale effect

while well-rounded geometries produce lesser drag and are susceptible v,

perceptible scale eff~ect. These results may provide qualitative guidance

for other applications and configurations, such as for choosing a suitable

scale ratio for a wave test of a floating platform with buoyant caisson-

and -footing floatation elements.

Damping effects, while of principal importance for a fairly narrow

band of frequencies near resonance, can have an appreciable effect on

speciral response when there is appreciable wave energy at the resonant

frequency. The neture of the damping and its dependence on geometric and

flow features is as yet on;i imperfectly understood and needs to bee studied

more vigorously.
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I

3 DECK EI.-STIC RESPONSE

Some very simplified discussions of elastic models of the deck and

flotation system for the Expandable Floating Base will be presented which

indicate that the horizontal forces acting on float-attenuators can produce

3 important deck deformations for the model and, perhaps, the prototype base.

It may be that elastic response to the rather large horizontal forces

3 (large compared to vertical forces) accounts for the observed so-called

"tail-wagging" of the articulated model and the "beam-like" behavior of

3 the elastically-scaled models which will be described below.

The correspondence (and difference) between features of the elastically

scaled model of a segment of the Expandable Floating Base will be discussed

later.

M More detailed and comprehensive studies of the dynamics of the struc-

ture may be expected to produce a more complete explanation and understanding

of the reactions to waves of large arrays of elastically-connected floats in

waves.

w s Static Response to Vertical and
Horizontal Float Forces

The behavior of an infinite beam on an elastic foundation subjected

to normal loads and couples, distributed sinusoidelly along the length of

the beam may be considered to be analogous to that of the Expandable Float-

ing Base lof l]rqe lvngth compared to vwave ]cg~i) .te` on oy wave-induced

i vertical and horizontal forces on the flotation elements. The relationship

between the horizontal forces on the floats and the distributed couples is

[ due to these forces being applied to the floats below the waterline which

is well below the neutral axis of the deck structure. (Actually, this truss

structure may behave only approximately as a beam, but the simplification

permits the application of the well developed analysis of beams on elastic

foundations.)

The wave-induced loads and buoyant resistance to vertical motions are

associated with the individual float elements (or rows of floats) but, in
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the spirit of railroad track analysis, where closely-spaced cross-ties are

assumed to act as unifomly distributed foundations, both buoyant stiffness

and wave-induced loads will be assumed to be uniformly distributed. The

differential equation for bending of a beam with rigidity El is

d2 zEl d M (moment) (15)

which can be different~ate' to give

El d4 z = daM w (distributed load) (16)
dx4 dx 2

For the beam on an elastic foundation, part of the distributed load w is I
due to externally applied loads while part is due to the foundation reaction.

The foundation reaction, due to nuoyancy, for the elastic deck is,

approximately,

q =-kz Sn z (17)

where n is the number of floats in one row (transverse to tie "length"

direction of the beam, which is assumed to be the directicn of wave motion)

and S is the row-to-row spacing of floats; pg is the specific weight of

water and A is the waterplane area.
w

The equivalent wave forces are distributed sinusoidally. The dis-

tributed vett:acl Fo-cn my '-e expressed as:

sin- ". 2T(x ( wt S (18)Pw = z'sn• "-%

where the wave elevation is t
2nxSsin . cos wt (19)
A

and

Z = Amplitude of Heave Force Due To Waves 1 (20)
C Amplitude of Wave pgAw W

w = wave frequency (rad/sec)

C = phase lag of heave force after wavez 2
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I
A distributed wave-induced couple due to horizontal loads may be

expressed as
n.tX." rpgAI S sin - cos(w't-e,) (21)

where
= Amplitude of Surge Force Due to Waves

" - Amplitude of Wave x pgAw

e x = phase lag of surge force after wave

A = distance from center of surge forze to neutral axis of
beam (sse sketch)

I Deck

~j ~/1 LI .~- eutral Axis
"Wave sin

.. W"-.--wave-Irduced Horizontal Forces

3v Distribution of oa es

AT DITAC t FRO TH WETA AMS r":

OF! i T T.I* 'bU U L i
4-

S i Equivalent Distribution of Couples

S I SKETCH OF

DECK AND FLOAT SYSTEM SU8JECTED TO HORIZONTAL WAVE-INDUCED LOADS
= • AT DISTANCE £ FROMl THE NtEUTRAL AXISI OF THE BEA,AND THE EQU!VALENT DISTRIBUTED COUPLES

!
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This distributed couple can be introduced on the equation for the

beam on an elastic foundation in terms of its derivative

M 2iTPAXc 2'xCO(t 212)

Pw = - Cp9Aw sin xcos(wt-C+T' (22)

Dynamic effects, transverse inertia, rotatory inertia and, perhaps,

elastic shear rigidity effects, should be accouated for but will be omitted

to simplify the analysis and discussion.

The quasi-static response of the assumed infinite beam may be obtained

from the equation

d'z k = .sn2rx
d4- + =C sin !-- cos(wt - ci) (23)

whose (steady-state) solution may be written

2sn x cos(wt-ei)Z= (24)

Since the differential equation is linear, we may consider the response

to have exciting forces (i--z), where

nZ CP gAw m,
Cz = Ei S (2--)

and €.=c separately from response to moments due to surge force (i=x),

where
-2 rT nX,.

Cx - -- - r gpAw (26)FIlX S

and ei =xr

The importance of the different kinds of excitation, in terms of the

deflections they may be expected to produce depends on the ratio Cx/Cz

that is

Cx -2TAX•
C X = (27)

z
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I
Since X C is of the order of ten times Z , ,it may be expected that deck

deflectic..s due to horizontal Float forccs wiyl be of equal or greater im-

portanc'. than those due to vertical forces if. X • 220ni . Since 2, the
Sdistance from the center of the horizontal fb)rces to the neutral axis of the

deck may, for example, be greater than half the freeboard, which is about

S30 feet, the horizcntal forces may be more important for waves less than a-

bout 900 feet in length. with a correspondir.g period of 13 seconds. Th1is

- influence of horizontal forces may be even more important if certain kinds

of dynamic effects are appreciable, as is suspected to be the case for the

present elastic models.

The importance of deck bending elasticity compared to buoyant restor-

ing forces may be judged from the ratio

Elastic 16TtlEE I 16T EI-S
Buoyant kK4 npgAw A4

I This may be evluated for values of the parameters which have been considered

in some of the preliminary design-analyses for the Expandable Floating base,

and for the model tests described in the present report, viz.:

n = 10 floats in a raw

AW = -32 = 28.3 ft 2

pg = 64 lb/fta (sea water)
S =3.75 6 ft x cos 60 0  19.5 ft

m El = 80xlOP lb ft2/f. x 225 ft breadth = ]8x]0&

so that

Elastic 302x10s (29)
Buoyant X4

:t appears then that the buoyant restoring forces are more inportent than

Sthe beam-like elastic forces for wave lengths, X greater than about 400 ft,

where the wave period is about 9 sec.

I These (over-) simplified considerations suggest both that deck
elasticity oughr to be taken into account in evaluating motions response

I
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and that moments due to wave-induced surge forces on floats and attenuators

can produce significant vertical deck deflections. These investigations

ought to be pursued further, including important inertia effects and con-

sidering finite-length decks and with elastic connections of float elements

for both the tested models and the propcsed prototypes carefully accounted

for.

A Rudimentary Dynamic Model

Studies of the dynamic iesponse to vertical wave-induced forces of a

very large island,with very large float-attenuators, having relatively

resilient decks, were reported by GAC in the Phase I Techniha" Report on

Expandable Floating Bases, 3 0 dated 15 November 1970. The scale models

which have been tested are not of correspondingly large extent, being

limited to 35 rows (articulated model) or 17 rows (elastic models) and hav-

ing rather smaller floats and attenuators than those considered in Lhe early

GAC investigation.

The present, admittedly qualitative and elementary analysis was

undertaken to check whether a shorter array of smaller floats might exhibit

dynamic amplification effects, especially at the fore and aft erds, suggestive

of those observed with the articulated and, ) ,ter, the elastic arrays. The

most rudimeitrary elastic model is like a string, where a large initial ten-

sion (large compared to perturbatiens) produces elastic restoring forces.

The differential equation, without excitation, of a string with uniformly

distributeC mass is

T T =p(30)
~x2

where

T = string tension

S= mass per unit length of string
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I The nomal modes are = 2(3

wh r Pi W J = s in - i = 1,2, .... n (31)

i where

£, = a characteristic length, the length between ends of the string.

For a uniform beam the corresponding equation is:

El -) z - (32)

The normal modes for simply supported end conditions are
• ~i • ixIi ...W (33)

The correspondence between response of a model with string-like elasticity

elements and one with beam-like elasticity elements is imperfect, to be

sure, but the evaluation is quite simple and may be of interest.

- The model is discretized, and the finite-difference equation is

i iwritten:

K(z• - 2z.+ + z.) + (-uiM + B)z. = F. m1,...N (34)

J+2 ji j

where
z= heave amplitude of jth float

M = mass of one float

8= heave restoring force due to buoyancy
K spring constant = string tension

Kt flot spacing distance

" t •F heave exciting force on jth float

A fe,, calculations have been carried out for an array having 35 rows

of floats with 'iass and buoyancy characteristics like the articulated model

which has been tested.1' 2 The amplitudes of wave-exciting force F. used

I were obtained from the tests of the rigidly-held array reported in Ref.],

which show a variation with position in the array and a small fore and aft
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asymmetry. The phasing of the exciting forces was assumed to be described

as
"/'2l×.F j = IFIsn+ e (35)

where c is assumed tV be ine•eendent of j . Sveral values of spring

constaiit, K , were tekEn, viz.. /• = 0.002, C.02, 0.1 and 0.2. Results

for a model scale Yrequency, f '- ,z, are shown in Figure 11, compared

with the ob3 e,• experimental resvits. The spring stiffness is seen to

have no di,,rnible influence over "he range of values covered. The dis-

tr•btion of calculated motion ampItudes follow very closely the measured

wave-i-duced forces, and are appreciably different from the measured mo-

tions of the articulated model.

These result suggest that the ancma ous feature ("tail-wagping")

measured hea'e response of the articulated model is not due to a co,:pling

between elastic characteristics of the foar. connections and the particular

distributed pazl ern of heave exciting for-.cs. The relationship of these

observations to the anomalous feature of th' elastic model behavior, which

(as will be descaibed below) is a more nearlv fore-and-aft symmetric beam-

like response, is not clear. Various experimzr,ta, observations suggest an

alternate explanation of this behavior.

MODELS

Since the exploratory tests did not yield ; fi'l explanation of the

dynamic response to waves observed with the articulated model, it was de-

cided to investigate hydrodynamic interaction effects on heave motion

responses of arrays of floats connected by an elastic deck-like structure

of known characteristics which approximately represents a prototype struc-

ture. This program of motions measurements constitutes an alternative

approach to that which was originally anticipated, where wave-induced forces

would be measured.

It was necessary to choose a size of array which wz sufficiently

large to assure adequate statical stability in roll 3nd pitch, ýnd also to
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provide data for a representatively extensive island: an array 17 rows

I long having 10 floats per row was selected, roughly corresponding to a

200'x300' helicopter platform. Some tests were carried out with a con-

i figuration having only 9 rows of 10 floats each.

An important feature of the GAC proposal float-attenuator system is

the hinge introduced to alleviate the transference of lateral wave-induced

loads through the pressurized, water-filled fabric floats to the deck and

j Ig truss structure. Since the dyn~amic response to wave action of the hinged

atten.'aetors, all in close proximity to one another, is important for appli-

cations of this concept, it was decided to model these hinges for this

program of tests.

I Floats and Transverse Structure

Rows of floats, which are parallel to wave crests during experiments,

were assembled in units as depi'ted in the sketch of Figu' 12. The floats

3 are 1.5"O.D.x 0.035" wall thickness anodized aluminum tubes, each 12.5-in

long. The tubes are interconnected by a built-tip T-section having 11-in

wide top flange and 2-in deep web, of 1/16-in thick anodized a!uminum with

lightening holes milled in them. The outboard webs of the T-section in-

corporate small tabs with drilled holes to match the elastic interconnecting

S1 elements. The parts of the row (tubes, top flange, webs) are all bonded

together with epoxy cement. The equilibrium draft is approximately 4.75 inches

3 giving a freeboard to the bottom of the web of the T of about 5.75 inches.

Float structure components were made for three ratios of float spacing

3 to waterline diameter, S/D = 3.0, 3.75 and 4.5. Only two of these structures

having S/D = 3.0 and 3.75 were actually assembled and tested however.I
Modifications of the interconnections between the structures were

introduced because it was noticed thzat the T-:nctions were rotating and

twisting. Much of the rotation occurred due to twisting of the relatively

weak tabs which were conrected to the deck, elistic elements (described in

the following section), but there was also a iirge amount of twisting aloag
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the span of the row, so that the middle floats rotated appreciably more

than the floats at the ends of the rows. The rows of floats were tied

together with lightly-tensioned wire, alternate rows, with floats in

line with one another, being connected by fore-and-aft wires at two float

positions in the middle of the row. Since end rows appeared to twist

more than interior rows, a further modification was made so that rows 1

and 3, 2 and 4, 14 and 16 and 15 and 17 were connected by 1/8-in diameter

aluminum rods, capable of withstanding compression, also at two float

positions in the middle of the row. The bracing was connected to the

float tubes, just below the web of the T-section, as depicted in Zhe

view of the deck structure looking athwartships in Figure 12. The ef-

fects of these ad-hoc improvements, which significantly reduce the

twisting of the T-sections, on the equivalent deck rigidity (El) is

not known. Based on comparisons of test results (heave motions of deck

in waves) with and without the stiffening, it is felt that the influence

is not great.

Simulated Elastic Deck

GAC's studies of deck-truss behavior under wave action (Ref. 31,

Table 12, p. 6 5 show a number of alternative effective deck-tri~ss bending

stiffnesses, evaluated for various assumptions concerning extreme wave loads

and deck construction, on the assumption that the lower chord is in tension.

if the wave position is such as to produce a "hogging" attitude, tne lower

chord would be put in compression. If it is a cable unabli to withstand

compression, the effective bending stiffness is dramatically different.

Selection of a model-scale bending stiffness was based on correspondence

between GAC and DL. dated 4 Jan 1971,32 where an equivalent plate El of

80xlO lb-ft2 per foot is indicated to be suitable. in any case, it has been

hypothesized that deck elastic reactions have small influence on heaving mo-

tions (compared to changes in float buoyancy). This is essentially the
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I
reason for having selected the articulated interconnecting mechanism for

the first series of large-array motions tests.

The equivalent plate rigidity of the model, according to Froude-

Cauchy scaling laws, must be proportional to the fourth power of the3 Iscale ratio. Plexiglass deck flexural elements were designed to simulate

on a scale of 1/48 the prototype El of 80x10PIb-ft 2 per foot. The de-

3 sign is in accordance with the sketch and Table 3 given below where t%.,

vertical spacing of the "fianges" of the bEzrn depends on th'. total deck

I width, which depends on the float spacing ratio.

=10

* 7

+ I

SI

S$SKETCH OF3: PLEXIGLASS &ECK ELASTIC ELEMENTS
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TABLE 3

CHARACuZRISTICS OF uECK ELASTIC ELEMENTS

E m 450,000 lb/in2 for plexiglass

WI SVP OF
BEAM FI"A' .?ACiNG 10 ROWS El MODEL b h

S/D in lb-in2  in in
plexiglass

1 3.00 57.0 8,000 1.0 0.391

2 3.75 67.6 10,000 1.0 0.447

3 3.75 67.6 20,000 2.0 0.447

4 4.50 78.3 12,000 1.0 0.1;97

alum.
5 3.75 67.6 520, )00 (3/4"xl/4"xl/16" Alum. L )

Actually, a wider float spacing would probably call for inc, eased deck

rigidity, to accomodate local deck loads. Provision was made for studyinc

the influence of variations in deck rigidity for one case (S/0 = 3.75) where
a beam with double-width "flanges" was prepared. A further, extemporaneous,

variation in deck rigidity was investigated in which a light-weigt't, unequal

leg angle (described in Table 3, as beam 5) was bonded to the ends of the

T-section of the S/0 = 3.75 model in addition to the standard width beai,.

The design of the plexiglass flexural elements, without a "web" %on-

necting the "flanges," permits appreciable deflection in response to shear

forces while the deflections due to bending moments may be considered to Le

properly in accord with the scaled El. The scaled value of shear rigidity

(AG/k in Timoshenko's 3 3 notation) for the deck-truss structure is not known

in any case.

The elastic elements are bolted to the tabs of the T sections as
separate elements. Originally, it was planned that the elastic elements

would be continous, but d;fficulties in aligning the rows and assembling

them made it preferable to separate the flexures into individual segnents.
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I.
* Attenuators and Hinges

Inasmuch as alternative attenuator shapes were to be tested, it was

necessary that they be interchangeable. It was decided to make the con-

nection between the attenuators and the floats simulate the hinge of the

planned prototype. Although it had previously been found (at least for

iselated floats) that the vertical wave-induced forces are unaffected by

the presence of the hinge, it was felt that by introducing the hinge in the

present tests some important information concerning the dynamic performance

of large arrays of attenuators in close proximity would be developed.

The hinges were supplied by GAC, made of silicone rubber in accordance

with the sketch below. The hinges are quite flexible.

"3 I 1,
i 13" 131" 13'

I-TI
1 .41,

:33

3! SKETCH OF SILICONE RUBBER HINGE

Attenuator shapes were chosen to satisfy a theoretical heave response

criteria, as isolated spar buoys, of 1.75-ft extreme heave motion (calculated

3 according to the motions response theory given in the ISOLATED FLOAT HEAVE

RESPONSE ANALYSIS section of this report, with the extreme response statis-

tical procec;,res of Ref.l) in Pierson-Moskowitz wave spectra having H O ft.

Two maximum d'ameters were chosen to be built and tested. Model scale dimen-

sions are fhown in Figure 13.
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The upper parts of the floats are lengths of anodized aluminum tubes,

The shaped portion is a thin-walied (approx. UP8") wax casting. These at-

tenuators were free-flooding and were baliasted to be very nearly neutrally

buoyant and to have a vertical center-of-gravity slightly beWow the vertical

center-of-buoyancy. Flooding with water and venting of air were accomplished

through 1/8-in diameter holes in the bottom and near the top of the tube

(below the hinge insert). The upper part of the tube was stuffed with styro-

foam for buoyancy (approx. 1" of 4 lb/ft foam) and lead shot was added

internally near the bottom of the float. Heated iead shot added to the. cast-

ing became imbedded in the wax and, hence, would not fall out the fill hole.

Proper balance of weight and buoyancy was noted by observing the free-float--

ing attitude where the upper end of the hinge was made to float with a

perceptible meniscus keeping it from sinking. Proper center-of-gravity ,las

noted by assuring that, when the top of the hinge was held flush against a

vertical wall in a tank of water, the attenuater ought to assume an equilib-

rium angle between 50 and 70 degrees from the horizontal, as shown in the

sketch below: WLA-L
Vertical
Wall _ Horizontal

0 0
50 to 70

CHECKING FOR PROPER VERTICAL CENTER OF GRAVITY OF ATTENUATOR

This rather tedious trial and error process was repeated for each of 340

attenuators. Occasionally, the equilibrium conditions changed slightly

during tests due, perhaps, to loss of lead ballast or absorption of water.
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Dash Pot

A series of tests were undertaken in which it was desired to

investigate the effect of externul-damping of one row (the aft row,

number 17) of the array. In this case the damping device (such as

damping collars on each float) could not extend into the water,

where it would be acted upon by wave forces as well as provide damp-

ing. A special dash-pot system was developed.

The critical damping, 2 4k for a rew of floats is appromi-[ mataly 4.7 lb-sec/ft. A series of auxiliary tests were carried out for

the cases of decaying oscillations of a spring-suspended vertical sheet-

metal plate immersed in a narrow plastic tank (½-in wide, 31-in deep

and 4*-in long) filled with Dew-Corning "200" Dimethyl Silicone Fluid.

Damping rates for this type of dash pot with fluid viscosities of 100

centistokes and 1000 centistokes were obtained. Based on the calibra-

tion tests, a dash pot was configured consisting of a vertical sheet-

metal plate, whose surface is pas'allel to the longitudinal centerlane

of'the model, attached near the center of Row 17 (aft) and suspended

in the same narrow plastic t3nk filled with 1000 centistoke viscosity

fluid to give a damping rate of 0.86 lb-sec/ft, about 20 percent of the

crit:cal value for one row.

2
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Measurements

The free-floating models were tethered in DL Tank 2, which-is 751x75'

x4.5' deep, by lightweight bow and stern spring lines connected by yokes

to restrain the model in yaw and against excessive drift. The bow line

passed under a pulley and upward to a very soft (0.043 lb/in) spring, while

tne stern line passed over a pulley and had a 0.1-lb weight attached to it.

This system of restraint i - pected because of previous experler:c with

ships and platforms, to have very little influence cn vertical heave re-

sponse: a few tests were carried out to check this hypothesis. The mudels

were situated with their bows approximately 38 ft from the paddle-type

generator and 15 ft from starboard sidewall of the tank. There ik ai effec-

tive wave absorbing beach along the tank wall opposite the wave generator

(a'torn of the model).

Wave measuring probes, having ±5.0-in range, were situated at tihree

positions: (a) on the model centerline, 13-ft forward of the bow, (h) about

1-ft abeam of the middle row of the model, and (c) on the model centerline,

5-ft aft of the stern. Heave measurements are normalized by dividing by

the wave measurement from Probe (b), abeam of the middle of the model.

Vertical deck motions were measured at seven fore-and-aft locations

on the model, at Rows I (bow), 3, 6, 9, 12, 15 and 17 (stern), all at the

starboard gunwale. An eighth heave measurement was miade at Row 9 (the

middle row) at the port gunwale. The measurements were made with a long

(approximately 8 ft) vertical string between the measurement point on the

model and a quadrant connected to the shaft of a rotary variable differential

transformer (RVDT). These RVDT's have very low friction ball bearings and

the quadrants are very slightly counterbalenced to assure that the string

remains in tension.

An attempt was made to monitor surge motions by recording the mctions

of the bow spring line pulley, which rotates as the snring line surges.
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i
The surge motions being quite small (of the order of a few tenths of an

Sinch), and the spring line rather long (abcut i3 ft), transverse zoscilla-

tions of the string might be suspected of significantly modifying -hp

measurement, it was decided, in view of this uncertainty, not to present

the results of these measurements and merely to note that surge motions

were typically small compared to wave alevation.

Signals from the transducers were amplified by Sarbori, 350 Serizs

I conditioning unit and recorded simultaneously on Visicorder chart paper

and by the PDP-8E digital computer and A-to-D converter.

I A program of oscillation tests, where Row 17 (aft) of the model was
forced to heave while the motions of the deck were measured, was also under-

taken. The apparatus used for these teszs was an improved version of t'ie

equipment described by Mercier in published references.34"35 A sine-cosine[ potentiometer couiled to the shaft of tho oscillator was usec as a motion-

phase reference indicator.

I Data Redtoct ion

[ ;The Visicerder oscilfc•raphic records were read by hand duriqg th:
course of testing Zo obtain preliminary results. The d r3!.:zed in'puter

I records were prucessed -.ith a Fourier- analysis program to obtain the ampli-
tude of the fundamental com.ponent of motion and wave reco.-ds and phase legs

of mot!ons relative to wave (or rleative to the motion of Pow 17, for escil-

lation tests).

TEST PROGRAMS

The schedule of tests conducted with various configurations are

del;neais6 in Table 4 in the chronologicai order in which the tests were

carried out. The numbers of the figures in which the data are presented

"ate listed in this tabie.
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RESULTS

Wave tests data, including amplitude and phase information, are given

in Figures 14 to 18 and 20 to 22 as a function of frequency, f (scaled ac-

cording to Froude's Law, ffll size = fo'e x- , where the scale ratio

S= 48. These results are also tabulated in Table 5. A curve showing the

theoretical heave response of an isolated spar buoy (assuming neither hydro-

dynamic nor structural interaction between nearby floats) having the shape

and proportions of the float and attenuator is included in Figures 14d and

l6d only, for reference. Amplitude ratios, Iz/!l, and phase information

relating vertical deck motion to wave elevation measured abreast of Row 9

are given ii- separate charts for each heave measurement position on the deck.

Results of forced heaving oscillation tests, where an end row (No.17)

of the ='.del is forced to oscillate vertically in otherwise calm water,

arc given in Figures 19a-1. where the vertical notions of the deck are

p~ctte4 as a function of position along the length of the model for several

frequencies. Motions in-phase and out-of-phase with the .mtion of Row 17

are presented.

The results of wave tests 6, with the spacing zatio of 3.75, the full

attenuators and the 2-in wide deck elasticity elements, are shown plotted

as a function of fore-and-aft position for several frequencies in Figures

23a-k. In-phase and out-of-phase components of motion are arbitrarily

referred to the motion, of the middle Row 9, which is taken to have zero

phase angle.

Some underwater still photographs of the action of the hinged attenu-

ators taken during tests 5, with the spacing ratio of 3.75, the full

attenuators and the 2-in wide deck elasticity elements, are shown in Fig-

ures 24a-d. These photos show a "fish-eye" view of the model in waves

with full-scale-equivalent length of about 331) ft, close xo the model

length. Four phases of the motion are shown corresponding approximateiy

to maximum hogging, maximum sagging and the two motion posit-con. midw-ay

between hogging and sagging. In general, for regular and irregular wave

tests with wave heights of the order of P" = W full scale (the greatest

values were about 2" = 8' full scale), the attenuator motions were quite
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gentle, with adjacent attenuators usually oscillating in harmony with one

another. It appeared that much of the attenuator motion might be effected
by the rotation of the deck-float structure as it undergoes a beam-like mo-

tion, induces large fore-and-aft oscillations at the level of the hinges.3Occasional non-harmonious behAor was noted, in which apparently soft

bumping of attenuators ir oujacent rows occurred. This was observed only

for attenuators in Rows I and 2 and Rows 16 and 17. There was some visual
indication of the low frequency oscillations of the attenuators which had

been observed in the tests with a 1/8-scale isolated model during tests at

the Lockheed Underwater Missile Facility,36 but this occurred only occasion-
ally, not during each test run.

I
I
I
I

I

I

I
I
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DISCUSSION

The results have been presented in tabular form so that alternative

methods of plotting and interpretation can readily be investigated.

Certain general observations can be given on the basis of the re-

suits presented, reinforced by the impressions obtained during the conduct

of the tests. Specific conmzots will be given concerning comparisons of

results of related tests.

The vertical motions response to waves of the deck of this model

is not independent of position along the length of the model. The motions

are affected by the elastic connecting elements and exhibit beam-like

features. (This point will be elaborated later when considering a com-

parison of response with different deck stiffnesses.) While the rotation

of the floats, due to resiliency in twist of the T sections, is not

representative of prototype structure or in any other way desirable, it

is felt that this aspect of the modeling, leading Lo a sort of double

pendulum behavior of the floats and hinged attenuators, does not result

in an important modification of the harmonic vertical force. However, it

can have a dynamic effect on the couple due to horizontal force trans-

mitted to the deck beam which would modify the magnitude, but not the

nature, of beam-like response to these loads. The natural frequency of

the twist of the T-section with floats and attenuators is somewhat higher

than frequencies used for wave tests (however, this was not measured pre-

cisely).

Comparisons of Experimental Results

Effect of Float Slenderness

Results of Tests I and 3, for the medium spacing given in Table 5,

Figures 14 and 16, indicate that the two shapes of floats are approximately

equivalent over the range of frequencies covered in regard to deck heaving

motions.

Comparison with results of Tests 2, Table 5 and Figures 15, where

-240- I
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I no attenuators or hinges were attached, indicates the very large and

effective job that the hinged attenuators do in reducing the motions of

float-supported platforms.

Comparison with the theoretically-calculated motions, where hydro-

If dynamic and elastic interaction are neglected, does not, however, show

good agreement with deck motions obtained at any of the measurement loca-[ tions. The fundamental resonant heaving frequency is well predicted.

Effect of Reinforcing

Comparison of results of Tests 4, 5 and 6 and of Tests 3 and 7,

tabulated in Table 5 and presented in Figures 17 for deck elastic elements

of type 3 (2-in wide plexiglass), do not permit a concise statement of the

I effects of reinforcing of the deck structure because of significant scatter
of results plotted as a function of frequency. It is apparent, in any case,

Sthat the effect is small except around a frequency f % 0.080 Hz, where the

amplitudes of the fore-and-aft ends of the deck are apparently somewhat re-

Sduced by the introduction of the finally-adapted reinforcing scheme.

[ Effect of Deck Stiffness

Results of Tests 6, 7 and 11, Table 5 and Figures 17, 18 and 20,[ show that the magnitude of the deck rigidity can have a very important

influence on vertical deck motions. The fundamental heaving resonant fre-

quency is evidently unaffected (or only slightly affected) by variations

in deck rigidity. Response at other frequencies is, however, appreciably

affected. In particular, additional resonant frequenciez appear from

Tests 11 for instance with the aluminum deck stiffener, higher mode fre-
quencies at about f s 0.12 and f - 0.17 Hz are detected, while for

Tests 6 with 2-in wide plexiglass deck elastic elements, f ; 0.10 Hz seems

to be somewhat like a resonance.

This beam-like feature of the response suggests that much of the

difference between theoretically-calculated responses and measurements,

I at least for frequencies only slightly above the heave resonance, may be
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due to near-resonant response, where the elastic natural frequencies are

only slightly separated from the pure heaving natural frequency for the

resilient deck (I-in wide plexiglass), somewhat more widely spread for

the stiffer deck (2-in wide plexiglass), and rather well defined for the

aluminum-beam-stiffened deck. Additionally, the wave-induced horizontal

loads on floats can couple into bending deflecti.ýh, of the deck, as dis-

cussed in the section on DECK ELASTIC RESPONSE, may produce significant

effects at higher frequencies.

The results of Te ts 6,plotted as a function of fore-and-aft

position along the deck for each of the tested frequencies in Figures

23a-k exhibit certain beam-like features. At f = 0.101 Hz, for instance,

a two-moded bending mode of deck motion occurs where all parts of the

deck appa ently move in phase with one anuther. Other wave responses,

plotted in this fashion, are suggestive of beam-like behavior, as are

the responses to forced heaving of Row "7, presented in Figure 19a-.e.

It is important to note that while this study has focussed on

arrays of floats which are "softly" connected structurally, any large

array of floats will have structural resonant frequencies, which can, in

principle. be excited by wave forces. The resonant responses should be

carefully studied, accounting for effects of damping. The present test

models did not incorporate any specially-designed dampers which would

surely attenuate heave resonances somewhat; unfortunately, it is not

clear how much reduction is possible.

Effect of Float Spacina

There are differences between the responses measured `n Tests 3,

where float spacing is 3.75-diam, and in Test 12, where float spacing is

3.00-diam, but the effects of spacing cannot be discriminated from the

effects of elastic bending behavior. Perhaps the effects could be

separated if a complete analytical method for accounting for deck elastic-

ity were available. There is no clear advantage of one spacing over the

other in this comparison.
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S 1Effect of Surge-prio ýines_

Only a few tests at relatively low frequencies were carried out

with no fore-and-aft spring lines because the model drifts away from the

wavemaker at excessive rates to permit collecting data at higher fre-

SI quencies. Results, given in Figures 18a-h (Tests 8) do not indicate any

effect of the spring lines on the vertical deck motions.

Effect of Dash Pot

Results of these tests are also included in Figures 18a-h (Tests 9)

and indicate that the amcunt of external damping provided (about 20 percent

of the critical damping for a single rLow is insufficient to importantly

effect the response of the 17-row-array, presumably because of the tmpor-

S1tant interactions of adjacent float rows.

SEffect of Size of Array

The array with 3-diam float spacing was tested with just 9 rows of

floats, Tests 13, and results are presented in Figures 22a-e, 9eam-ilke

S[ features of response were noted in this case also and no clear indications

of important advantages of smaller or larger arrays appear.

[
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SUMMARY

1. Deck motions appear to be importantly affected by elastic charac-

teristics of the deck. This observation is based on model test

ressilts and is considered to be applicable to full-scale arrays.

2. Analytical considerations, together with test observations, suggest

that the elastic deck bending motion may be signficantly affected

by couples due to horizontal wave-iaduced forces acting on the

floats at a great distance below the neutral axis of the deck

"beam.'
8

3. Attenuator designs selected for testing produce good reductions of

wave-induced ieaving motion compared to floats without attenuators,

although not as good as the theory which neglects elastic and hydro-

dynamic Intera'tion predicts.

4. The hinge 'n the attenuator performs exceptional!y well, reducing

the horizontal load and bending moment which would otherwise be

transmitted to the deck while attenuators gently oscillate without

important erratic behavior or bumping in the arr3y.

5. Yaw-restraining spring lines and small amounts of externally sup-

plied damping have little effect on the measured response to waves.

6. Small arrays (9 rows) exhibit beam-like responses similarly to those

shown by 17-row-arrays. No statement can be made about preferability

of small or large ar-ays.

7. Quantitative information on the specific effects of float spacing

and attenuator slenderness cannot be given until the elastic charac-

ter of the deck response is zlarifie±d further. This effect is

presumed to be oreater than the effects of variations in spacing and

slenderness.

8. Results of a rather detailed theoretical investigation of heave response

of slender vertical floats to wages, including -onsideration of added

mass and dampirg, are presented.
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I APPENDIX H - HYDRODYNAMIC TESTS AND

ANALYSIS PROGRAM FOR EXPANDABLE FLOATING

BASES: PART 3 - ANALYSIS AND SUPPORTING TEST

Il WORK OF STUDY OF RESPONSE OF DEFORMABLE FLOATS

I
1. MODEL FABRICATION BY GAC

Considerations for float construction, as accomplished by GAC, are pre-

sented here with the test resu!ts and analysis provided in the following re-

port prepared by Stevens Institute, Item 2 of this appendix.

I The selection of model shape and size for use in the small-ecale testing pro-

gram was based on several considerations. The depth of water in the avail-

I able Davidson Laboratory test facility limited the model draft. The com-

bination of Froude-Cauchy scaling and suitable elastomeric deformable ma-

terials constrained the model diameter and, hence, draft-to-diameter ratio.

Since these limitations prevented the selection of a slcnder model similar

to the anticipated prototype float-attenuator shape, an alte'rnat.e shape having

a relatively simple geometry of which a rigid model had previously been

studied, was chosen. The geometry and dimensions of the models scJe.-=.ed

are shown in Figure 2 of the Davidson Laboratory report, Iterin 2, belr.v.

The model scale ratio chosen was 1/12 based on a full-scale water plane

3 diameter of 6 ft. Full-scaie Et values of 13, 000 lb per inch and '000 lb per

inch were established as ranges for rubberized fabric ccnstruction to be

simulated in scale by the test model. Evaluaticn of readily avai.ab!e n-a-

terials showed that no fabric-reinforced elastomers ir suicable gages cou'd

be obtained in a suitable time frame; further, the techniques of fabricating

rubberized fabrics necessitated lap splicing, which would not perniit a uni-

form skin thickness to be achieved.

!

i _~33C,
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Polyvinylchloride film was awrailable in a range of gages and moduli at Good-

year Aerospace. It was readily thermoformable and could be easily joined

by adhesive bonding. Two PVC filrms were chosen for model fabricating

with these characteristics:

Et (ib/in.- Thickness (in.)

Thick skin 90 0.030

Thin stzn 40 0.020

The models -%ere fabricated by vacuum f--irming the spherical begments and

adhesively bonding them to joining cylinerical sections. It proved necessary

to re-nforce 4this juncture with ; number of narrow strips of film to reduce

the high stress condition that would occur otherwise at the transition during

pres surization.

Z. DAVIDSON LA-1BORATORY TEST AND ANALYSIS

Part 3 of the Dt-vidson Laboratory subcontract program is given on the fol-

lowing pa6es of this appendix.
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INTRODUCTION

The response to wave action of expandable fabric, deformable membrane,

liquid-filled structures like the float-attenuators planned for use in the

multi-float Expandable Floating Basu nay differ from that fc! rigid, oon-

deforming, bodies.

This report describes analytical investigations of certain hypothetical

models of the non-rigid response of the float-attenuators, with special in-

terest in the vertical response, particularly wave-induced forces trznsmitted

to the deck and resulting heaving motions. Shell-like responses are con-

sidered, as well as beam-like behavior which is relevant to the horizontal

response. The most interesting and, verhaps, important observations come

from a treatment of the float-attenuator system as lumped masses connected

by springs (the hinge connection between float and attenuator, especially)

under the action of wave forces.

Complementary small-scale model tests in waves and with forced heaving
oscillations weru carried out with two deformable models of a float having

elementary geometrical characteristics. Hydro-elastic scaling laws (Froude-

Cauchy) used to relate model-scale material resi!iency and other quantities

to comparable full-size quantities are described. A "rigid'- version Gf this

model had previously been tested at Davidson Laboratory (DL) as well as by
1 2others (Moto-a: Ochi2).

The experimental part of this program had been considered to be use-

ful for comparison with the analyses as well as for a preliminary learning

exercise prior to carrying out large scale (1/8th full size) tests of the

elastically-scaled version of a slender float and attenuator, representative

of the kind of float to be adapted for the prototype Expandable Floating

Base. These large scale tests were actually carried out, under Part 2;

Phase b, of the present project, very shortly after the present small scale

1Superior numbers in text matter refer to similarly numbered references

listed at the end of this report.
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I
Sexperiments were completed and before they were fully analyzed. The small

scale testing cl3early indicated that certain auxiliary te!.ts, such as

natural frequency measurements for various modes of oscillation, are of

substantial usefulness in addition to the primary testing for wave response

i measurements.

This report describes work done under Part I of Phase b, "Response of

Deformable Floats; Analysis and Supporting Test Work" for Goody ar Aerospace

Corporation (GAC) under Ptir-.hase Ore-r 2B1115YX.

S ANALYTICAL CONS IDERATIONS

I Several models for certain kinds of dynamic response of closed liquid-

filled membrane structures -.re hypothesized and examined. Shell-!ike responses

Sare considered first, followed by a brief description of lateral beam-like

behavior which was described previously in DL Letter Repo t 1579, "Hydrodynawic

5 Analyses and Exploratory Model Tests For An Expandable Floating Base.",3 Finally,

the behavior of a lumped-ffmass system composed of the attenuator and float and

ceI Lain axlal springs, responding to vertical wave-induced forces, is discussed.

1ee:ause of ditficulties in Assessing effective spring stiffnesses, firm con-

clus;ons concerning the importEnce of deformability cannot be made without

confirming eviderce fra.o scale rrodel te, such as those conducted by DL and

GAC on a raoreser'ative sernd.." .jater-f'!led floda-attenvator at the Lockheed

IUnd::rwater Missile Facit ty unirz Part 2, Phase b, of the present Purchase

Order, ns reported by ,.umata. The analysis can, hc:over, be used a3 J sort

Sof interpolation formula fo'r evltvating the influences of variatiors :n certain

parameters fro.n the va!ues for a tested model.

I5HELI-LIKE 1"IgPRAT1GNS

I Spherical And Spharo;dai Shells

An *ntere-,ti,- discu-csiur. of tlc frequency eqoationr and mode shapes

Sfor the exiss,=it-.;c Lxtt.r.si.nel, non-torsional vibretiore of fluid-filled

spherical and spheroidal shells has been prcbented by Rand aar DiMaggio. 5

3 The effect of exte;-..1 fi.-d 's n-•t included.
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A particular kind of shell-like response is of greatest interest 'n

view of questions posed by the ARPA review group ; viz., can the hydrody-

namic pressures due to waves produce motions of the internal liquid in

such a way that the wave-exciting force is not attenuated as it would be

with a non-deformable float-attenuator? This situation can occur for the

attenuator, for instance, if the center-of-mass of the enclosed liquid

oscillotes periodically in the axial direction. The work of Rand and

DiMaggio permits us to make some rough approximations of the natura; fre-

quency of liquid-filled shells in such a mode of vibration. This frequency

estimate can be compared to the frequencies of ocean waves to see if a

possibility of resonance exiscs, in which case, dynamic amplification may

oroduce important effects (it being tentatively assumed that non-resonant

response will not produce important v3riations fiom rigid-envelope behavior).

The frequency equationsfor a fluid filled elastic spherical shell of

radious R have been obtained as

+ ~j ½(z)Jff1.)Xz~ - + n(n+l)( 1- 7+ý;jL -z e- J W

.211 -V\t2~ n(n+l)~- I

where the dimensionless characteristic frequency

,z 'R(2)
c

depends on mode numbe," n and parameters

X = acoustical parameter (3)

. (velocity of sound in water
Z \shepr wave velocity of in shell)

and

in addition to Poisson's ratio, v . in the above equations
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w = frequency, rod/sec

c = velocity of sound in water

3 h = minimir shell thickness

p = density of fluid

PS = density of shell material

Jk(Z) = Besse function of the first kind of order k

I For applications in which water is enclosed in rubberized fabric,

both X and n are large. In addition, the lowest axially oscillating

mode corresponds to n-3 (see sketch, adapted from Nemergut and Brand7);

rt-=2 n=3 n=4 n=5
MODES OF VIBRATION OF PROLATE SPHEROICAL SHELLS

I
IEvaluations of Eq.(l) have beeti given by Rand and DiMagg-o only for

a few cases Df v, ý and no. in addition, some numerical evaluations have

bmn sarrieo out for piolate Spheroidal shells with a ratio of nsajor to
SI minor axis, - = 10. For each model pattern of she]] displacement., n .

there are niany roots of the frequency equation, z , only the lowest of

S•which is of interest.

ITable I copares the dimension;ess frequency derived fro the analysis

c-•f Rand and DiMaggio,5 exoressed in a formwhich 'is useful for our present

S~scale model test program, w• which is related to Rand's5 parameter
-35
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WR
z =- by the relation

= z (5)

For the presently described model tests, R is about 0.5 ft, c • 4700 ft/sec

and g = 32.2 ft/sec2 , so that w.L- 1200z

TABLE 1

LOWEST NATURAL FREQUENCY FOR n=3 MODE

vX K0

Spheres 0.33 0.103 17.60 1.2 1440

0.33 6.00 17.60 A10.02 24

Spheroid (-=10)

0.33 0.103 17.60 0.12(eq.) 144

wR
For the spheroid, an equivalent value of z = eq is taken wherec

R is assumed to be the radius of the sphere having the same volume as
eq

the spheroid having T=10

The range of values of wR covered in the present experimental

program is about 0.3 to 1.5, well below any of the values found in Table 1.

Higher values of X , Ko and T lead to lower resonant frequencies. Atten-

uator slendernesses of interest, however, have T< 10 . it must be noted,

also, that the presence of liquid external to the shel!, in addition to

inside, must reduce the natural frequency by an amount which cannot readily

be evaluated.

The results given in Table I can be interpreted only very roughly:

shell-like vibrations of liquid-filled membrane structures typically have

high natural frequencies compared to wave frequencies. Difficulties in

assigning values tc parameters X and K for fabric-reinforced elastomeric
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I
membranes filled with water and further complications of evalcating roots

of equations like Eq.(l) prevent drawing stronger conclusions on the basis

of the analysis of Rand and DiMaggio.5 An alternative elementary analysis,

5 described in the appendsx, leads to other approximate expressions for the

natural frequency of interest from which numerical estimates can readily

3 be mace.

3 Tubu'ar Membrane

The appendix contains a development of a simple formula, based on

Rayleigh's energy method, for estimating the natural frequency of a fluid-

filled tubular membrane depicted irn the sketch below:

r
R = Ro+ 6R sin -T e

Ro

x /

I (constant)

I I
DEFINITION SKETCH FOR FLUID-FILLED TUBULAR MEMBRANE

I The principle assumptions, besides the approximation of the mode

of motion are:

j I. incompressible liquid-filled tube (consequently, c = w, which

would give -. co)

2. All of the kinetic energy of the motion is due to liquid motion,

with no contribution from the tube material (this might be in-

terpreted as p << p ,or xo> I
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3. All of the strain energy is due to deformation of the tubular

part of the membrane. The end bulkheads deform (in their plane)

but do not contribute btrain energy.

The estimate of the natural frequency may be expressed as

ITR
UP R TIEt~t-2 (rrR /L)

7 pgv(6)
L I+V)0 0

where
t

Et = "membrane-modulus" of elasticity

R = tube radius

p = fluid mass density

g = acceleration of gravity

V = displaced volume

v = Poisson's ratio

I = modified Bessel function of first kind of order k

Representative values for certain parameters may be adopted for

calculations:

Et = 1500 lb/in

R = 54 in

pgV 339L lb, with L in inches

v =O0.3

Results of calculations with these values of parameters for f = , Hz,

are exhibited in Table 2:

TABLE 2

NATURAL FREQUENCIES ESTIMATED FROM EQ.(6)

L/R W2 R ig f
0 0

12 5.20 0,98
10 7.45 1.15
8 !1.50 1.44
6 20.30 1.91
4 44.00 2.80
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Since attenuators envisioned for the projected Expandable Floating Base

would be likely to have L/R < 10 and be situated at depths of over

20 feet beliow the water surface, it is unlikely that they would encounter

resonance problems due to ocean wave excitation. Even accounting for the

crudeness of the assumed model and the neglect of "added mass" due to

external fluid motion, the natural frequencies for an axial surging mode

of vibration of a "representative" attenuator must be fairly high. If,

for. ins-:ance, it were as low as fn=0 . 5 Hz, which corresponds to a 20-ft

long gravity wave, it may be noted that the energy contained in ocean

waves around this length is usually not large and that effects of attenua-

tion with depth and the small ratio of wave length to attenuator diameter

I must severely ameliorate excitation near resonance.

On the basis of the foregoing discussions of shell-like vibrations,

either spherical, spheroidal or tubular membranes, it may be inferred that

resonant axial sorging oscillations, which could give rise to significant

effects on wave-induced vertical force or response, are not likely to

occur. The analyses which could be treated under this task are not, un-

fortunately, close analogs of the float-attenuator-structure immersed

in water, so that the influence is not as conclusive as one might wish:

confirmation must depend on results of tests of large scale elastically-

I scaled models, such as reported by Numata.4 These tests did not reveal

the existence of any shell-like axial oscillations.I
BEAM-LIKE VIBRATIONS

A discussion of the lateral natural frequencies of deformable inflated

attenuators according to Rayleigh's method was given in an appendix to the

first DL report on Expandable Floating Bases.3 Results were given for es-

timates of the bending natural frequencies of hinged-free beams (attenuators)

I with El = 180,OOOnR3 lb-ft 3 , where R is the local float radius in feet,

for coated fabric having tensile strength of 3000 lb/in. The distributed

I mass included the effects of entrazned external water. These results will

be repeated here for completeness.

-
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Calculations have been made to show the effect of variations in

length (Table 3) and slenderness (Table 4) on the natural frequency for

floats similar to the one shown in the sketch below:

Hinge "" F T

I I

T

La.

TABLE 3

EFFECT OF LENGTH ON BENDING NATURAL FREQUENCIES
R =1.6 times waterplane radius

a
____La/ fn' Hz

38 s-0.80 0.72

48 ;0.75 0.44

58 -O. 70 0.29

TABLE 4

EFFECT OF SLENDERNESS ON BENDING NATURAL FREQUENCIES
A = 48 ft La/L 1 0.75

R /waterplane radius f , Hz
a n

1.6 0.44

1.8 o.46

2.0 o.48
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There is an important dependence of natural frequency on attenuator length

but slenderness does not have much influcnce.

In view of the attenuation of wave orbital motion with depth, and

consequent deca,' of exciting force, it would appear that atteruators made

of this type of coated fabric could be rather long, say 65-75 feet or more

- iwithout expecting significant resonant response effects. For greater

lengths, this mode of response ought to be considered in greater detail in

the course of design, selection of hinge location, fabrics, etc.

SIMPLiFiEi; LUMPED-MASS-ELASTIC SYSTFMS

Some parts of the float-hinge-attenuator structure may, for certain

3 conditions of design and construction, be quite resilient compared to ozher

parts of the structure and, thus, lumped-mass dynamic models may be hypothe-

sized for analyzing the response to wave-exciting forces. Two models will

be considered for investigating the vertical force and motion responses.

Resilient Column

The model is depicted in the sketches below. Two cases will be con-

sidered: 1) upper end fixed (as for wave-induced force measurement tests)and,

2) upper end free (as for free span buoy).

1) UPPER END FIXED (z=O)

kE

(7)

mz = -(kB+kE)Z + Z E_•Buynt ast•c
'=Buoyant",o=um

ý>prlnq, k =YA "- I 2nrEt

jk E
m maass +added tns4 .
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With the assumption of harmonic exciting force F the solution ,aay be ex-

pressed as

:L 2-1

kE

where

W (9)

is the heave natural frequency of the float, if it is rigid.

The result of Eq.(8) is plotted in Figure 1 fo- severa! vaiuss of

kB AE * An important effect due to elasticity is evident for higher fre-

quencies, where exciting forces are quite small. Damping plates, whl.-h

are needed to control ricid-bcdy heave resonances, bnould rlso minimize

the effect of any elastic heave resonance.

If th6 column resiliency is due to the float fabric alone (it may

also be affected by guy wires), the ratio may be expressed as

k Yffra2l

F 2Trr(Et) (0
TE

Assuming representative (perhaps exaggerated since guy wire stiffness is

neglected) values, viz.,

Y =64 lb/ft3

r -3 ft

c= 50 ft

Et = 15000 lb/in 180,000 lb/ft

k Ak is found to be 0.027, for which value a fairly sm.al! effe't on trans-
B E

mltted ferre is found over the important (low-frequency) part of frequency

range.
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I
2) UPPER END FREE (z 1 =O)

= kE(z -zO) ()

m -kB z - k E(Z- i) +Z

With the same assumption as before, the solution may be expressed in the

form

z q 0

II
sn koB "

Ssince both k BkE and /m (ratio of Oeck and payload mass to attenuator

,atass) are much less than unity z1 z - I for all fraquencies of interesL.

U Resilient Hinge'

in this model it is assumed that tie float-column, as well as the

attenuator, is rigid but that the hinge., which might be constructed as

hemispherical fabric "caps" on the atteruator and f;,,at, can deform axially.

In tnis case, we must recognize that wave pressures proauce vertical forces

acting on the "caps" above and below the hinge which are assumed to cancel

ftif the hinge :s rigid. This wave force may be estimated as
-u~dh

i Zh = YAw C- S e g (13)

where

I{ = wave elevation

S = a solidity factor

= 1- cross section area of hinge
Aep

d dh depth of hinge below wateriine-3 
-
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The model is shown in the adjoining sketch. Again, two cases will

be treatcd.

I) UPPER END FIXED (zi=O)

Z,= Zh + khZ

(1 L)

m= -(kh+k2) Z+F-Fhmbt I _jzi

where rigid column

k =Y (Aw -Ah)

ke= YAh (15) h i ,flB 2~k h i n e , k k o

k +k =YA =k aross-sea, ion ;d B1

are buoyant spring rates. Again Zh _

may be given
w !m'JL

kB= __

____ ___ ___ __ (16)ahr kbte n h

The behavior of this expressio depends importantly on the ratio

k/k , which must be qmite small, but which cannot easily be evaluated,

unless k. is known (experimentally, for instance).

nM

2) UPPER END FREE (0•-)

n' -- k 8 1 Z2 - kh(Z•-z) + F
(17)

rn • - kB2Z - kh(z -z 1 )+ F-F
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I
The solution may be given as

F2 I( B' (18)

F h •,k •

These solutions (Eqs.16 and 18) should be evaluated for a range of

I values of the parameters and compared with test results such as those

reported by Numata.4 Equation (16) can be rewritten in terms of a natural

frequency, w' related to the attenuator oscillating with the hinge as a
n

spring,
-kh

n m

so chat
t kh - • J

I '+-a -_'

kh n

I Since kB /kh << 1 (almost surely), it sh~ould be su'ficient to assure

(w/wU) 2) << to have small &-,namic effect on response.

I Tests ccrried out at Lockhced Underwater Mlissile Facil ity with a

10-Ft draft, elactically-scaled float-attenuator model4 showed w' m 15.7n

rad/sec and, for the highest wave test frequency (w/w';n s 0.07, The

dynamic ef'ect must be cunsidered to have be.n small.

I This lumped rnazs system may he the most significant as far as ex-

hibiting dynamic effects of ail of those considercd. It appears that no

j problems are likely to arise due to these effects for typical designs

and that certain dynamic characteristics can readily be considered in the

S I course of design.

I
I
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MODELS &ND APPALRATUS

MODEL SHAPE AND SIZE

The selection of model shape and size for use in the experimental program

was based on several considerations. The depth of water in the available

DL test facility limited the model draft while the combination of Froude-

Cauchy scaling and suitable elastomeric deformable materials constrained

the model diameter and, hence, draft-to-diameter rat;o. Since these

limitations prevent the selecticn 'f a slender wrdel similar to the antic-

ipated prototype float-attenuator shape, an alternate shape having a

relatively simple geometry of which a rigid model had previously been

studied, was cf-sen. The geometry of the models selected is shown in

Figures 2a-c.

SCALING LAWS

The rules of modeling simlitude which must be satisfied in dynamic

testing of elastically-deforming structures are the so-called Froude-Cauchy

laws which entail geometric, dynamic and kinematic requirements.

1. Geometric similarity is satisfied by scaling all dimensions by

a common factor, A , where X is less than one when the model

is smaller than the prototype. (Wall thickness of the fabric-

reinforced rubber is not critically !mportant for the present

tests.)

2. Dynamic similarity requires Froude number to be satisfied (,atio

of inertial to gravitational fo.-ce), v/,,'t= constant, or

UW'9=- constant, where L is a characteristic lengtn of the

model. Thus velocity, v , is proportional to , frequency,

w , is proport;onal to 41/•X , and forces vary as X3

3. Kinematic similarity calls for identical elastic strain of the

structure, or stress/Young's modulis equals a constant. For

-356- i /)
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ý.hy4rodyn~amic :oading, the stress is proportional to the fluid

dynamic pressure pv2/2 . Thus Young's rnodu~us, E , must 6e

proportional to pv'/2 which, according to Froude's !-. (for

tests of mode! and prototype in water), ;s proportional t: X

For the fabric strain modulus, which is expressed it, units of

(lb/in) rathoer than lb/in2 - for Young's modulus, an additional

actnr of X is required so that fdbric mod~ius, Et , must be

scaled ia propcrtio;, to

Two resi!iert model- were supplied by Goodyear Aerospace 'orporation,

fabricated of polyvinylchloric'e (PVC) film having different fabric mcduli

and thicknesses as follows:

Et (lb/,n) Thickness (in)

'rrhick" Model 90 0.030

"Thin" Model /40 0.020

if the •,ale ratio ir, taken to be 1/12-h (6-in diae waterline moeel

corresponds to 6-ft dlam waterline prototype), the "ful!-si-.e" Ft vaiues

for the "thick" and 'thirn' versions are about 13000 and 6COO lb/in, re-

spectively.

40nL FABRICATION DETAILS

The circular junctiors of the spheiiiat and cylindrical segments of

these iodels were reinro-ned by .multipol heavy bands of PVC since at thks

juncture the radii of curveture are disconiinuous, a condition which would

impose severe stress concentrat:'ons on an unreingorced membrane structure.

rhese reinforcements are illustrated in the sketches of Figures 2b and 2c.

PRESSURIZATION AND SUSPENSION OF Jr.C MODELS

The delformabhte -;'efls were pressurized oy filling with water through

a "stand-pipe" system composed of flexible /U4-in I.D. PVC tubing. Separate

fi!l- 3nd vent-tubes were provided, the fill-tube itzorvorating a wide-m'euth

3-3=7-
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(approximately li" dia;a,) upper section. Both tubes incorporate valves

to hold the pressure set by adjusting the head of -iter in the tubes.

TIh€ PVC models are secured to a S.91t-in diem x 0.95-in thick plexiglas

plate by a ;hose :lamp. The stand-pipe tuFes connect to the plexiglass

plate knd it is readily evihent i.nether air is trapped in the model.

The plexiglass pl3te has two *"-20TPI tapped blind holes to permit

connect;ng to a force balance through a mounting bracket. The rigid

(expcxy-coated urethane foam) model of Figure 2a was attached to the

force balance system by the same bracket.

Two kinds of behavior of the deformable models in waves deserv.

comment in this description of the setups used. The mode's must. be

pressurized to a sufficient level to assure th64t the membrane skin re-

mains in tension under the action of external load&. The thick model was

tested with a pressurization of 35.25± 1.0-in head of water while the thin

model was tested with a head of 24.5_ 1l.0-n of water. Under these pres-

surization conditiens the PVC models creep and water must be added regularly

to maintain constant head, and consequently satisfactory membrane tension.

An alternative test procedure in which the model could bc de-pressurized

hetween test runs only being fully pressurized for the fairly brief (about

0.5 to 1 min' duration of a wave test, was considered. Because of the

substantial i:crease in testing time due to the slowness of the filling

process end recognizing that significant creep would occur during the pres-

surized intervals, this procedure was not followed during the bulk of the

tasting.

A second feature of the model behavior in which tha ;p•.eral ti'er

end of the model oscillated horizontally at rather large amplitudes was

observed. Additional testb were conducted with the models constrained by

guy wires of low-stretch dial-cord connected Itor d horizontal fore-and-aft

boor, to the reinforcing bands around the junction of sphere and cylinder of

the models. The arrangement is depicted in the sketch of Figure 3 which

also 5%ows the pressJrization syttem a-t the attachment to the force balance

syst'm. The thick PVC model was tested both. with and without the goys but

the thin PVC model was tested only with tie guys.
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MEASUREMENTS

For regular wave tests, the models were connected to a pair of force

balances, as shown in Figure 3, for measuring vertical and horizontal

forces. Rated cap tie3 of the balances were:

I Vertical force: :,O lb

Horizontal force:2±2L lb

The water-filled models had an excess of weight over displacement

which exceeded the vertical force balance capacity. A weight (about 10 )b)

connected by a string over a puliey to the vertical force balance unloaded

this bias and put the force transducer in the middle of its range.

Wave elevatioz, abreast of the model was neasured with a resistance-

type probe having ±5-in range.

Signals fron the transducers were amplified by Sanborn 350 Series

conditioning unit end recorded simultaneously on FM analog magnetic tape

and Visicorder chart paper.

A program of heave oscillation tests for deriving added r,.ss and

damping characteristics of the floats was alsc undertaken. The apparatus

used for these tests was an improved version of the equ;pment described

i by Mercier in publivhrd references.8'9 An existing force balance was

sdapti (renge *25 lbs) for these tests. P. sine-cosine potentiometer

-3upledto the sha Ft of the oscllator was used as- a motion-phase reference

indicazof.

TES%' PROGRAMS

- The seaocrre c? testing in re4vla- wzve- covered five phases:

. igid model
2. Thick PVC model, no bracingI 3. Thick PVC o•odel, with bracing
S4. Thin F4C model, with bracinn

SWave pegiods covered the ranoe from about 0.7 to 2.0 sec while heights

1 -359-
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(double amplitudes) of aroun," I inch were used, with a few tests with

higher and lower waves.

5. In addition tht- thick PVC model, with bracing, was tested

with forced heaving oscillations of ±1 inch.

Attempts were made to record natural frequencies of various modes

of model and force balance vibration for some of the inflated PVC models.

The results are summarized in Table 5.

TABLE 5

MODEL NATURAL FREQUENCIES

MODEL MODE FREQ., Hz REMARKS

Thick PVC Heave 3.1 Model oscillates with
vertical balance as spring

Thick P.C Surge 1.02 Bending of model
(no bracing)

Thick PVC Surge 8.3 Model oscillates with hori-
(no bracing) zontal balance as spring

Thick PVC Surge 1.22 Benaing of model
(with bracing)

Thin PVC Heave 2.6 Model oscillates with
(no bracing) vertical balance asspring
Thir- PVC Surga 0.56 Bending of model

,w~, !racrng)

Thir FVC Surge 0.83 Bending of model
(with brizin9)

No wave tests were carried out with the thin PVC without bracing.

Two surge frequencies wcre found: one by striking the spherical end of

the model a horizontal blow appears to be due to the spherical end of the

mode' oscillating with the cylindrical part acting as a spring (beam).

The other, found by ringing the drag balance, appeared on the oscillograph

sbperimposed on the much lower bending mode frequency. Attempts to sepa-

ra3t a !-ode of heave resonance where the spherical end oscillates with

the cylindrical part as a spring from that mode for which the whole model

oscillates w'th the balance as a spring were unsuccessful.
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DATA REDUCTION AND RESULTS

The Visicorder oscillographic records were read by hand during the

course of testing to obtain preliminary results, The FM magnetic tape

records were prcessed using the PDP-8E digital computer and A-to-D con-

verter with a Fourier analysis program to obtain the amplitude of the

fundamental component of force and wave (or motion, for oscillation tests)

records and phase lags of forces relative to wave (or motion, for oscil-

lation tests).

Tables 6 to 9 contain the results of the computer data-analysis of

the wave tests including amplitudes, phases and nondimensionalized coef-

ficients:

w YA w
(21)

Xw w

where

Z = heave force amplitude

C = wave amplitude

Y = specific weight of water (pg)

A = waterplane area

Z = surge force amplitude

A dimensionless frequency parameter is used, w J/g, where w

circular frequency, rad/sec, T = draft, ft, and g = acceleration of

gravity. The vertical wave force coefficient Z should be 1.0 for
w

wO (static conditions). The horizontal force is expressed in the same

fashion in order to permit quantitative comparisons. 1.oe sign conventions

used for phase evaluations are:

+ wave crest

+ heave force 6pward

+ surge force toward wavemaker

Nominal values of A and T are used for the PVC models. corre-w

sponding to the "design" cylinder diameter and draft. Actual values were
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i

somewhat different and varied during the tests due to creep- they were

not accurately measured and, hence, are not suitable for use in data

presentation.

Heave force results are plotted in Figure 4, where results which

had been obtained previously for the rigid cylinder, using a somewhat
10

different measuring system (Mercier ) are also shown. Results of the

present and previous tests of the rigid model agree well but the flexible

models perform dramatically differently from tne rigia model and from

each other. No satisfactory explanation of these differences can be sug-

gested. It may be noted that when wave tests were done with the fill

tube open to the atmosphere, only very small (less than ±4") oscillations

of the head of water in the stand-pipe were observed. No differences of

response were found between tests with the fill tube open and closed.

Horizontal force results are exhibited in Figure 5. Again, there

are appreciable differences between the rigid and water-filled PVC models.

It is noted th-.t the differences appear to be "1tuned" to the natural fre- 11•

quencies (see Table 5). The theory of vibration isolation (cf., Thomson1)

shrms that the ratio of transmitted force to periodic excitation force ii
for a spring-mass system may be written as

Il+ ý2

TR = T C (22)Fa '[- JY + 2 ,
{-C W

c n

where c is the ratio of damping to critical damping. The curves fitting
cc

the data in Figure 5 roughly follow the pattern described by Equation (22),

if it is assumed that c/c is in the range of 0.13 to 0.20. The phase
c- U

change, also shown in Figure 5, agrees qualitatively with the results of

the theory of vibration isolation, too. This theory does not, however,

describe the differences between "rigid" and PVC models with accuracy,

probably because some of the wave excitation force is applied to the system

"springa' (the cylindrical part of the float) while the rest acts on the

system 'mass" (the spherical end of the float).
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Results of the vertical oscillation tests are presented as added

mass coefficients in Table 10 and Figure 6. These results have been

corrected for the effect of model and apparatus weight, and are considered

to be due to (a) external hydrodynamics, and (b) dynamic effects due to

distortions of the model and its contained fluid. Results for the rigid

model, from Ref.lO, are also shown in Figure 6. The differences between

rigid and PVC models may be considered small compared to the differences

for wave-induced heave forces. The added mass coefficients of the PVC

model show greater difference from the rigid model at hign frequencies.

SUMMARY

Several analytical models for dynamical response of float attenuator

systems have been considered.

1. Shell-like modes of vibration of the water-filled attenuator

which could give rise to appreciable modifications of the

vertical force appear to be unlikely to occur since estimates

of resonant frequencies are well above frequencies for signifi-

cant wave energy.

2. A beam-like bending mode of vibration of the attenuators may be

important for rather long attenuators where the resonant fre-

quency may fall in the range where significant ocean wave

excitation could occu- This mode of response can readily be

taken into ac-our* in the selection of shape, size and materials

for attenuators. Dynamic effects on guy-wire supported floats,

with attenuators at the lower end, may also be significant

although this behavior has not been investigated in this report

(it may be inferred from the tests carried out with the 1/8-

scale model at the Lockheed Underwater Missile Facility 4).

3. Consideration of lumped mass models of vertical response of

float-attenuators indicates that the hinge connecting the

float and attenuator is probably the weakest "spring" for

vertical motions. The characteristics of this spring should be

considered in the course of detail design. However, tests of

the 1/8-scale model indicate that it is unlikely that problems

would occur from this source.
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Experimental studies of simple models of floats, having geometric

shapes substantially different from realistic slender floae-attenuators,

show that membrane material characteristics can affect hydrodynamic re-

sponse.

Significant differences were found between measured wave-injuced

forces for water-filled PVC models and a rigid (epoxy-coated polyurethane

foam) model. The differences in the horizontal forces could be explained

in tenns of elementary vibration isolation theory, but no explanation has

been found for the differences in vertical forces.
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APPENDIX

ESTIMATION OF THE NATURAL FREQUENCY
I OF A

FLUID-')4IL.ED TUBULAR M:EMBRANE

I
The lowest (fundamental) frequency of a dynamical system with dis-

tributed mass may be estimated with good accuracy by the energy method due

to Rayleigh provided a reasonable approxnation of the node or pattern of

displacements of the system can be made. Such an estimate will be somewhat

greater than the true fundamental frec'uency.

An elemencary model will be postulated which approximates the case

of a slender tube filled with an incompressible fluid which is assumed to

3 surge to-and-fro axially, in such P way LAat a periodic axial (inertial)

force acts on the tube-fluid system. An analogy ;_ intended with the

slender water-filled float-attenuator system distorting under the action of

an externally applied pressure distribution due to waves (having, in particu-

lar, an axial gradient) and thus experiencing a modificat;on of the vertical

wave-induced force transmitted ' the deck. For the present analysis, only

an estimate of the lowest natural frequency will be made so that by comparing

3 with ocean wave frequcncies, the possibility of unfavorable dynamic amplifi-

cation can be discernea: it may be assumed that the distortion of the fluid

3 filled tube due to pressure gradients will be unimportant unless magnified

by resonant response.

3 Assume a circuiar cylindrical tube with length L and radius R to

be connected to end bulknepds having the special doh&racreristic that they

can stretch in their own plane but not deform normal to their plane. Water

contained in the tube is assumed to surge periodically in the axia; direc-

tion so that the tube bulges alternately over one half while contracting

over the other half and vice-versa. The situation is depicted in the

sketch

I PIceding page blank -367-
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R= Ro + 6R sin-e T re - -r

L/2-

- = - (constant)

The flow of fluid within the tube can be assumed to be described by

a velocity potential function which satisfies Laplace's equation, which

can be expressed in cylindrical coordinates for axi-symmetric flow, as

V2 • + + = 0 (A-1)8r2 r if ax2

Assuming that the veloý:ity poterzial has the form

Trx iWt
Asin s f(r) e (A-2)

fihes the mode of osLillation of the fluid and its containing menbrone.

The axial and radial velocities are obtained as

u = -A cos!--f(r) eiwt
axx L

(A-3)

U= - -A sin'-- f(r)eIwt

The boundary condi.ions which are to be satisfied are

u X 0 at x = * L/2 (satisfied by assumed form of cp) (A-4a)

u= 0 at r = 0

dU atr=R0  (A-4b)Ur =d" at r 0

The function i(r) is obtained as the solution of Eq.(A-1), subject to
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the boundary conditions (A-4b). After separation of variables, the

Laplacian reduces tot3
d2f I df (T\ý2(A5
d" + r -r- f=0 (A-)

whose solutions are modified Bessel functions of or'ier zero. For the

boundary conditions (A-4b), of zero radial velocity at the axis, the modi-

fied Bessel functions of the first kind must be taken,

f(r) = C i o L (A-6)

and the constant C is found from the boundary condition at the outer

radius

i dR -A in;' i~t

ur = d -A sin C -: C -i e (A-7)

j Expressing the membrane deformation as
I n i wt

R = R 0 + 6 R Fin - - eI (A-B)
dR 7Tx iwt

dR = iw6R sin --- e

we obtait 

6 
.C r (A-9)

I A I -

or Tlr

Ip iw6R L sin ix oT)j ei t (A-;ON

The kinetic energy of the internal flow can be obtained (cf. Lamb,

.Hydrorynamics,6th Ed.,1932, reprinted by Dover Press l9L5) as

T=- CP 0ds (A-l1)

wh re th- integration extends over the mrnving surface. The result of this
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operation is found as

L 1 0 t(nR 0 /L) L sT/2 r. 2TTRd(-)Tin = (w6R) a " I1 (TTRo/L) - /2 s L -- 2T

ant 2 TIi ~"0"~~ ~-1/20 L

L wR) 1o (nR/L)
=p -£(wR (A-12)

- ~2 i (nR0/L)

The kinetic energy of the membrane material itself i., ignored since

it is small compared to that of the fluid.

The elastic strain energy of the membrLne can be readiiy evaluated,

assuming axial strains are negligible compared to hcop strains, and ignor-

ing strain energy in the end bulkheads, as

Et si2 e) ITx 2TTRO L d('xP
2(l+v)(l-v) L TR Ir L

-n/2

Et (8R)2  L (A-13)
=2(I+V)(1-V) Ro

where Et is the '"membrane modulus" and v is Poisson's ratio.

An estimate of the lowest natur'l! frequency of a slender fluid-filled

elastic tube of finite length may bt obtained by equating the two kinds of

energy (whose maximum values occur periodically out-of-phase with one

another).

TE t I (TTR /L)
W2 

9E t 1 (n0/ (A-14)
p(l+v) (l-v)V 10 (vRo/Q)

where V = enclosed volume = .•L

If external kinetic energy, due to a surrounding fluid, is to be taken

into account, the analysis becomes somewhat more complicated. The assumption

of a velocity potential cp - sin Ex to describe the external flow does not
L

allow a suitable three-dimensional axial diffusion of the induced flc4 associa-

ted with finite-length effects unless some rather laborious analys;s is pursued;
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consequently, the participating fluid kir.etic energy would be substantially

overestimated. This analysis will not be carried out here. The natural

frequency of a fluid-surrounded membrane is, of course, less than that of

the membrane in vacuum.
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TABLE 6

WAVE AND RE3PONSE RESULTS

RIGID MODEL

(Epoxy-Coated Urethana Foam)
Draft,T=12"' 25 June 1972

RUN PERIOD FREQ WAVE HEAVE SURGE HEAVE SURGE DIMENSIONLESS
AMPL FORCE FORCE PHASE PHASE RESPONSE

sec I/sec {,in Z, 1b X, lb cp',de' cp(xdeg2  Zw w A

1 0.785 1.274 0.445 0.156 0.671 192 111 0.775 3.33 1.411

2 0.718 1.393 0.491 0.162 0.766 192 117 0.728 3.44 1.543
3 0.843 1.186 0.532 0.165 0.720 184 103 0.684 2.99 1.3 1

4 0.930 1.075 0.516 0.157 0.616 198 106 0.671 2.64 1.187

5 1, 04 0.986 0.521 0.133 0.564 194 100 0.563 2.39 1.093

6 1.133 0.883 0.550 O.116 0.540 193 101 0.466 2.17 0.978

7 1.258 0.795 0.454 0.066 0.459 192 103 0.320 2.23 0.881

8 1.441 0.694 0.599 0.034 0.408 205 97 0.148 1.50 0.769

9 1.736 0.776 0.504 0.038 0,302 350 84 0.166 i.32 0.638

10 2.083 0.480 0.465 0.082 0.134 356 116 0.389 0.64 0.532

11 0.780 1.232 0.472 0.152 0.667 191 110 0.711 3.12 1.420

12 0.716 1.397 0.499 0.163 0.774 192 117 0.722 3.42 1.547

Footnotes:

Upwarii ",. force lags wave crest

2 Surge force toward wavemaker lags wa.g crest

= A--w ,: ,here Y specific weight of water (0.0361 lb/in3 ) ,A --waterplane area

"x =_w ' YAl

W i. - n Freq , T = draft , q = acceleration of gravitj
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TABLE 7

WAVE AND RESPONSE RESULTS

THICK PVC MODEL
(No Bracing)

Draft (Nominal),T=18" -- 6 July 1972

RUN PERIOD FREQ WAVE HEAVE SURGE HEAVE SURGE DIMENSIONLESS
AMPL FORCE FORCE PHASE PHASE RESPONSE

sec I/sec C,in Z, lb X, lb yz'dr' r 'deg2 Z Xw4 tT

1 2.070 0.483 0.567 0.006 ;06 58 123 0.011 1.91 0.654

3 1.740 0.575 0.799 0.308 2.041 180 107 0.378 2.50 0.777

4 1.467 0.582 0.930 0.640 3.780 176 99 0.674 3.99 0.922

5 1.029 0.972 0.943 1.134 5.035 !83 185 1.18o 5.24 1.315

6 1.282 0.78c 0.362 0.507 2.831 168 111 1.372 7.67 1.054

7 1.133 0.883 0.514 0.720 ".490 190 146 1.374 8.56 1.200

8 1.020 0.980 0.494 0.608 4.404 175 171 1.207 8.74 1.330

9 0.928 1.078 0.421 0.678 3.888 183 202 1.578 9.05 1.462

10 C.83b 1.191 0.499 0.574 2.490 184 231 1.127 4.89 1.619

11 1.2:7 0.796 0.243 C.355 .-493 171 111 1.448 8.04 1,079

12 0.776 1.289 0.452 0.444 1.403 184 241 0.S64 3.0o 1.749

Il 1.014 0.986 0.249 0.343 2,616 174 177 1.370 10.30 1.338

Fcotnotes: See Table 6
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TABLE 8

WAVE AND RESPONSE RESULTS

THICK PVC MODEL
(With Bracing)

Draft (Nominal),T=18" - 7 July 1972

RUN PERIOD FREQ WAVE HEAVE SURGE HEAVE SURGE DIMENSIONLESS
AMPL FORCE FORCE PHASE PHASE RESPONSE

sec I/sec C,in Z, lb X, lb czdegý xdeý 2 7 x 4
w w

15 1.014 0.986 0.209 0.223 1.155 175 108 1.046 5.42 1.338

16 1.258 0.795 0.243 0.249 0.955 179 93 1.006 3.85 1.079

18 0.712 1.404 0.436 0.386 2.574 190 227 C.868 5.79 1.90C

19 1ý014 0.986 0.443 0.s42 2.918 171 115 1.200 6.59 1.338

29 0.924 1,082 0.459 o.62t 4.157 171 111 1.340 8.a6 1.469

21 0.832 1.202 0.525 0.735 4.750 179 i79 i.373 C.87 1.631

22 1.248 0.83; 0.45; 0.454 Z.• 175 96 1.074 4.81 1.087

23 1.122 0.891 0.524 0,",7 3.314 182 !10 1.228 6.2c 1.209

24 1.0!1 0.989 0.878 1.343 5.143 172 145 1.500 5.74 1.342

25, i.43y 0.6,6 0.769 vo.o4 3.183 176 97 0.397 3.94 0. 44

26 1.738 0.575 0.677 0.329 1.579 177 99 0.476 2,29 0.781

27 1.734 0.577 0.791 0.404 1.896 176 100 0.501 2.85 0.783

28 2.072 0.483 0.575 0.079 1.172 167 !23 0.135 2.00 0.655

2• 1.253 0.798 1.498 1.896 5.236 173 114 1.240 3.43 1.083

Footnotes: See Table 6
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I i TABLE 9

L WAVE AND RESPONSE RESULTS

THIN PVC MODEL
(With Bracing)

I Draft (Nominai).T=18" - 7-11 July 1972

RUN PERIOD FRIEQ WAVE HEAVE SURGE HEAVE SURGE DIMENSIONLESS
AMPL FORCE FOPCE PHASE PHASE RESPONSE IS_

sec I/sec C,in Z, lb X, lb cq z deg' cpxdeg2  Zw X w -

1 31 1,789 0-559 0.633 0.390 2.613 171 1!1 0.605 4.05 0.759

33 1.448 0.691 0.773 1.578 5.100 ;90 195 2.000 6.47 0.937

34 1.023 0.973 0.896 1-780 3.716 191 234 1.92o 4.07 1.326

5 35 1.268 0-.789 0.434 1.103 4.496 190 196 2.590 10.16 1.070

36 1.135 0.-M1 0.531 !.245 3.638 197 225 2.300 6.81 1.196

I 37 1.017 0,983 0.462 0.926 2.248 189 234 1.970 4.77 1.334

38 0.920 1,087 0.L,61 0.906 1.581 185 239 1.930 3.36 1.475

39 0.330 1.205 C.473 0.869 0.813 177 240 1.800 1.68 i.634

40 1.26i 0.793 0.288 0.711 2.583 193 212 2.420 8.79 1.076

41 0.775 1.290 0.453 0.823 0.393 180 238 1.780 0.85 1.751

1 42 0.710 1.408 3.503 0.768 0.326 176 189 1.500 0.64 1.911

43 0.716 1.397 0.308 0.499 0.126 179 188 1.590 0.40 1.895

44 1.006 0.994 0.241 0.523 0.833 1.86 239 2.130 3.39 1.349

45 1.432 0.698 0.406 0.862 2.518 189 214 2.080 6.08 0.948

I
I Footnotes: See Table 6
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TABLE 10

FORCED HEAVE OSCILLATION TESTS

THICK PVC MODEL
(With Bracing)

Draft (Nomina!), T=18a1
ii

al Added Weight
9 Displaced Weight

0.645 0.396

0.552 0.376

1.180 0.517

1.336 0.546

1.554 0.541

1.574 0.511

1.851 0.588

2.104 0.562

2.372 0.632

2.570 0.661
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APPENDIX I - HYDRODYNAMIC TESTS AND

ANALYSIS PROGRAM FOR EXPANDABLE FLOATING

BASES: PART 4 - LARGE SCALE MODEL TESTS OF

RESPONSE OF DEFORMABLE FLOATS

I. MODEL FABRICATION BY GAC

a. General

Float construction is discussed below prior to the test procedure and re-

sults providerl in the Davidson Laboratory report, Item 2, below. Four

significant items had to be determined before fabrication of the rigid and

exoandable test floats could be undertaken. These were:

1. Full-scale float dimensions and configuration

2. Float design basis: cantilever versus hinged

3. Model test scale

4. Materials of construction

b. Full-Scale Dimensions and Configuraticn

Based on data generated in the previous program - which did not, however,

takc into account the effects of interaction - an cverall full-scale float length

of 110 ft was ;hosen wit,; float water -lane diamet2r of 6 ft, slenderness ratio

of 1. 5 to 1, and the configuratior. describe% in Section III of this report.

c_. Float Design Ba3is." Cantilever versus Hinged

Despite the preponderanice of hydrodjr:amic data previously gcnerated by

this programn and in the literature on cantilevered floats, a decision was

ma.e to hinge the test models, since reduction of the bending moment b r

this device so dramatically i educed pressurization requirements in an in-

flatable float construction with potenbially :omrnensurate reduction of cost.

It had earlier been calcvlated that the heavc forces acting on a hinged or

cantilevered float of similar configuration would be the same, whereas surge

forces cox.:d be grossly diminishes by an articulated de3ign.
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d. Model Test Scale

A survey of tank test sites indicated that the Lockneed Underwater Missile

Facilitya was best adapted to accomplishing wave tests in the time frame

established by the program. Based on a full-scale overall float length of

110 ft, a test scale model of 1/8 appeared to be maximum for the tank di-

mensions and wave-making capabilities.

e. Materials of Construction

Selection of materials for the test units is related in the following descrip-

tion of the models.

Configuration and dimensions of the rigid float/attenuator assembly are

shown in Section Ill. After evaluation of the characteristics of the water

and air-inflatable model, which required duplication in the rigid unit -

equivalent buoyancy, similar center of gravity, and center of percussion -

it was apparent that a wood construction could more readily be fabricated

and properly ballasted than metal. Pattern pine was selected because of

availability and uniformity. Ballasting of the attenuator was accomplished

by insertion of a steel cylinder and a lead-filled pipe at appropriate positions

along the axis. To provide free hinge movement in any dir.!ction of the at-

tenuator relative to the float, a ball and socket-type automotive universal

jcint was employed. Weight of the assembly, including all fittings was 355. Z

P- in air and 15.0 lb in water.

A common mounting platform was fabricated to join either rigid or flexible

float assemblies to the Davidson Laboratory instrumentation package. The

platform- comprised an interface hub that joined three equally spaced booms

to which were attached cable trussep to stabilize the upper floats, both rigid

and • nfiatable.

The fundamental design p-cblems ass )ciated with the inflatable floats were

detcf-ilnvtion of inflation pressure and fabric strength. These were re-

solved by ,valuation of the data given below:

T--h, bending momxent wa-, calculated Lt a point loczted six feet below the water

aA cdesc±eiption of this facilit, is provided in Appendix E.
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line where the cable truss is to be attached. Bending moment is considered

most severe here because of the cantilever effect of the stub extending below

this point.

Mayimum strength required is III lb/in, quick break, occurring circum-

ferentially in the attenuator. Calculations supporting this strength are

shown in the main body of the report. This value is considered conservative

in regard to a full-scale design. Full-scale design would optimize the hinge

and truss location to provide for a reduced stress on the float fabric. Note,

however, that the geometry of the float considered here does not identically

match the model float from which the test data were taken. Differences in

the float are judged unimportant in regard to the forces of interest on the

basis of extrapolation of other test data.

It was decided to fabricate two inflatable floats for test purposes in the event

that one might be demaged at the test site, which was so remote from the

fabrication shop. Each of these was manufactured by cutting patterns to

evolve a specific geometric area and then adhesively bonding in lap joints.

Sewing was add .*ionally employed in fabricating the necked down "hinge"

section between the float and attenuator.

Two different rubberized fabrics were used for each model. The unit tested

was fabricated of N313A40, a calendered neoprene/nylon airship fabric with
quick break strengtb of 165 X 180 lb/inch. -he backup model employed

N313A140, also a aeoprene impregnated nylon fabric with quick break strength

of Z25 X 240 lb/inch.

The float and attenuator are individually compartmented; a hemispherical

diaphragm above the hinge separates the water-filled attenuator from the

air- and water-inflated float. Volume of water in the float is determined

by degree of buoyancy required. Whereas ear]ier float concepts had en-

visaged a water-filled -.tand pipe connected to the attenuator to vary its

pressure with wave passage, it was decided to pressurize positively both

flo;t and attenuator of the test mode by application of pneumatic pressurt

in the float, which could be transmitted through the domed diaphrF.gm to the

water-filled attenuator. Pressure level in '-oth was read out through gages

connected to water- and air-fill lines. Drain tubing was also provide ibor
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Z.

both chambers. Fill and drain tubing in the models was vinyl water hose.

Both terminated in female fittings connected to the float upper plate -. an

aluminum disk, which was bonded and clamped to the end of the float cylin-

der. Structural connection to the test mounting platform was made through

this plate.

2. DAVIDSON LABORATORY TEST RESULTS

Part 4 of the Davidson Laboratory test program is presented on the follow-

ing pages. i

U

-i

i i

i!
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INTPONJCTION

The obiective of this experimental investigation was to mmasure the

wave fo-ces acting on two 1/8-scale captive models of a float configura-

tion proposed for use in a multi-float array forming an Expandable Float-

ing Base. The basic unit consists of a surtace-piercing vertica! cylinder

called a "float," tc which is hinged at its lower end a cylindrical "atten-

uator" which has a slight excess of weight over buoyancy.

One model was madeý of fabric and designed to provide scaled simula-

tion of prototype fabric thickness, strength, and stiffness. The float

portion was pressurized with air and the attenuator was filled with water

under pressure.

The second model was constructed of woad with the attenuat.r being

ballasted to simulate the mass and inertia characteristics of the fabric

attenuator. This model was representative of the typu of construction

used for 1/48 and 1/57.6-scale models of float arrays for parailel in-

vestigations :onducted at Davidson Laboratory (DL). Thus, a compar:son

between the measured forces on the two 1/8-scale models should reveal

whether or not a rigid-walled model is a satisfactcry representation,

hydrodynamically, of a fabric model. Results can also be compared to

analytical predictions of wave forces, and can provide needed information

for design of prototype structures.

This work constituted Part 2 of Phasz b "Response of Deformanle

Floats; Large Scale Model Tests," performed by Davidson Laboratory (DL)

for Goodyear Aerospace Compancy (GAC) under Purchase Order 281115YX as

amended in September 1972. The testing was perforTred at the Lockheed

Underwater Missile Test Facility kLUMF), Sunnyvale, California, during

the period July 17-22, 1972.
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MODELS AND APPARATUS

The 1/8-scale models were constructed by GAC; their dimensions and

configuration are shown in Figures 1 and 2 from GAC publication GAP-72-

5652S8. Each model could be bolted to a mounting flange fitted with three

horizontal outrigger booms For attaching the guy wire cables to the float.

The mounting flange was bolted to a OL three-component balance

mounted orn the LUMF carriage. Rated capacities of the balance were

Vertical force - 50 lb

Horizontal force ±500 lb

Pitch monent *:250 ft-lb

T4 axis for moments was located 1.15 ;nches above the top surface of the

aiuminm cap of each model (see Figures I and 2).

Each model together wit;i the mounting flange 3nd outriggers had a

weight in excess of its displacement, thus causing a dc.wnward bias force

on the balance system. Since this static force exceeded the vertical force

capacity of the balance, a simple 5:1 lever was fitted to prov;de unloading

of the bias force. Figure 3 shows the general setup in the LIAJF basin.

in addition to the two forces and one moment, the following measure-

ments were made:

4. Wave elevation abreast of model: resistance-type probe,
L7.5 inches range.

j5,6 Tension in forward (00) and one aft (1200) guy cable: load
cells, 500-lb range.

7a. HorizonIal force at hinge cf wood model: strain nage link,1O0-lb range.

7b. Pressure variation in water in fabric attenuator: strain
gage pressure gage, 5psi range.

Signals frccl the transducers were amplified by a Sanborn 350 Series

signal conditioning unit and recorded simultaneously in analog form on

magnetic tape and Visicorder chart paper. These instruments were f-,rnished

by the DL instrunent pool.
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Pressures in the upper and lcwer sections of the fabric model were

adjusted and monitored through a fil;ing system equipped with dial-type

pressure gages.

The moael was positioned on the centerline of the LUMF basin about

100 feet from the bulkhead-type wave gencratot and about 60 feet frcm the

wave-absorbing ,%each. The tank cross-section was 15'x;51. Two 16rnm movie

cameras supplied by LL*IF were mounted behind underwater viewing windows

directly -breast of the model. Abovewater lighting was used. A synchro-

nizing sign3i for the start of each data run appeared as a voltage pulse

on both the magnetic tape and chart paper records an- as a small light

source in the movie background. The upper camera viewed the hinge area

of each model; the lower camera viewed the middle 2/3 length of the atten-

uator.

TEST PROCEDURE

The test crew consisted of the following:

Name Organization Responsibility

John Burkley GAC Models

Bill Conley G(AC Models

Ed Numata DL Test Program

Jim Starrett DL Instrumentation

John Bard LUMF Test Operations Supervisor

Bot Smith LUIJF Photographer

Lee Guilford LLUIF Test Technician

The sequence of testing in regular waves covered these four phases:

1. Wood model, hinged
2. Wood float without attenuator
3. Wood modal cantilevered
4. Fabric model

Wave periods covered the range from 1.5 to %.0 seconds and heights ranged

from 6 to 12 inches. Run lengths for recording purposes were regulated to
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give at least 4 wave encounters 'or the 4 second wave, and 8 encounters

for the 1.5 second wave. At a wave period of 2.3 seconds, several wave

heights were used to check linearity of responses.

Attempts were mnade to record natural frequenc;es of various modes

of model vibration. The results are summarized as foflols:

Model Mode Freq. Remarks
1/sec

Wood Heave 4.3 Mod•c' plus balance syste'n
cL'rge 1.7 Model plus balance system

Fabric Heave 7.7 Float plus balonce system
Heave 2.5 Attenuator-hinge
Surge 1.0 Model plis bal-ance system

The fabric model has a f;bric hinge which a lows relative vertIc-3l

motion between the float and the attenuator. Thki. there are two distinct

heave trequencies, as listed. The first higher frequency is for the

float plus baiance system without the attentor. i.t.,. Lhe atteruator

mass is isolated due to the hinge. This frequeny 4as isolated by strik-

ing the mounting flange above the float. The secord frequency is associa-

ted with a spring-mass system consisting of theŽ ht.:je ss a spring, and the

attenuator mass. The upper end of the attenuator ta, struck a va:,tizal

blow and the resu lting vertical oscillation record showed the tso fre-

quencies super impo.ed.

DATA REDUCTION AND RESULTS

The Visicorder chart records were read by hand during the course

of testing to obtain preliminary trends of test results. Upon returning

to DL, the magnetic tape records were processed on the in-house PDP-8E

digital computer. An existing computer program made use of the analog-

to-digital conversion capability of the machine and performed a Fourier

analysis of the regular waves and the six responses to produce an outp;t

consisting of the amplitude of the fundamental of each of .the seven

quantities, as well as the phase lag of each response referred to the

wave.
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The motion pictures wcza analyzed on a film reader to obtain

amplitudes of angular motion, It was observed that the attenuator of

each model tended to oscillate both at wave frequency and at its own

natural frequency, the latter oscillation becoming quite large in the U

longer waves.

Table ;a lists the amplitudes of the Fundamenitai harmonics for the

wood model; Table lb lists phase lags i>-r these results. Table 2a shows

amplitudes and Table 2b lists phases for the fabric model. All amplitudes

are model scale. Table 3 lists Pngular motion amplitudes. The sign con-

ventions used for ph3se evaluations are:

"+ wave crest

"+ heave force upward

"+ surge force toward wavemaker

"+ pitch moment tends to pitch float bottom toward wave-
maker

÷- tensions increases in cable tensiorn

+ hinge force toward wavemaker

Sattenuator pressure increase in pressure

Figure 4 shows a comparison of vertical or heave force for the

hinged wood and fabric models on a base of wave frequency; also shown is

Pn ýanlytical prediction. Figure 5 is a similar plot of horizontal or

surge force vs. wave frequency. Both force amplitLudes have been divided

by wave amplitude in Figures 4 and 5. Results are presented in rnn-dimen-

sional form, with force amplitude per unit wave amplitude divided by

pg x waterplane area (P9 - static heave force rate) given as •unctions4p

of the frequency parameter wfraft/g , where w = 2nv frequency.

In the course of testing the cantilevered wood model, :t was found

that sur~e forces were extremely larqe, causing appreciable deflection

of -he model-plus-balance systen. Even when wave heights were reduced to

about ; tnches (]-inch amDiitude), significantly !arger deflections than

for the n;ng.d model were observed We are reasonably certain that dynamic

coupling occurred between the variou3 component force balance uiiits, giving

Sunreliable results. Heave forces, which in principle should ;rave been tne
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same as for the hinged model, were over twice as large. Surge forces were

characterized by unpredictable trends also. Thus, we believe that these

data are meaningless and we have not reported them.

i The differernce between the surge force response of the fabric and

the wood models may be at least partly due to dpramic effects. The dis-

I crepancy is greatest at higher frequencies which are noted to be i'airly

close to Lhe recorded natural frequency ,n surge of the fabric model plus

balance system, namely fn,. I.0 Hz. The deEails of the mode of response

I are not knawn. From the elementary theory of vibration isolation (cf.,

Thomson, Vibration Theory a.,d Applications, Prentice Hall Inc., Engiewood

I Cliffs, N.J., pp. 6 4 - 6 6 ), the ratio of transmitted force to periodic excita-

tion force for a sprung mass system may be written approximately (neglect-

I ing damping) as
F_..

T R=FE

SSince the wood model also has a fairly low natural frequency (f 1.7 Hz),

dynamic effecLs on its response should not be neglected. Assuming the ex-

citation forces are similar for botn models, the falric model response may

be estimated from the wood model response:I ,fbi _ _ ,___

'1-

I wood !-

The following table compares the measured surge force (per unit wave height)

for fabric model with caiculated values obtained from the wood model results

and the foregoing approximate dynamic response formula:

Frq X X X

Freq '"- fabric (-- fabric

_____--_ calculated measured

0o4 2.86 3.22 4.on

0.55 3.92 5 03 5.90

0.65 5i20 7.68 7.50
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Although the agreement is not perfect,it is much improved and it must be

considered that dynamic effects account for most of the dif-fererdce between

the surge force responses of the wood anJ the fabric models. An explana-

tion of the lower resonant frequency of the fabric model may be found in

the lower bending rigidity of the fabric "beam," which may be importantly

affected by the details of the guy-wire bracing system used for any 2artic-

ular application.

Dynamic effects also partially account for the discrepancy between

the measured surge force phase and the anticipated value, around 90 degrees.
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TABLE ]a

WAVE AND RESPONSE AMPLITUDES

WOOD MODEL

I RUN PERIOD FREQ WAVE HEAVE SURGE PITCH 00 HINGE DIMENSIONLESS RESPONSE
sec 1/sec FORCE FORCE MOMENT TENSION FORCE Z * X 2 l S

C,in z, lb x, lb ft-lb Ib lb w W

FLOAT AND HINGED ATTENUATOR

I 1 1.48 0.675 2.12 1.22 11.90 44.4 1.37 1.75 0.250 2.43 2.36

2 1.49 0.670 2.20 1.17 11.93 44.4 0.51 1.84 0.230 2.35 2.35

3 2.00 0.500 5.54 2.04 18.84 73.4 2.35 0.08 0.161 1.48 1.75

4 2.32 0.4.30 5.50 2.21 19.70 77.2 1.21 4.80 0.174 1.56 1.51

9 2.32 0.430 4.24 1.86 17.16 67.1 0.79 4.10 0.191 ).76 1.51

10 2.34 0.430 7.17 3.19 27.96 108.4 2.99 6.70 0.193 1.70 1.51

5 2.57 0.390 6.80 1.86 17.28 69.8 2.30 4.39 0.117 1.11 1.37

6 2.98 0.335 6.99 1.13 13.09 51.8 2.20 3.62 0.070 0.80 1.17

7 3.62 0.275 5.64 2.62 10.85 44.9 5.08 2.94 0.202 0.83 0.96

I 8 4.08 0.245 5.92 4.42 7.25 29.0 5.19 1.88 0.324 0.52 0.86

I FLOAT ONLY

11 2.33 0.430 5.62 7.02 14.82 54.6 1.22 - 0.543 1.15 1.5!

I 12 2.96 0.340 7.55 11.50 9.80 37.7 1.01 - 0.660 C,.57 1.19

13 3.99 0.250 6.75 12.34 6.44 25.0 2.71 - 0.795 0.41 0.89

I 14 1.52 0.660 3.75 2.47 16.!4 59.1 0.99 - 0.287 t.87 2.34

Footnotes:

° I - •Z . , where Y - specific weight of water (0.0361 lb/in9)

C IYAWAw = waterplane area

* x.l_

CYA~

W4. 1, where w = 21! Freq, T = draft (10 ft). g = acceleration of gravity
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TABLE lb

RESPONSE PHASE LAGS RELATIVE TO WAVES

WOOD MODEL

RUN PERIOD FREQ HEAVE SURGE PITCH 00 HINGE
MOMENT TENSION FORCE

sec 1/sec deg deg deg deg deg

FLOAT AND HINGED ATTENUATOR

1 1.48 0.675 90 346 84 164 22

2 1.49 0.670 95 350 87 172 23

3 2.00 0.500 134 31 102 183 183

4 2.32 0.431 122 28 89 189 37

9 2.32 0.431 125 28 89 203 32

10 2.34 0.427 129 35 95 227 30

5 2.57 0.390 128 42 96 203 45

6 2.98 0.335 60 39 88 253 45

7 3.62 0.275 25 51 93 261 55

8 4.08 0.245 13 61 98 177 83

FLOAT ONLY

11 2.33 0.429 7 31 94 237 312

12 2.96 0.340 2 41 95 323 82

13 3.99 0.251 1 64 107 140 130

14 1.52 0.660 39 354 89 167 243
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I TABLE 2a

I WAVE AND RESPONSE AMPLITUDES

FABRIC MODEL

I RUN PERIOD FREQ WAVE HEAVE SURGE PITCH 00 1200 ATTEN. DIMENSIONLESS RESPONSE
sec 1/sec FORCE FORCE MOMENT TENS. TENS. PRESS. z X 2 3 J"a

C,in z, lb x, lb ft-lb lb lb psi w w

AIR AND WATER PRESSURES 4.!1 psi

I 21 1.51 0.660 2.81 1.24 28 1 99.8 70.4 13.2 0.05 0.181 4.10 2.31

35 1.51 0.660 4.25 2.47 32.9 124.9 25.6 19.3 - 0.238 3.17 2.31

I 22 2.00 0.500 4.52 1.74 23.7 84.3 17.4 9.2 0.03 0.158 2.15 1.75

23 2.30 0.435 4.14 2.09 21.2 75.7 16.1 9.9 0.04 0.207 2.10 1.52
29 2.27 0.440 6.24 4.06 30.6 111.1 22.6 15.4 0.05 0.267 2.01 1.54
24 2.61 0.385 4.80 1.22 16.4 60.0 13.6 7.2 0.05 0.104 1.40 1.35

25 2.99 0.335 4.64 0.49 9.4 32.0 6.1 3.8 0.06 0.043 0.83 1.17

I 26 3.64 0.275 3.91 1.93 7.9 26.1 6.1 2.9 0.07 0.202 0.83 0.96

34 3.65 0.275 4.01 1.86 8.6 29.2 2.8 3.6 - 0.190 0.88 0.9,6

I 28 4.03 0.250 3.80 2.64 5.0 17.6 9.5 1.8 0.08 0.270 0.54 0.88

WATER PRESSURE 2.25 psi, A!R PRESSURE 4.11 psi

I 30 2.24 0.445 4.66 2.98 23.4 84.0 17.4 10.8 0.02 0.262 2.06 1.56

31 2.92 0.340 4.43 0.60 10.8 38.6 8.8 4.5 9.03 0.560 1.00 1.193 32 3.87 0.260 5.64 3.46 9.7 34.5 8.6 4.4 0.05 0.614 0.71 0.91

AIR AND WATER PRESSURES 2.25 psi

33 3.90 0.255 5.70 3.46 9.3 33.0 10.2 4.0 0.!1 0.249 0.674 0.89I
I

U Footnotes 3 2, 3,: See Table le
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TABLE 2b

RESPONSE PHASE LAGS RFtATVE TO WAVES

FABRIC MODEL

RUN P:RIOD FREQ HEAVE SURGE PITCH 00 120' ATTEN.
MOMENT TENSION TENSION PRESSURE

sec I/sec deg deq deg dag deg deg

AIR AND WATER PRESSURES --. 11 psi

21 1.51 0.660 91 356 90 178 90 191

35 1.51 0.660 115 352 86 174 94 355

22 2.00 0.500 145 34 10L, 210 95 248

23 2.30 0.435 135 34 96 217 99 272

29 2.27 0.440 135 40 102 214 i08 288

24 2.61 0.385 129 45 99 224 96 284

25 2.99 0.335 52 42 89 222 91 299

26 3.64 0.275 8 55 93 179 100 3C5

34 3.65 0.275 13 50 87 230 91 107

28 4.03 0.250 12 55 90 237 79 318

WATER FRESSURE 2.25 psi, AIR PRESSURE 4.1 psi

30 2.24 0.445 135 37 99 216 109 265

31 2.92 0.340 77 35 82 213 81 287

32 3.87 0.260 11 53 92 269 94 307

AIR AND WATER PRESSURES 2.25 psi

33 3.90 0.255 9 51 91 251 91 314
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I TABLE 3

ANGdLAR MOT:-ON OF ATTENUATOR

WOOD MODEL FABRIC MODEL

RUN WAVE WAVE AMPL Ah'PL RUN WAVE WA14E AMPL AMPL
PERIOD AMPL A B PEPIOD AMPL A B
sec in deg deg sec in deg deg

I 1.49 2.20 0.2 2.0 21 1.51 2.81 1.8 3.0

I3 2.00 3.54 1.2 4.5 22 2.00 4.52 1.7 4.0

4 2.32 5.50 1., 4.2 23 2.30 4.14 2.0 3.5

9 2.32 4.24 1.3 4.5 29 2.27 6.24 3.0 *

10 2.3" 7.17 2.0 3.2 24 2.61 4.80 * 4.7

£ 5 2.57 6.80 2.1 .0 25 2.499 4.64 2.0 3.0

1 6 2.98 6.91 2.2 5.0 26 3.64 3.91 2.4 4.2

7 3.62 5.64 4.0 6.0 28 4.03 3.80 2.7 5.0

1 8 4.08 5.92 4.0 4.0

Amplitude A refers to motion at wave period.

Amplitude a refers to motion at natural period of attenuator.

Natural Periods: Wood Model 15.5 sec

Fabric Model 15.0 sec

I
!

"Could not be determined due to insufficient data

-
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FIGURE 1. FABRIC MODEL DIMENSIONS (1/8 Scale)

(From GAP-72-5652S8)
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FIGURE 2. WOOD MODEL DMENSIONS (1/6 Scale)
(From GAP-72-5652SS)
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